
DIGEST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO NATIONAL
BANKS.

[The following Federal cases were reported in vols. 249-251, United States Reports, and
vols. 259-266, Federal Reporter. One State case from Texas is also given.]

ACCOMMODATION PAPER.

Sales—Arrangement under which advances were made on- notes held not " ptir-
chases," hut Joans at usurious interest% and bank acting as intermediary an
accommodation indorser.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) An arrangement under which a bank advanced to
a payee of notes 77 per cent of their amounts, and turned them over to
a credit company, which advanced the same amount to it, and was to pay
the other 23 per cent out of payments on the notes after deducting a
charge of 1 per cent per month, the bank making a charge not measured
by the time elapsing between the date of its payments and the date of its
reimbursement, was not a purchase of the notes by either party, but a
loan on the notes at a usurious rate of interest, and the bank was a mere
accommodation indorser of notes in which it never had any beneficial
interest. (Sponge Exchange Bank of Tarpon Springs r. Commercial
Credit Co., 263 Fed. Rep., 20.)

Sales—Transaction is not a "sale" where indorser is to account for collections
in excess of advances with interest.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) When by the terms of a transaction by which an
indorsee acquires a note he is required to pay or account to the indorser
for so much of what is collected on it as exceeds the amount advanced
and agreed interest thereon, the transaction is not a "sale." (Ib.)

Appeal and error—Plea of payment need not he considered where uncontin-
verted evidence entitled defendant to verdict on another plea.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) On appeal in an action against a bank on notes, its
plea of payment need not be considered, where the mi controverted evi-
dence sustained its plea that the indorsement of the notes was a mere
lending of its credit to the notes. (Ib.)

Under statute hank could not loan its credit to note by accommodation indorse-
ment.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Under Gen. St., Fla., 1906, sec. 2707? a bank is not
permitted to lend its credit to paper which it does not own, and in which
it has no beneficial interest, by indorsing such paper. (Ib.)

Evidence—Parties dealing with bank were charged with knowledge of statute
under which it could not make accommodation indorsement.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Parties advancing money on notes taken through
a bank, which acted as intermediary, were chargeable with notice of the
law of the State, under which the bank could not bind itself by an ac-
commodation indorsement of notes which it did not own, and in which it
had no beneficial interest. (Ib.^
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2 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

CHECKS AND DRAFTS.

LETTEKS OF CREDIT.

Bank liable for refusal to honor letter of credit.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Where defendant bank issued a letter of credit

to plaintiff covering the price of merchandise to be shipped by plaintiff
to a third party, it is no defense to an action for refusal to honor a
draft made by plaintiff pursuant to the letter of credit, attached to
the bills of lading, that owing to a recent Government regulation the
purchaser could not export the merchandise as intended. (American
Steel Company v. Irving National Bank, 26G Fed. Rep., 41.)

Can not revoke letter of credit acted upon.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1020.) A bank issuing a letter of credit on behalf of a

depositor to a third person, who acts on it, can not justify its refusal
to honor its obligation because of contract relations between it and the
depositor. (Ib.)

"Letter of credit1'; "general letter of credit"; "special letter of credit1'';
definition of terms.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A letter requesting one person to make advances
to a third person on the credit of the writer is a " letter of credit" ;
it is general, if directed to the writer's correspondents generally, and
special, if addressed to some particular person. (Ib.)

COLLATERAL SECURITIES.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF HOLDERS OF COLLATERAL.

Carriers—Possession of bill of lading presumptive evidence of ownership.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) The possession of a bill of lading, whether indorsed

or not, is presumptive evidence of ownership of goods therein described
as against any person not showing a better title. (National Bank of
Ashtabula v. Bradley, 264 Fed. Rep., 700.)

Carriers—Acts of drawer of bill of lading after discount of drafts do not affect
discounter.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Any act of the drawer of a bill of lading after delivery
of the bill and discount of a draft attached, will not affect the rights of
the person discounting the drafts. (Ib.)

Banks and banking—Carriers—Rule that bank should act only as agent in
collecting drafts applicable only to parties.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Rule of bank, that in receiving drafts it shall act only
as agent for the depositor, applies only between the bank and its- cus-
tomer, and does not constitute the b;mk, which discounted drafts attached
to a bill of lading, a mere agent of the owner as against an attaching
creditor. (Ib.)

Carriers—Bank which discounted drafts attached to bill of lading held owner
of property.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where a bank discounted drafts attached to a bill
of lading, and gave credit to the depositor, who was already indebted,
allowing the depositor to withdraw the excess, the bank became the
owner of the property specified in the bill of lading, notwithstanding the
depositor's attempts to induce the consignee, on whom the drafts were
drawn, to dispose of the property, this being particularly true where
the deposit slip giving credit contained no reservation. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Bank discounting drafts with bill of lading attached, holder
for value.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Under Gen. Code, Ohio, sec. 8193 et seq., bank, dis-
counting drafts with bills of lading attached, even though the drawer has
overdrawn his account, becomes a holder for valuable consideration. (Ib.)
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REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 3

Carriers—Sheriff's seizure of grain, where bank had discounted drafts, lield
conversion.

(IT. S. D. C, 1920.) Where, after a bank had discounted drafts with bills
of lading attached, the sheriff seized the grain shipped under a judgment
against the consignor, his act amounted to a conversion as against the
bank, and an action for damages for conversion may be maintained. (Ib.)

Carriers—Rights of bank discounting drafts not affected by payment of other
indebtedness.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where a bank discounted drafts with bills of lading
attached, and gave the depositor credit, which he withdrew, the rights
of the bank were not affected, because a relative of the depositor subse-
quently gave a note to secure other indebtedness due the bank, on which
the depositor made payments, etc. (Ib.)

SALE OF COLLATERAL SECURITIES.

Pledges—Liability of pledgee for conversion.
(U. S. D. C., 1920.) A bank, holding certain new automobiles in pledge

as security for a loan, which, on bankruptcy of the debtor, nominally sold
them for less than their value to a director, who resold them singly
through an agent at a profit, which was turned over to the bank, held
accountable to the trustee in bankruptcy for the difference between its
debt and the amount actually received, with interest (Howard v. Me-
chanics Bank et al., 262 Fed. Rep., 699.)

Pledges—Lien of pledgee limited to proceeds of wrongful sale.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A pledgee of property of bankrupts, which ostensibly

sold it for the amount of its debt, but afterwards received from the
purchaser the profit on resales, held to have waived any right to a lien
for expenses incurred for storage before its sale. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—'Effect of wrongful sale by pledgee of bankrupt.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A pledgee, which wrongfully sold the pledged prop-

erty, held estopped to claim a lien for a greater amount than it received
on an accounting to the trustee in bankruptcy of pledgors for the value
of the property. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Right of bank to apply funds on unsecured indebtedness.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A bank, which as pledgee wrongfully sold property

of bankrupts at private sale for the amount of its lien, but afterwards
received the profit from resales by the purchaser, which it held as its
own, held estopped, on an accounting to the trustee, to apply such sum
on unsecured indebtedness of bankrupts. (Ib.)

COLLECTIONS.

Collecting bank's liability as collector governed by general law, not State de-
cisions.

(U. S. D. C, 1919.) On a question of general law, as the liability of a
bank accepting for collection commercial paper, the Federal courts are
not bound by decisions of the State in which the contract was made, or
to be performed, but must determine the question of liability by reference
to all authorities. (Taylor & Boumique Co. v. National Bank of Ashta-
bula, 262 Fed. Rep., 168.)

Liability of bank collecting commercial paper for acts of correspondent.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) A bank receiving commercial paper in one State for

collection in another is liable for any neglect of duty occurring in its col-
lection, whether arising from the default of its own officers or employees,
or from that of its correspondent, and while this obligation may be modi-
fied by contract, a modification will not be inferred from knowledge that
the receiving bank must, or intends in due course of business to, forward
the paper to another bank for collection. (Ib.)
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4 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

Owner of commercial paper can not sue correspondent selected by bank to
ivhich paper was delivered for collection.

(U. S. D. C, 1919.) Where a correspondent selected by a bank with which
was deposited commercial paper for collection is negligent, and the owner
suffers a loss, the owner can not in his own name sue the negligent cor-
respondent, but his right of action is against the bank with which he de-
posited the commercial paper. (' Ib.)

DEPOSITS.

APPLICATION OF DEPOSIT ON CLAIM.

Bank entitled to apply deposit on demand note, but may waive such right.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Whether one indebted to a bank on a demand note

was solvent or insolvent, the bank had a right to insist on a set-off of
the debtor's deposit, and to retain the deposit and credit it on the note
there being no agreement to the contrary; but it could waive this right,
recognize the debtor's ownership of the deposit, and allow him to retain
it, check it out, or apply it as a payment on the note. (In re Cross, 265
Fed. Rep., 769.)

Set-off and counterclaim—Right of set-off existed in equity', but not at laiv,
independent of statute,

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) The right of set-off in actions at law did not exist at
common law, but was created by statute; but the equitable remedy of
set-off existed at common law, independent of statute. (Ib.)

Set-off and counterclaim—Statutes respecting ''counterclaims " held to include
recoupment and set-off.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) The provisions of the New York Code of Civil Pro-
cedure on the subject of " counterclaims" include recoupment and
set-off. (Ib.)

BanJcruptcy—Bank held to lose lien on assigned accounts after collection and
deposit of proceeds by assignor.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where one indebted to a bank assigned accounts re-
ceivable to it, under an agreement that he might collect the accounts and
deposit the proceeds in such bank, with the right to check against it as
required in the conduct of the business, and that he would make daily
assignments of all new accounts receivable in place of those so collected,
when money collected was deposited in the debtors' name, subject to his
check, and new accounts were substituted, the bank lost all lien and
claim on such money by virtue of the agreement to assign as against
other creditors and the debtor's trustee in bankruptcy. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Bank In Id to have received payment from bankrupt and not
exercised right of set-off.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where a bank, holding its depositor's demand note,
on discovering that, his financial condition was unsatisfactory, demanded
a check for the amount of the deposit, and, on receiving it, canceled the
note and took a new note for the amount due, less the deposit, the trans-
action held a payment to the bank, and a voidable preference, and not
an exercise of the bank's right of set-off. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Demand note held to leave become due and payable by demand.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where a bank, holding its depositor's demand note,

demanded that he give it a check for the amount of his deposit, canceled
the note, and took a new note for the amount of the old note, less the
deposit, what was done operated as a demand, making the old note due
and payable. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Bank entitled to enforce right of set-off, and right not affected
by payment by check.

(IT. S. D. C, 1920.) If one indebted to a bank on a note makes deposits
in the due course of business, without intent to give it an opportunity
to secure a preference, and the note is due, the bank has a banker's
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REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 5

lien on the deposit, and may enforce it by set-off, though it knows the
depositor is insolvent and contemplates bankruptcy proceedings, and the
set-off may be made before or after such proceedings are instituted, and
the fact that it takes the form of o payment by check drawn against
the deposit is immaterial. (Ib.)

Under agreement with debtor, bank not entitled to appropriate deposit to pay-
ment of debt due it.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where one indebted to a bank on a demand note
assigned accounts as security under an agreement that he might collect
them, deposit the proceeds, and check against the deposit as required in
the conduct of the business, and that he would make daily assignments
of all new accounts in place of those so collected, the bank was bound
by the agreement that the debtor might check against the deposit for
the payment of debts and obligations incurred in the business, and it
had no right as against such creditors to appropriate the deposits to the
payment or extinguishment of its prexisting debt. (Ib.)

Right to set-off deposit against notes of decedent.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A bank, which held notes of a decedent at the time

of his death, by transferring his account to the name of his administra-
trix held to have waived the right to subsequently apply the account as
a set-off on the notes. (In re Tietje, 263 Fed. Rep., 917.)

DEPOSIT OF PUBLIC MONEY.

Clerk of courts—Right of clerk of circuit court of appeals to canceled checks;
"public money;" "money of the United States."

(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Fees and emoluments received by the clerk of the
Circuit Court of Appeals are not " public money," nor " money of the
United States," and when deposited in bank by the clerk and checked
against to pay expenses of his office, the Treasury Department is without
authority to order his canceled checks retained by the bank, but the clerk
is entitled to have them returned in the customary manner, to be
preserved by him. (Petition of clerk for instructions respecting can-
celed bank checks, 261 Fed. Rep., 154.)

SPECIAL DEPOSIT.

Dealings with depositors—Special deposit.
(U. S. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Where defendant bank knew that a special ac-

count opened by plaintiff was for the purpose of advancing money to
meet the pay roll of a contractor who was constructing a building for
plaintiff, and that the custom was for plaintiff, when a pay roll came
due, to make a check on the account in favor of the contractor for the
exact amount, which was used in meeting the pay roll, it can not be
held as matter of law that the deposit made by such a check was not a
special deposit, which defendant would not rightfully apply on a note
of the contractors. (Owens Bottle Mach. Co. v. Kanawha Banking &
Trust Co., 259 Fed. Itep., 838.)

"Special deposit" defined.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A " special deposit " implies the custody of property

without the authority in the custodian to use it, and the right of the
owner to receive back the identical thing deposited. (Tuckerman -r.
Mearns et al., 262 Fed. Rep., 607.)

Brokers—Holding customer's stock not a special deposit.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Stock purchased by a broker for a customer does

not constitute a special deposit in the broker's hands, since the broker
might discharge his obligation by delivering other stock of equal kind
and denomination. (Ib.)
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6 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

ACTIONS BY DEPOSITOKS.

Allegation of general deposit not supported by proof of special deposit.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) An action by a trustee in bankruptcy against a

bank to recover the balance of what was alleged to be a general deposit
made by bankrupt, subject to its check, held not sustained by evidence
that the deposit was special, and withdrawals therefrom were to be made
only by checks countersigned by a third party. (Conklin v. Guaranty
Trust Company of New York; in re Morton Truck and Tractor Company,
266 Fed. Hep., 361.)

Liability for negligent failure to discover forgery not relieved by depositor's
negligence.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A depositor's recovery against a bank for negligently
failing to detect a forgery is not precluded by the depositor's failure to
examine his bank statement and checks. (Farrell et al. v. First Nat.
Bank of Philadelphia, 263 Fed. Rep., 778.)

Bank liable for payments contrary to power of attorney.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where plaintiff depositor gave defendant bank a power

of attorney authorizing an employee of the depositor to draw checks under
a specified sum and settle the bank account, held, that the bank's liability
for amounts checked out by the employee in excess of the specified amount
was not affected by the depositor's failure to examine the monthly bank
statements, since the power of attorney notified the bank that the em-
ployee would examine the statements. (Ib.)

Recovery by depositor not precluded by failure to examine accounts in other
banks.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) A depositor's recovery against a bank for making
payments contrary to the limitations of a power of attorney, held not
precluded by the depositor's failure to examine indorsements upon checks
and duplicate deposit slips in another bank, which might have led it to
discover the unauthorized payments. (Ib.)

Depositor's negligence must directly affect bank to preclude recovery.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) In a depositor's action against a bank for wrongfully

paying out funds, the depositor's negligence is immaterial, unless it
directly and proximately affected the bank's performance of its duties.
(Ib.)

Bank liable for unauthorized payments.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where defendant bank permitted a defaulting em-

ployee of plaintiff depositor to check out funds contrary to the limita-
tions specified in a power of attorney given the bank, the bank was liable
for such payments, under the rule that, where one of two innocent par-
ties must suffer for the tortious act of a third, the party giving the
aggressor the means of doing the wrongful act must bear the conse-
quences. (Ib.)

Payment—Bank entitled to only partial benefit from> repayments made by de-
faulting employee of depositor.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) In action by a depositor against a bank, which had per-
mitted a defaulting employee of the depositor to withdraw funds con-
trary to the limitations of a power of attorney, held, that the depositor
might apply money repaid to it by the defaulting employee upon other
losses caused it by the employee, and need apply only the remaining bal-
ance on the bank's debt to it. (Ib.)

Payment—Bank not entitled to credit for repayments made to depositor by de-
faulting employee.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) In a depositor's action against a bank for permitting
a defaulting employee of the depositor to withdraw funds contrary to
the limitations of a power of attorney, held, that the depositor might
recover its entire actual loss from such withdrawals, without crediting
the bank with certain sums which the employee repaid to the depositor,
to make good other defalcations. (Ib.)
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Bank not entitled to certain credits in action by depositor.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) In a depositor's action against a bank for permitting

a defaulting employee of a depositor to withdraw money contrary to the
terms of power of attorney, held, that the bank was not entitled to claim
credit a second time for an item which plaintiff credited to it in its state-
ment of claim, nor another sum which never reached plaintiff. (Ib.)

Pleading—Affidavit of defense must clearly state grounds.
(U. S. 0. C. A., 1920.) In a bank's action to recover an overdraft, the

depositor's affidavit of defense that, being ignorant of the true state of
his account, he was informed it was $1,036 and was given a certified
check for that amount, and that his pass book is in plaintiff's possession,
and that plaintiff's claim should be matter of strict proof, was insufficient
under the seventy-third rule, which requires such affidavit, not only
to interpose a strict denial, but to clearly state grounds of defense,
which, if true, would defeat plaintiff's claim in whole" or in part. (Prow-
insky v. Second Nat. Bank, 265 Fed. Rep., 1003.)

Bank can recover from drawer amount of overdraft in certified check.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A bank can recover from the drawer of a check,

whether certified or not, in indebitatus assumpsit for money paid to his
use, if the check amounts to an overdraft. (Ib.)

Payment—Money paid under mistake of fact may he recovered.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) One who pays money to another under an honest

mistake of fact may, in the absence of an equitable defense, recover the
money so paid. (Ib.)

Bank is personally liable on certificate of deposit.
(U. S. G. C. A., 1920.) A certificate of deposit executed by a bank is in

legal effect a duebill and imports personal liability of the maker. (First
National Bank of Rome, Ga., v. First National Bank of Jasper, Fla., 264
Fed. Rep., 83.)

FORGED OR ALTERED PAPER.

Duty of depositor to verify bank statement.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A depositor, who sends his passbook to be written up

and receives it back with his paid checks as vouchers, is under obligation
to the bank to examine and verify the passbook and vouchers, and to
report to the bank any errors disclosed. (Hammerschlag Mfg. Co. v.
Importers and Traders National Bank of New York, 262 Fed. Rep., 266.)

No liability for payment of raised checks, where alterations not discoverable
by reasonable care and depositor late in making claim.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A bank expressly authorized in writing to pay checks
to a depositor's bookkeeper, and which so paid checks duly signed by the
depositor, but which, after signing, had been raised by the bookkeeper,
held not liable for the overpayments, where the checks were entirely
written by the bookkeeper, and the alterations were not discoverable by
reasonable care, and where depositor's passbook was written up and re-
turned with canceled checks each month, and no claim was made by
depositor until more than a year after the raising of the checks com-
menced. (Ib.)

Trial—Direction of verdict proper ivhere evidence is undisputed.
(U. S. 0. C. A., 1919.) A directed verdict is proper, where the evidence is

undisputed and free from conflict. (Ib.)
Liability for payment of raised checks affected oy laches of depositor in notify-

ing.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Where a depositor's passbook was written up and

returned with canceled checks each month, with a notice stamped thereon
requesting its examination, and stating that the bank disclaimed responsi-
bility for any error unless notified within 30 days, the bank held not
liable for payment of raised cheeks, which it could not have discovered
by reasonable care, and of which it was not notified for nine months.
Manton, circuit judge, dissenting. (Ib.)
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8 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

INDEMNITY.

Indemnity—Contract to indemnify bank against loss from uncollectible assets
covered forged or paid notes.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A contract executed by directors and stockholders
of a national bank, on a statement by the examiner that he regarded
notes receivable shown on its books as of doubtful value and intended
to report it insolvent, by which they bound themselves to indemnify the
bank " against any loss whatever which said bank may hereafter sustain
by reason of its inability to realize upon or collect in the full amount or
value of the assets of said bank as shown by its books of account as of
this date," held to cover notes so shown on the books, which were forged
or which had been paid. (Keyes v. Anderson, 262 Fed. Rep., 748.)

Indemnity—Consideration for contract to indemnify bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Contract by directors and stockholders of a national

bank to indemnify it against loss from uncollectible assets, made to pre-
vent closing of the bank by the Comptroller for insolvency, held based on
sufficient consideration. (Ib.)

Indemnity—Delivery to Comptroller of contract to indemnify bank sufficient.
(U. S. C. C. A.. 1919.) Delivery to the Comptroller of a contract by direc-

tors and stockholders to indemnify a national bank against loss from un-
collectible assets, made to prevent closing of the bank for insolvency,
held sufficient. (Ib.)

INSOLVENCY AND RECEIVERS.

PROOF AND PAYMENT OF CLAIMS.

COMPUTING AMOUNT OF CLAIMS ACJAINST BANK.

Secured creditor of insolvent batik held entitled to dividends on full claim,
regardless of collections on collateral.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1920.) One having a claim against an insolvent bank in
the hands of a receiver, secured by collateral, could prove for, and receive
dividends on, the full amount of the claim, regardless of sums received
from the collateral after transfer of the assets to the receiver, provided
he did not receive more than the full amount due, especially where the
receiver agreed to pay the claimant the same dividends paid other cred-
itors in consideration of a delay in selling the collateral. (Washington-
Alaska Bank et al. v. Dexter Horton Nat. Bank of Seattle, Wash., 263
Fed. Rep., 304.)

Pledges—Interest as well as principal is secured.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A pledge of stock to secure an interest-bearing

debt secured the interest as well as the principal of the debt. (Ib.)
State law as to priorities does not apply to bank doing business in another

State.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Act, Nev., March 24, 1009 (St., 1909, c. 191), giving

priority to the claims of depositors and holders of exchange against
insolvent banks over all other claims, except taxes, does not apply to a
bank incorporated under the laws of Nevada, but doing business in
Alaska. (Ib.)

Corporations—Rule as to extraterritorial force of laws of State of incorpora-
tion stated.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) The laws of the State in which a corporation is
organized, which becomes a part of its charter, follow the corporation
when it engages in business in another State; but those laws which reg-
ulate corporations in their manner of doing business in the State do not
follow it into another State. (Ib.)
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Statute giving preference to claims of depositors held repealed.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Act, New, March 24, 1009 (St., 1909, c. 191), giving

claims of depositors and holders of exchange priority over other claims
against insolvent banks, except taxes, was repealed by St., New, 1911,
c. 150, regulating banking and other matters relating thereto, which
gives no such preference. (Ib.)

Failure to obtain leave to sue receiver is cured by his appearance at Court's
direction ivit Jurat objection.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) The failure to obtain leave of the court appointing
a receiver for ;m insolvent bank to sue him to foreclose a lien on col-
lateral security for a debt was cured, and the judgment was not void,
where the court directed the receiver to appear and answer, and he did
so without raising the defense that, prior permission to bring the suit
had not been given, Ross, circuit judge, dissenting. (Ib.)

INTEREST AND USURY.

What constitutes usury.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) Whether a transaction by a national bank is- usurious,

and the penalties therefor, must be ascertained from the National Banking
Act. That act adopts the usury laws of the States only in so far as they
severally fix the rate of interest. Under the National Banking Act,
which expressly empowers1 national banks to discount commercial paper
and permits them to " take, receive, reserve, and charge on any loan or
discount made * * * interest at the rate allowed by the laws of the
state * * * where the bank is located, and no more," such banks
in discounting short-time notes in the ordinary course of business may
retain an advance charge at the highest rate allowed for interest by the
state law, even though such advance taking would be usurious under
the state law in the cases to which it applies.

To discount, ex vi termini implies reservation of interest in advance.
21 Ga. App., 356, affirmed. (Evans, Receiver of the Citizens & Screven
County Bank, v. National Bank of Savannah, 251 U. S., 108.)

Usury not defense or counterclaim in action by national bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Where usurious interest has been taken by a

national bank, the remedy given by Rev. St. § 5198 (Comp. St. § 9759),
by an independent action to recover the usurious payments is exclusive,
and the claim can not be set up by way of defense or counterclaim in an
action by the bank. (Wysong & Miles Co. et nl. r. Bank of North
America, 262 Fed. Rep., 130.)

.1 f'KISDICTION.

Process—Constructive service against nonresident only good as to rights in res.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Constructive service can only bring nonresidents

within the jurisdiction of a court, where there is a res in the control of
the court, and then only for the sole purpose of adjudicating his rights,
if any, to the res. (First Nat. Bank of Rome, Ga., v. First Nat Bank
of Jasper, Fla., 264 Fed. Rep., 83.)

Judgment—Proceeds of discounted note not a res, justifying a judgment against
nonresident on constructive service.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.). Where a buyer of stock discounted his note at a
bank and paid the proceeds to the seller, who deposited them in the bank
and received a certificate of deposit, and the proceeds of the note never
became a special deposit, but were mingled indiscriminately with the
bank's money, such proceeds did not constitute a res within the control
of the court, conferring jurisdiction to render a decree on constructive
service against the nonresident holder of the certificate of deposit. (Ib.)
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Appearance—Appeal from order refusing to quash service not general appear-
ance.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) In the absence of an authoritative decision by the
state court the rule in Florida that an appeal from a final decree on the
ground, among others, of insufficiency of the service is an appearance
bringing the appellant rightfully into court, will not be extended to an
appeal from an order refusing to quash the service, as the statute, as
construed by the state court, authorizes such an appeal, and it is to be
implied that some benefit may be derived from the appeal. (Ib.)

Judgment—Decree held to adjudge only rights in a supposed funcfr and not to
bar action on certificate of deposit.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Where a buyer of stock discounted his note at a
bank and paid the proceeds to the seller, who deposited them in exchange
for a certificate of deposit, a decree in a suit bv the buyer against the
seller, the bank, and a nonresident bank owning the certificate of deposit,
held, in view of the decision of the state Supreme Court construing the
bill, to adjudge only the rights of nonresidents in a supposed fund in
the bank issuing the certificate and hence not to constitute a defense to
an action on the certificate, even if the court had jurisdiction over the
nonresident bank. (Ib.)

Courts—General Federal statute as to district of suit displaced by statutes
relating to suits by national banks against Comptroller.

(U. S. Sup., 1920.) Under Judicial Code, 24, subd. 16 (Comp. St. 991),
giving District Court jurisdiction of suits by national banking associa-
tions, established in the district for which the court is held, to enjoin the
Comptroller of the Currency, as provided by the title of the Revised
Statutes relating to national banks, and section 49 (Comp. St. 1031),
requiring proceedings to enjoin the Comptroller under the provision of
any law relating to such association to be had in the district where such
association is located, section 51 (section 1033), as to the district in
which suits may be brought, is displaced pro tanto, and process may be
s.erved on defendant wherever found. (First National Bank of Canton v.
Williams, Comptroller of the Currency. 40 Supreme Court Reporter,
372; 254 U. S., 504.)

Courts—Suit by national bank against Comptroller property brought in district
where bank is located.

(U. S. Sup., 1920.) Under Judicial Code, 24, subd. 16 (Comp. St. 991), and
sections 49 and 51 (sections 1031, 1033), a suit by a national bank to en-
join the Comptroller of the Currency from doing threatened unlawful,
arbitrary, and oppressive acts under color of his office, is properly brought
in the district in which the bank is located. (Ib.)

Courts—When cause of action arises under the laics of the United States stated.
(U. S. Sup., 1920.) A cause of action arises under the laws of the United

States, so as to give jurisdiction, where an appropriate statement by
plaintiff, unaided by any anticipation or avoidance of defenses, discloses
that it really and substantially involves a dispute or controversy respect-
ing the validity, construction, or effect of an act of Congress. (Ib.)

OFFICERS.

POWERS OF AND REPRESENTATIONS OF BANK BY OFFICERS.

Right of national bank to withdraw credit extended and rescind loan agree-
ment for fraud on part of cashier of another bank and failure to furnish
agreed collateral.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) A, the cashier of the M. National Bank and in control
of its affairs, acting in the name of B, its president, by correspondence
induced the H. National Bank to agree to lend B a sum of money to be
secured by the joint note of A and B and certain collateral. A then
bought certain shares from T, with a check on the M. Bank signed with
B's name, and forwarded by mail to the H. Bank a forged note and
collaterals in apparent compliance with the loan agreement, upon receipt
of which the H. Bank credited B with the amount agreed on; but in the
meantime the check to T had been paid by the M. Bank, and A, to meet
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it, had made a slip falsely purporting to show a deposit there by B of a
check on the H. Bank for the amount of the proposed loan. Having
at first credited B with the amount of the loan, the H. Bank, under
instructions sent by A in the names of the M. Bank and of B, respec-
tively, made bookkeeping entries transferring the credit to the M. Bank,
and later, upon receiving notice from B to cancel A's authority to act for
the M. Bank, made further entries withdrawing the credit from the M.
Bank's account; and still later, upon learning that the M. Bank had
failed, made additional entries to cancel the loan. B repudiated A's
action and denied liability. Held, (1) That, as against the M. Bank,
the H. Bank had the right to rescind and cancel the loan agreement for
failure to comply with its conditions and for the fraud; (2) that the
payment of the check to T and the making of the fraudulent deposit to
meet it, having occurred before the H. Bank received the note and col-
lateral or made any entry on its books, could not subject it to liability in
favor of the M. Bank; (3) that the bookkeeping entries made by the H.
Bank could not create such liability, in the absence of any consideration
moving to it from the M. Bank, and in the absence of any ground for
estoppel. (240 Fed. Rep., I l l reversed.) (Harriman National Bank, of
New York, v. Seldomridge. Receiver of the Mercantile National Bank, of
Pueblo, Colo., 249 'U. S., 1.)

Bank not liable on indorsement by vice president of his note in banlc's name.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A bank held not liable on an indorsement by its vice

president in its name of his individual note to it, delivered to another
bank to take up a prior note made by him before his connection with the
indorsing bank, and accepted on his false representation, unverified, that
the bank had assumed liability for the prior note, under circumstances
which should have put the receiving bank on inquiry. (Drovers &
Mechanics National Bank of Baltimore, Md., v. First National Bank of
Sutton, W. Va., et al., 260 Fed. Rep., 9.)

Purchase of assets of another bank does not render purchaser liable for debts
of selling bank.

(U. S. C, O. A., 1919.) A purchase by definite contract by one banking cor-
poration of the assets of another and the assumption of debts specified in
the contract does not constitute a merger or consolidation, and does not,
in the absence of fraud, make the purchasing corporation liable for all
the debts of the selling corporation. (Ib.)

Bank not bound by false representations by officer of merger ivith another bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Merger of a banking corporation with another and

assumption by it of the entire debts of the other is not in the usual
course of business of such corporations, and a bank is not bound by the
false statement of a vice president or other officer in charge of its cur-
rent business that there has been such merger and assumption of lia-
bilities. (Ib.)

President may submit claims against decedent estate in foreign jurisdiction.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) The president of a banking corporation held to

have authority, as an incident of his office, to submit claims of the
bank against the estate of a decedent to the appropriate court in a for-
eign jurisdiction, and to bind the bank by such action. (Old Dominion
Trust Co. v. First National Bank of Oxford et al., 260 Fed. Rep., 22.)

Wrongful loans made by national bank cashier not binding on bank.
(Texas Civil Appeals, 1920.) The plaintiff delivered a large sum of money

to the cashier of the defendant national bank under an agreement by
which the cashier was to loan the money to others for the benefit of the
plaintiff. The arrangement was kept from the knowledge of the other
officers of the bank. The cashier delivered to the plaintiff worthless
securities, purporting to represent loans made by him, and misappro-
priated the money. It was held that the bank was not liable to the
plaintiff for the money, first, because the cashier in his dealings with the
plaintiff was acting as an individual and not as an officer of the bank,
and second, because it is not within the powers of a national bank to
engage in making loans for others. (Holmes v. Uvalde National Bank,
222 S. W. Rep., 640.)
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS, CIVIL LIABILITY OF.

DEGREE OF CAEE REQUIRED OF DIRECTORS.

The degree of care required of directors and officers—Directors serving gratu-
itously, and who were without knowledge of the cashier's negligence or the
possibility of fraud, not liable—The President, who teas habitually at the
bank and in control of its affairs, held liable for losses which bank suffered
through his negligence in failing to make examination.

(U. S. Sup., 1920.) The degree of care required of directors of a national
bank depends upon the subject to -which it is to be applied, and each case
is to be determined in view of all the circumstances. Briggs v. Spalding,
141 U. S., 132.

The bookkeeper of a national bank during a series of years defrauded it
of an amount aggregating more than its capital and more than the
normal average amount of its deposits by a novel scheme involving
exchanges of his personal checks on the bank for checks of an outsider
on another bank, cashing of the checks outside, abstraction by the book-
keeper of his own checks when returned to his bank with clearing-house
statements which were settled by the cashier, and falsification of the
deposit ledger, kept by the bookkeeper, so as to conceal the transactions
by false charges against deposits and false additions of the totals,
diminishing the apparent liability to depositors. The fraud could have
been discovered by the cashier if he had himself taken and examined
checks as they came from the clearing house or had carefully examined
the multitudinous figures of the deposit ledger or called in and compared
with it the depositors' pass books, but he negligently overtrusted the
bookkeeper, and made his statements to the directors accordingly. Semi-
annual examinations by national-bank examiners revealed nothing wrong,
and wrong was not suspected, the seeming shrinkage of deposits being
attributed to innocent causes.

Held: (1) That directors, serving gratuitously, who were without
knowledge of the cashier's negligence or of the possibility of such a
fraud, and who had assurance from the president, as from the bank
examiners' reports, were not negligent in accepting the cashiers' state-
ments of liabilities, like his statements of assets, which always were cor-
rect, and were not bound to inspect the depositors' ledger or call in the
pass books and compare them with it, although there was a by-law,
nearly obsolete, calling for examinations by a committee semiannually.

(2) That the president, who, besides being a large depositor, was
habitually at the bank, in control of its affairs, with immediate access
to the depositors' ledger, and who had received certain warnings that the
bookkeeper was living fast and dealing in stocks, wTas guilty of negli-
gence in failing to make an examination.

One who accepts the presidency of a national bank accepts responsi-
bility for any losses the bank may suffer through his fault.

Interest upon the amount of a decree for such damages may be awarded
as a matter of discretion, not of right.

Interest allowed in this case, from the date of the decree in the
district court until the date when the judgment creditor (receiver of the
bank) interposed delay by appealing to this court.

250 Fed. Rep., 525, modified and affirmed. (Bates, Receiver of The
National City Bank of Cambridge, Mass., v. Dresser, Administrator of
Dresser; Dean, Executor of Gale et al. and Bunker et al., Administrators,
etc., of Richardson, 251 U. S., 524.)

Director of national bank under common-law obligation to exercise ordinary
care and prudence.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) In addition to the specific duties defined in the national
banking law, a director of a national bank is under a common-law obliga-
tion, to depositors and shareholders as well as to borrowers, to exercise
at least ordinary care and prudence in the supervision and administration
of the bank's affairs.

While knowledge may be essential to render a director liable as for a
breach of a duty specially imposed by the statute, this does not prevent
application of the common-law rule in measuring violations of common-
law duties. (Bowerman v. Hamner, as Receiver of the ^irst National
Bank of Salmon, 250 U. S., 504.)Digitized for FRASER 
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Director who fails to attend meetings of hoard of directors liable for losses
which proper attention to his duties might have avoided.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) A director of a national bank who willfully fails to
attend the meetings of the board of directors and otherwise to inform
himself of the condition of the bank and to supervise its affairs is guilty
of a breach of his common-law obligation and liable for losses resulting
from gross mismanagement by the executive officers which a proper at-
tention to his duties might have avoided.

The fact that the director resides at a distance from the location of
the bank does not excuse him from this responsibility. (Ib.)

Director of national bank is responsible as such in absence of evidence that he
has resigned and refused to qualify when reelected.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) Under Revised Statutes, 5145, a director of a national
bank remains responsible as such in the absence of evidence that he has
resigned or refused to qualify when reelected. (Ib.)

Both statutory and common-law liabliity may be charged in same till.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) Where a director of a national bank, charged in the

same bill with both statutory and common-law liability, secured a dis-
missal of the bill on the plaintiffs proofs without introducing any evi-
dence of his own, and the circuit court of appeals reversed the case
and directed a decree against him on the ground that the common-law
liability was established; held, that the defendant was not entitled to a
new trial of that issue upon the ground that the case in the district court
had been treated as involving only the statutory liability. 241 Fed. Rep.,
737, affirmed. (Ib.)

LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS FOR ASSENTING TO EXCESSIVE LOAN.

A loan made to two persons, in form one-half to each, but in substance a single
loan, violates the national-bank act if excessive.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) A loan made by a national bank to two persons jointly,
or in form one-half to each, but in substance as a single loan, violates
the National Bank Act if in excess of the limit set by Rev. Stats., sec.
5200; and, in a complaint filed by the bank to recover resulting dam-
ages from a director under sec. 5239, a designation of the borrowers as
a firm is descriptive merely and not essential. (Corsicana National Bank
of Corsicana v. Johnson, 251 IT. S., 68.)

Evidence that it icas single loan.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) There was substantial evidence in this case from

which the jury might find that there was a single excessive loan to two
persons, in making which defendant as a director of the plaintiff bank
knowingly participated, rather than two loans, neither of them excessive,
made to the borrowers severally. (Ib.)

Contingent liabilities incurred as surety not liabilities for money borrowed in
sense of sec. 5200.

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) Contingent liabilities incurred by one person avowedly
and in fact as surety or as indorser for money borrowed by another are
not " liabilities * * * for money borrowed" in the sense of Rev.
Stats., sec. 5200. Cochran v. United States, 157 U. S., 286; Rev. Stats.,
sec. 5211, distinguished. (Ib.)

Suretyship may be proved ivhen surety signs as joint maker.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) And where the surety signs ostensibly a.s joint maker,

a director who knew and relied upon his suretyship is entitled to prove it
when sued under sec. 5239 for participating in the making of an alleged
excessive loan. (Ib.)

Director's liability for making excess loans.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) A director's liability for knowingly participating in

the making of a loan in excess of the limit prescribed by Rev. Stats.,
sec. 5200, is not affected by the supposed standing of the borrowers,
the propriety of his motive, the continued prosperity of the bank, its
failure to sue other officers or directors, or to sue him until after a
change in the stockholding interest or control, or by the fact that incom-
ing stockholders purchased their shares with knowledge of the loan and
of his alleged liability and may profit by a recovery against him. (Ib.)
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Action against director for making excess loan—Limitation.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) An action in Texas by a national bank against a

former director, under Rev. Stats., sec. 5239, for damages resulting from
an excessive loan, is not barred in two years but in four. Vernon's-
Sayles' Civ. Stats., 1914, Arts. 5687, 5690. (Ib.)

Director's liability direct; not contingent or collateral.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) The liability imposed upon the director under Rev.

Stats., sec. 5239, is direct, not contingent or collateral; the cause of
action and the damages are complete when the money is loaned; and
while the damages may be diminished by what the bank collects from
the borrowers, it is not obliged to proceed primarily against them. (Ib.)

Extent of directors' liability for making excess loan.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) The excessive loan being unlawful in toto, the bank's

damage in such cases is not measured by the part in excess of what
might have been lent lawfully, but by the whole amount plus interest
and less salvage. (Ib.)

Transfer of excess loan to loan company—Rescission by loan company—Re-
transfer to bank not voluntary acceptance on part of bank,

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) When a director and vice-president of a national bank
makes an excessive loan and afterwards, knowing the borrowers to have
become insolvent, joins in causing their paper to be transferred for full
consideration but " without recourse " from the bank to a loan corpora-
tion, closely affiliated with the bank and having identical officers, di-
rectors, and shareholders, with ratable distribution of shares, the trans-
action, not having been ratified or acquiesced in by the shareholders, is
subject to rescission by the loan company through resolution of a ma-
jority in interest at a regular shareholders' meeting, followed by appro-
priate action of its directors and officers; and an acquiescence in such
rescission upon the part of the bank, through its shareholders, directors,
and officers, is not to be regarded as a voluntary reacceptance of the
paper in such a sense that the damages resulting from nonpayment of
the loan must be treated, in an action against the director under Rev.
Stats., sec. 5239, as flowing from such voluntary action and not from the
unlawful loan itself. (Ib.)

Shareholders of loan company have right to rescind the transfer.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) In such a case, although the two corporations- are

distinct in so far that a loss on the paper to the loan company would not
be the same in law as a loss to the bank, the shareholders nevertheless
have a right to consider the practical effect of the transfer upon their
common interest and to be guided by that interest in determining whether
and upon what terms to rescind the transfer. (Ib.)

Rescission leaves director liable for damages in full.
(U. S. Sup., 1919.) Since the transfer would operate only provisionally

to satisfy the damages to the bank from the excessive loan, the rescission
leaves the director liable for the damages in full; nor is it open to him
to object that the rescission was brought about for the purpose of holding
him so liable, through changes in the boards of directors involving the
introduction of figureheads or " dummies," nor to criticise the terms of
the retransfer agreed to by the two corporations. Decision of circuit
court of appeals reversed. (Ib.)

ACTIONS TO ENFORCE LIABILITY.

RECEIVER'S SUIT AGAINST DIRECTORS.

Bill by receiver to charge directors of national bank held insufficient.
(U. S. D. C, 1918.) A bill by the receiver of a national bank against

persons who were directors at different times, charging liability with
respect to many transactions, set out, covering several years, held too
general, in the indiscriminate charging of various kinds of wrongdoing
as applicable equally to all defendants. (Curtis v. Metcalf et al., 265
Fed. Rep., 293.)
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Requirements stated of bill by receiver to charge national bank directors for
losses from excessive loans.

(TJ. S. D. C, 1918.) In a bill by a receiver against directors of a national
bank to recover losses alleged to have been caused by loans to a single
person in excess of the 10 per cent limit imposed by Rev. St., sec. 5200,
as amended (Comp. St., sec. 9761), it is material that it be shown whether
the indebtedness was created by direct borrowing, or by discount of com-
mercial paper on which the debtor was liable only as indorser, and also
that the statute was knowingly violated, to create liability under Rev.
St., sec. 5239 (Comp. St., sec. 9831). (Ib.)

Charges must not extend beyond intended proof.
(U. S. D. C, 1918.) No mode of pleading is just to a defendant which

charges him with more than is intended to be proved against him. (Ib.)
Requisites stated of bill to oJiarge national bank directors for failure to collect

debts,
(U. S. D. C, 1918.) A bill to charge a director of a national bank with

losses from failure to collect debts due the bank should allege possession
by the particular debtor of assets from which collection could have been
made at the time of the alleged negligence. (Ib.)

Bill to charge directors of national bank should state nature of liability.
(TJ. S. D. C, 1918.) In a suit by the receiver of a national bank against

a number of defendants, who were directors at different times, to
recover losses alleged to have resulted from making loans in excess of
the statutory limit, and also from negligence in making improvident loans
and renewals and failing to collect, each defendant is entitled to be in-
formed as to the extent of the charge of liability against him with respect
to each transaction set out and whether the liability claimed is under the
statute or at common law. (Ib.)

Bill to charge directors of national bank for excessive loans should show extent
of liability.

(U. S. D. C, 1918.) A bill to charge a director of a national bank, under
Rev. St., sec. 5239 (Comp. St., sec. 9831), with liability for losses upon
loans exceeding the limit fixed by Rev. St., sec. 5200 (Comp. St., sec.
9761), should show clearly whether defendant is charged with liability
for the whole loan, or only for the execess. (Ib.)

In suit against bank directors, not necessary to join all directors.
(U. S. D. C, 1918.) In a suit by the receiver of a national bank against

former directors to charge them with personal liability for alleged illegal
acts, it is not necessary that all persons who were directors during the
time should be joined as defendants. (Ib.)

Appeal and error.—Svit against bank directors for tosses several for purpose
of appeal.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A suit in equity by the receiver of a national bank
against former directors to charge them with personal liability for losses
is several as to each defendant, and a decree in favor of any defendant
is final as to him, and appealable. (Curtis v. Connly et al., 264 Fed. Rep.,
650.)

Limitation of actions.—Suit against directors barred by laches of bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A suit by the receiver against former directors of

a national bank, to charge them with liability for losses due to their
misfeasance or nonfeasance, held barred, either by limitation, under
Gen. Laws, R. IM c. 284, sec. 7, or by laches, where the bank was solvent
when defendants retired from office, and succeeding directors, with
knowledge of all the facts and without collusion with defendants, failed
to bring suit within the time limited by statute. (Ib.)

Corporations—Directors not insurers of fidelity of successors.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Directors are not insurers of the fidelity of their

successors, who come upon the board unembarrassed by participation in
any previous questionable transactions. (Ib.)
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SURVIVAL OF ACTIONS.

Equity—Limitations affecting suit.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) Where it was sought by bill in equity to charge de-

fendants, who had been officers of a national bank which became in-
solvent, upon legal, instead of upon equitable, grounds of liability for
mismanagement, defendants are entitled to the benefit of legal limitation
statutes. (Curtis v. Metcalf et al., 259 Fed. Rep., 961.)

Limitation of actions—Fraud—Discovery.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) While it is true that committing a fraud in a man-

ner that conceals itself precludes the defense of limitations, yet there
must be reasonable diligence on part of one seeking to avoid the running
of the statute, and means of knowledge are in effect the same thing as
knowledge itself. (Ib.)

National banks—Directors—Liability.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) As statements of value are to a considerable €.kxtent

statements of opinion, the burden is on a receiver of a national bank,
seeking to hold directors liable on account of excessive valuations, etc.,
to show that the excessive valuations were due not to mistake in judg-
ment, but were intentional, and made fraudulently, with knowledge of
their falsity, or recklessly, and without knowledge. (Ib.)

Prohibited investments.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) Stocks and bonds, in which a national bank is pre-

cluded from investing its funds, may properly be taken as security for
a loan. (Ib.)

Directors—Authority of minority directors.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) Minority directors of a national bank may protect

the institution from illegal acts of the majority directors by stockholders'
bill, directors having the same rights under equity rule 27 (198 Fed.
xxv, 115 C. C. A. xxv) as other stockholders. (Ib.)

Limitation of actions—National banks—Actions against directors.
(IL S. D. C, 1919.) In action against the directors of a Rhode Island

national bank, who were charged with responsibility for mismanagement,
the only statute of limitations applicable is that of Gen. Laws R. I.
1909, c. 284, §§ 3, 7, imposing a six-year period of limitation, but de-
claring that a cause of action, fraudulently concealed, shall not be
deemed to accrue until the party entitled to sue shall first discover its
existence. (Ib.)

Limitation of actions—National bank directors—Bill.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) A bill by the receiver of a Rhode Island national

bank, charging directors with responsibility for mismanagement, held,
as to those who had ceased to be directors more than 6 years and 6
months before the filing of the bill, not to state a cause of action, the
allegations as to fraud and concealment not showing that the cause of
action could not by reasonable diligence have been earlier discovered,
and so Gen. Laws R. I. 1909, c. 284, § 3, imposing a six-year limitation,
is a bar. (Ib.)

National banks—Actions by receiver.
(U. S. D. C, 1919.) A receiver of a national bank may join in one bill,

charging directors with responsibility for mismanagement, charges of
statutory negligence and common-law negligence. (Ib.)

OFFICERS, CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF.

EM BEZZ LEMENT.

Liberty bonds in Federal reserve bank for exchange are " funds of bank" as
affecting embezzlement.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Liberty bonds delivered by the United States to a
Federal reserve bank for exchange with holders of a prior issue, held to
constitute " funds of the bank," within the meaning of Rev. St., sec.
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5209, as amended and extended to Federal reserve banks by act Sept.
26, 1918, sec. 7 (Comp. St., Ann. Supp., 1919, sec. 9772), as between the
bank and employees charged with conspiracy to embezzle such bonds.
(United States v. Jenks et al., 264 Fed. Rep., 697.)

Intention to replace funds not a defense to embezzlement charge.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) It is not a defense to a charge of embezzlement of

bonds from a Federal reserve bank that defendants intended to use the
proceeds to purchase other bonds of equal value to the bank to replace
those taken. (Ib.)

Conspiracy—Deposits and checks held admissible to shoiv division of proceeds
of embezzlement.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) On trial of two defendants, charged with conspiracy
to embezzle bonds from a bank, evidence showing deposits by one de-
fendant in another bank of checks of the brokerage firm which sold the
bonds, and payment of checks drawn by the depositor to his codefendant,
aggregating one-half the amount of such deposits, held competent to
establish division of the proceeds of the embezzlement and as evidence
of the conspiracy. (Ib.)

WILLFUL MISAPPLICATION OF FUNDS.

Intent of " misapplication of money, funds, and credits " by officer for jury.
(U, S. C. C. A., 1919.) The issuing by an officer of a national bank, with-

out consideration, of certificates of deposit which are afterward paid
by the bank, constitutes a " misapplication of its moneys, funds, and
credits," within Rev. St., § 52,09 (Comp. St., § 9772), and in a prosecu-
tion based thereon the intent with which the act was done is a question
for the jury. (Matters v. United States, 261 Fed. Rep., 826.)

Making loss good no defense to criminal transactions loith national bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) The criminal character of transactions with a

national bank is to be determined from the facts and circumstances ex-
isting at the time, and it is no defense to a prosecution based thereon
that a loss resulting to the bank was subsequently made good. (Ib.)

TRIAL AND ITS INCIDENTS.

Criminal law—Consolidation of indictments—Validity.
(U. S. C. O. A., 1919.) The Consolidation Statute is not invalid upon ground

that federal Constitution requires each indictment to be passed upon
by a separate jury. (Showalter v. United States et al., 260 Fed. Rep.,
719.)

Criminal law—Argument to jury—Conclusion from Evidence.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A conviction for misapplying national-bank funds

will not be reversed because the district attorney argued to the jury that
defendant had caused the bank to lose money. (Ib.)

Criminal law—Instructions.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A conviction will not be set aside for failure to

give requested instructions- where the charge actually given fully stated
the law. (Ib.)

Criminal law—Requested instructions—Misleading character.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) In a prosecution for misapplying national-bank

funds, a requested instruction which was calculated to mislead the jury
by reciting only a part of the relevant testimony, held properly refused.
(Ib.)

Misapplying national-bank funds—Instruction.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) In a prosecution for misapplying national-bank

funds, a portion of the charge illustrating the difference between a mis-
application and an embezzlement, held not open to the objection that it
authorized a conviction without proof of intent to injure and defraud
the bank. (Ib.)
19309°—CUR 1920—VOL 2 2
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Misapplying bank funds—Sufficiency of evidence.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) Evidence that defendant bank official, being unable

to pay his own note, paid it from the bank's funds, and substituted the
note for the cash, etc., held to sustain a conviction for misapplying
national-bank funds. Pritchard, circuit judge, dissenting on rehearing.
(Ib.)

ORGANIZATION.

Use of words trust company as part of title of national bank—Rights law-
fully conferred on national bank can not be impaired by State.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Where a national bank has been authorized by the
Federal Reserve Board, under the power conferred by Act December 23,
1913, sec. 11, subd. (k), as amended by Act September 26, 1918, sec. 2
(Comp. St. Ann. Supp., 1919, sec. 9794), and not in contravention of the
laws of the State, to act as trustee and in other fiduciary capacities,
and its name as a bank and trust company has been approved by the
Comptroller, its right to use the name and to exercise such functions can
not be impaired by any action of the State or its officers. (Fidelity Nat.
Bank & Trust Co., of Kansas City, v. Enright, State Bank Coin'r,, 264
Fed. Rep., 236.)

POWERS.

IN GENERAL.

Incidental powers of national banks authorize contract of indemnity.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.)' National banks, which were unsecured creditors

of a bankrupt corporation, having practically !no assets except an
uncompleted Government contract, held, under Rev. St., 5136 (Comp. St.,
9661(7)), giving such banks " all such incidental powers as shall be neces-
sary to carry on the business of banking," to have power to join in
execution of a bond to indemnify a surety company against loss by
reason of its suretyship for bankrupt on its contract, to enable the
trustees in bankruptcy to proceed with and complete the contract work.
(Second National Bank of Parkersburg, W. Va., et al. v. U. S. Fidelity
and Guaranty Co., 266 Fed. Rep., 489.)

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

Principal and agent—Bank ratifying act of agent affected by his franid in
transaction.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1919.) A bank, which took as collateral to a note a con-
' tract by which a sum was to be paid the debtor in 30 days, and ap-
pointed the debtor its agent to collect, and afterward accepted in place
of the contract notes of a corporation formed under a substituted con-
tract made by the debtor, held to have ratified the acts of its agent in
making the substitution, and to be affected by his fraud in the trans-
action, which invalidated the notes as between the parties. (Goodspeed
v. Law, 260 Fed. Rep., 497.)

SHAREHOLDERS.

Principal and agent—Where husband without his wife's knowledge or consent,
causes shares of a national bank to be entered on the books in her name, wife
not liable for assessment,

(U. S. Sup., 1919.) A husband, without his wife's knowledge or consent,
caused shares of a national bank to be issued and entered on its books
in her name, and afterwards, telling her that it was a mistake, induced
her to indorse them for transfer, in blank, to correct the supposed error,
and with no intention to ratify, affirm, or acquiesce in his unauthorized
act. Held, that the facts could be shown, and that the wife was not
liable to assessment although the shares remained in her name on the
books when the bank failed.

Approval, ratification, and acquiescence all presuppose the existence of
some actual knowledge of the prior action and what amounts to a pur-
pose to abide by it. (244 Fed. Rep., 346, affirmed.) (Williams, Receiver
of The First National Bank, Bayonne, N. J., v. Yreeland, 250, U. S., 295.)
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DIGEST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO NATIONAL
BANKS.

[The following cases were reported in volumes 267 to 274, Federal Reporter. One case has been taken from
178 N. W. Rep., one from 183 N. W. Rep., one from 198 Pac. Rep., and two from volume 41, Supreme
Court Reporter.]

CHECKS.

Only reason assigned for refusal to pay draft against letter of credit can be considered.
(U. S. D. 0., 1921.) In an action against a bank, which refused to pay a draft

drawn against a letter of credit issued by it, only the reason gfiven by the bank
for its refusal to pay can be considered. (International Banking Corporation v.
Irving National Bank, 274 Fed. Rep. 122.)

Omission from draft of specification required by letter of credit held to justify refusal of draft.
(U. S. D. C , 1921.) Where the letter of credit issued by a bank required the

draft to be accompanied by commercial documents showing that the silk was
to conform to their design and the stripe was not to exceed 50 per cent of the
width of the material, the omission from the documents presented of the required
statement concerning the width of the stripe justifies the bank's refusal to pay
the draft, since it can not be required to determine whether such omission haa
any commercial significance, nor to construe the documents nor decide arguable
questions. (Ib.)

METHOD OP COLLECTING CHECKS BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

Federal reserve bank can not accumulate checks for demand on nonmember banks to force
latter to join or cease business.

(U.S. Sup., 1921.) A bill, which alleged that a Federal reserve bank had adopted
the practicing of collecting checks drawn on the plaintiff's banks until a con-
siderable number were on hand and then demanding payment in cash over
counter for the purpose of forcing the banks on which they were drawn either
to join the Federal reserve system or to cease to do business, states a ground for
relief, notwithstanding the right of the holder of a check to demand payment
thereof in cash. (American Bank & Trust Co. et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta et al., 41 Sup. Court. Rep. 499.)

COLLECTIONS. r

Holder of draft issued on letter of credit can not be limited to rights of seller against buyer
of goods.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A foreign bank, which was the holder of a draft against a
letter of credit issued by a domestic bank to its customer for goods sold to the
customer, can not be limited in its right to recover on the draft to the rights of
the seller to recover against the buyer for the goods sold. (Bank of Taiwan,
Limited, v. Gorgas-Pierie Mfg. Co. etal., 273 Fed. Rep. 660.)

Interpleader—Order requiring holder of draft and customer of drawee to interplead held
erroneous.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Where a bank had issued a letter of credit in behalf of the
customer, against which a draft had been drawn and negotiated with a foreign
bank by a seller of goods to the customer, and the customer was seeking to have
payment of the draft enjoined on the ground that the goods were not shipped
within the time required, it was error to prder the drawee bank's customer and
the foreign bank to interplead as to the right to payment of the draft, since the
foreign bank's contractural relations were with the drawee bank and presented
a question of law, while the customer had no contractual relations with the
foreign bank and was asserting a right in equity, and the foreign bank may
have had rights under its contract against the drawee bank, of which it would
be deprived, if forced to uphold the contract between the customer and his
seller, to which it was neither a party nor a privy. (Ib.)
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Election of remedies—Money received—Acts before knowledge money had been received do
not waive or bar recovery.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A right of action for the recovery of money received to
plaintiff's use can not be defeated by dealings between plaintiff and defendant,
which the defendant claimed operated as rescission, waiver, ratification,
estoppel, and election of remedies, where such dealings all occurred before
plaintiff had knowledge that the defendant had collected the money in con-
troversy. (Scandinavian Bank of Fargo, N. Dak., v. United States National
Bank of Portland, Oreg., 271 Fed. Rep. 805.)

Appeal and error—On review of trial to court whether findings support judgment, and
whether error was committed, held only questions for consideration.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Where the case was tried to the court, and special findings
were made, which it was not claimed were without evidentiary support, the
circuit court of appeals can only inquire whether the facts found support the
judgment, and whether, during the progress of the trial, there was error preju-
dicial to the plaintiff in error, to which it saved exceptions. (Ib.).

Findings held to show collecting bank liable for collection by it.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921,) Findings by the trial court that a bank, to which a draft

with bill of lading attached had been sent by another bank for collection,
collected the money and delivered the bill of lading, but thereafter recalled
the draft sent in payment of the collection, and concealed from the remitting
bank the fact that the collection had been made, held to show the collecting
bank was liable to the remitting bank for the amount collected, with interest,
as money received to the remitting bank's use. (Jb.).

Bank fraudulently concealing collection is liable for expenses incurred by remitting bank.
(XL S. C. C. A., 1921.) A bank, which collected a draft sent by another bank,

but fraudulently concealed from the latter the fact that it had made a collection,
is liable for the. money expended by the bank sending the draft for collection in
the storage and insurance of the goods covered by the bill of lading, which was
delivered at the time the bank made the collection. (Ib.)

CONSOLIDATION.

Equity has jurisdiction of suit to charge consolidated bank with liability of constituent
bank.

(U/S. D. C, 1920.) Where a bank which became liable for breach of contract
was consolidated with another bank, which assumed its liabilities, equity has
jurisdiction of a suit to charge the latter with such liability. (Commercial
Trust Co. of Hagerstown v. Laurens County. Same v. Southern Exchange
Bank, 267 Fed. Rep. 897.)

Liability for breach of contract to hold securities.
(XL S. D. C, 1920.) A bank held subject to action for breach of a contract to

hold uncanceled certain county warrants for complainants' security, regardless
of the question whether the county could be held liable on the warrants,
although they had been surrendered, which went only to the damages recover-
able from the bank. (Ib.)

DEPOSITS.

APPLICATION OF DEPOSIT ON NOTE.

Bank can set off deposit against notes due from depositor.
(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) Deposits received by a bank in the regular course of

business, which are subject to withdrawals by check, can, in the absence of
collusion or fraud, be set off by the bank against the amowit due to the bank
from the bankrupt depositor on notes discounted by the bank, though the de-
positor was insolvent when the notes became due, and such insolvency is
known to the bank. (In re Cross. Appeal of City Bank Trust Co., 273 Fed.
Rep. 30.)

Bankruptcy—Trustee must set off deposit in bank against note due to bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Where the parties have not voluntarily made, before

bankruptcy, the set-off of the amount of the bank deposits against the amount
due from the bankrupt depositor, the trustee in bankruptcy must make such
set-off. (Ib.)
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Accepting check and note from, bank held not to defeat bank's right of set-off.
(U. S. 0. C. A., 1921.) The fact that a bank, on the day the petition in bank-

ruptcy was filed, accepted from the bankrupt a check for the amount of his
deposits, to be applied on his note to the bank, and took a new note for the
balance still due, does not defeat the bank's right to set off the amount of the
deposit against the amount due it from the bankrupt. (Ib.)

Agreement substituting new accounts for those paid held not to defeat right to set-off',
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Where accounts receivable had been assigned as collateral

security for a note given to a bank, an agreement that the amounts paid on the
accounts assigned should be deposited to the debtor's account, to be used in
the transaction of the business, and that new accounts should be assigned in
place of those paid, does not defeat the bank's right to set off the debtor's
deposit against the amount due on the notes after the bankruptcy of the debtor.
(Ib.)

Evidence held not to show deposit was trust fund for creditors.
(U. S. C. 0, A,, 1921.) Evidence that it was understood that the amounts paid

on accounts assigned to a bank to secure a note were to be deposited to the
debtor's credit, and were to be used for the transaction of his business, but that
there was no express agreement limiting the purpose for which checks could
be drawn on such deposit, does not show that the deposit was a trust fund for
the creditors of the debtor, against which the bank could not set off the amount
of the note. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Bank held entitled to set off surplus from sale of security for other indebt-

(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) A bank can set off against a demand note of the bankrupt,
secured by assignment of accounts receivable, the surplus received by the sale
of warehouse receipts for flour assigned to it as a collateral security for another
note, given for money advanced by the bank to enable the bank to purchase
the flour covered by the receipts, at a time when the bank had no knowledge
that the maker of the notes was insolvent. (Ib.)

Deposit can not be applied on unmatured debt.
(U. S. 0. 0. A., 1921.) As a general rule a bank has no right to apply a deposit to

a debt of the depositor until such debt matures. (Wright v. Seaboard Steel
& Manganese Corporation, 272 Fed. Bep. 807.)

Bills and notes—Additional loan sufficient consideration for agreement accelerating ma-
turity and giving lien on deposit.

(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) An additional loan by a bank to a debtor was a sufficient
consideration for the debtor's agreement, giving the bank a lien on any account
of the debtor with the bank for payment of the loan and all other notes and
claims, and providing that in case of insolvency, or upon the occurrence of any
thing evidencing insolvency, the note for the loan and all other claims and
liabilities should be immediately due and payable. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Provision accelerating maturity in cases of "insolvency" construed,
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A provision in a note that in the event of insolvency, or

on the occurrence of anything evidencing insolvency, the note and all other
claims and liabilities should be immediately due and payable, used the term
"insolvency" in its usual sense of inability to pay debts. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Bill and answer in suit for receivership held to mature notes.
(IT. S. 0. C. A., 1921.) Under a provision in a note that, on the occurrence of

anything evidencing insolvency, the note and all other notes, claims, and
liabilities should be due and payable, a bill of complaint alleging insolvency,

' and an answer admitting insolvency, in a suit against the debtor corporation
for the appointment of a receiver, were sufficient to mature the notes, (Ib.)

Corporations—Eight of bank to apply deposit on note matured by insolvency of corporation
not affected by appointment of receiver.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Where a corporation's note to a bank gave the bank a
lien on any deposit of the corporation with the bank for the payment of the
note and all other debts owned by the bank against the corporation, and pro-
vided that they should become due and payable in case of insolvency or the
occurrence of anything evidencing insolvency, the lien was not displaced or
affected by the appointment of a receiver for the corporation, and the bank
could apply a deposit on a note matured by the maker's insolvency, notwith-
standing the receiver's appointment. (Ib.)
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Receivers—Appointment does not disturb liens or rights of third persons.
(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) The appointment of a receiver does not disturb pre-

existing liens on the property, or vested rights or interests of third persons
therein, whether originating in contract or arising by operation of law. (Ib.)

APPLICATION OF DEPOSIT ON CLAIM.

Recognition after knowledge of fraud ivaiver of right to rescind discount.
(U. S. G. C. A., 1921.) Defendant bank discounted for a correspondent bank a

note of a third person, secured by chattel mortgage indorsed by the payee
bank without recourse, but personally by its president and. cashier, and with
a letter from the cashier authorizing defendant, on maturity of the note, to
charge the same to the bank's account, which was credited with the amount
of the discount. When the correspondent bank went into the hands of a
receiver, before maturity of the note defendant, claiming to have discovered
fraudulent representations in respect to the mortgage security, charged its
account, not with the amount credited on the discount, but with the amount
of the note, claiming authority under the cashier's letter. Held, that it thereby
recognized the contract of discount, and could not disaffirm it for the fraud,
when sued by the receiver to recover the balance of the correspondent's account.
(First National Bank of Kansas City, Mo., v. Seldomridge, 271 Fed. Rep. 561.)

Bank can not apply deposit on note discounted for depositor on which latter is not liable.
(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) A bank held without authority to apply a deposit in

payment of a note discounted for the depositor, but which the latter had
indorsed without recourse. (Ib.)

Bank can not exercise option to charge note to depositor's account after latter* s insolvency,
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A bank can not exercise an option given it to charge

the amount of a note discounted for a depositor to the latter's account at ma-
turity, where prior to such maturity the depositor has gone into the hands of a
receiver and the rights of others have intervened. (Ib.)

Contracts—Right to rescind for fraud waived by treating contract as in force after discovery
of fraud.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) One induced to enter into a contract by fraud, by con-
tinuing to treat the contract as in force after discovery of the fraud, loses the
right to rescind. (Ib.)

ACTIONS BY DEPOSITORS.

Depositor must report errors in statements without delay.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A depositor must examine the bank's periodical state-

ments, and report to the bank without unreasonable delay any errors he may
discover, or the bank may regard his silence as an admission that the entries
as shown are correct. (First National Bank of Philadelphia v. Farrell et al.,
272 Fed. Rep. 371.)

Depositor is charged with knowledge of agent's fraud, which statements examined by agent
would have disclosed.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A depositor, who intrusted the management of his bank
account to an agent, who was authorized to draw checks thereon, and who
permitted the agent to verify the bank's statements, is charged with notice
of fraudulent checks drawn by the agent, which would be disclosed by an
examination of the statement, though not with the agent's knowledge of the
fraud otherwise acquired. (Ib.)

Depositors failure to examine statements does not relieve bank from liability for own
wrongs.

(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) The failure of a depositor to examine the statements of
the bank, which would have disclosed that the depositor's agent was drawing
checks in excess of his authority, does not relieve the bank's liability to the
depositor for its wrong in paying checks drawn by the agent in excess of the
power of attorney in the bank's possession. (Ib.)
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Payment—Money in agent's account delivered to principal can not he credited against
bank's liability for cashing unlawful checks by agent.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) In an action by a depositor against a bank for the amount
paid on checks drawn by the depositor's agent in excess of his authority, of
which the bank had knowledge, the bank is not entitled to credit for the
amount drawn by the agent from his own account in the bank after the fraud
was discovered, and delivered by him to the depositor, (Ib.)

Bank's relation to depositors is that of debtor and creditor.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) The relation between a bank and its depositors is that

of debtor and creditor. (Ib.)

Payment—Agent's money deposited in principal's account deducted, in determining
liability to principal for honoring unlawful checks by agent.

(U. S. C. 0. A., 1921.) In an action by a depositor against a bank for the amount
of checks paid to the depositor's agent, exceeding the amounts he was author-
ized to draw, a deposit by the agent from his own funds to the principal's
account to cover a previous unlawful withdrawal must be deducted from the
gross deposits for the principal before the lawful checks drawn on the account
were deducted, to ascertain the balance due on the unlawful checks. (Ib.)

Payment—Pleadings held to have limited depositor's recovery against a bank for amount
secured by specified unlawful checks paid to agent.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) In an action by a depositor against a bank to recover the
amount of unlawful checks paid to the depositor's agent, where the plaintiffs
in their pleadings eliminated from the transaction between them and the
bank all checks within the agent's authority and all unlawful checks, the
proceeds of which indirectly reached the depositor, leaving only an undis-
puted balance in the bank and the amount of 35 unlawful checks paid to the
agent, the depositor can not object to a deduction from the amount of those
unlawful checks of a credit for the agent's own money deposited to the prin-
cipal's account, on the ground that the suit was not on the 35 checks, but for
the difference between the total deposits and the lawful withdrawals. (Ib.)

Payment—Bank held entitled to credit against unlawful checks paid by agent for agent's
money deposited in principal's account.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) In an action by a depositor against a bank for the amount
paid by the bank to the depositor's agent on checks drawn in excess of his author-
ity, plaintiff's statement, showing that the total amount deposited in the bank
to plaintiff's credit included a deposit made by the agent of his own money
to replace amounts which he had previously withdawn on checks exceeding
his authority, some of which were among those involved in the suit, shows that
the gross deposits in plaintiff's account included the deposit of that money
twice to his credit, so that it should be deducted from the gross deposits before
the amount of the lawful withdrawals is deducted to ascertain the balance due
the plaintiff. (Ib.)

JURISDICTION.

Removal oj causes—Suit against Federal reserve bank arises under United States laws.
(U. S. Sup., 1921.) A suit against a Federal reserve bank, which is incorporated

under an act of Congress, is one arising under the laws of the United States over
which the district court of the United States has jurisdiction under Judicial
Code, section 24 (Comp. St. sec. 991), so that a suit against that bank begun in
a State court can be removed by it to the United States district court.
(American Bank & Trust Co. et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta et al., 41
Sup. Court Rep. 499.)

Removal of causes—Reserve bank is not deemed a citizen of the State where located.
(U. S. Sup., 1921.) The provision of Judicial Code, section 24, subdivision 16

(Comp. St. sec. 991), that national banking associations, for the purposes of
suits against them are to be deemed citizens of the States in which they are
located, does not include Federal reserve banks which are incorporated under a
subsequent statute and which are not generally included within the designation
of national banking associations, and that provision does not prevent removal
of a cause by such bank. (Ib.)
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NEGOTIABLE PAPER.

Bills and notes—Compromise of claim sufficient consideration.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A compromise and settlement of matters in dispute, after

full and fair negotiation, is binding on the parties, and an acceptance given by
one in execution of the settlement is not open to defense. (Nissen v. First
National Bank of Waterloof Iowa, 267 Fed. Rep. 689.)

Bills and notes—Provisions of mortgage do not affect negotiability of note.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Provisions in a mortgage securing a note against waste,

and requiring the mortgagor to pay taxes and maintain insurance, relate to
the security only, and do not affect the negotiability of the note. (Fidelity
Trust Company v. Mayhugh et al., 268 Fed. Rep. 712.)

Bills and notes—Bad faith only ivill defeat title of purchaser of nogotiable note.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) The title of a purchaser of negotiable paper in due

course before maturity is not defeated by his suspicion of a defect of title, or
knowledge of circumstances which would excite the suspicion of a prudent
man, or gross negligence; but that result can be produced only by bad faith
on his part. (Ib.)

Payment of check on unauthorized indorsement is conversion of payee's property.
(U.S.C.C.A., 1920.) A bank, which cashed a check on indorsement by its agent,

with knowledge that the indorsement was unauthorized, and charged the check
against the drawer's account, is liable to the payee of the check for conversion
of his property, though it would not be liable to him in an action for breach of
contract. (Fidelity & Deposit Co! of Maryland v. Bank of Charleston, Nat.
Banking Association, 267 Fed. Rep. 367.)

Evidence—Representation that maker would not be held liable inadmissable, as contra-
dicting note.

(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) In an action on a promissory note,
a claim by defendant that he was not to be held liable for the note, that it was
merely desired by the bank to enable it to pass the examination of the bank
examiner, contradicts the terms of the note, which is not permissible. (Ryan v.
Security Savings & Commercial Bank, 271 Fed. Rep. 366.)

Bills and notes—Nonliability for part of debt held defense pro tanlo.
(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) A maker of a note, who was liable

only for two of the four notes for which the note in suit was given, has a defense
against the original payee, for a partial failure of consideration, to the extent
oi the notes for which he was not liable, unde Code of Law, 1911, section 1332.
(ib.)

Bills and notes-^Afjidavit held not to show defendant was indorser; indorser for credit^
joint maker; not discharged by extension.

(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) In an action on a note given to
the holder of four other notes, an affidavit of defense which stated that the
defendants had signed the other notes as indorser does not show even prim a
facie that plaintiff was a technical indorser, since, if ne signed the notes on the
back before they were delivered, or after they were delivered while tney were
in the hands of the payee, for the purpose of enhancing the credit of the notes,
he is not entitled to the privileges of an indorser, but is liable as a joint maker,
and is not released by the extension of the notes without his consent. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Renewal notes are not payment of indorsed notes without agreement.
(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) The taking of renewal notes does

not effect a payment of the debt evidenced by existing notes indorsed by de-
fendant under circumstances making him liable as a joint maker, in the absence
of an express agreement, or other facts showing that the renewal notes were taken
in payment of the debt. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Presumption of consideration can not prevail against testimony.
(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) The presumption of considera-

tion for a negotiable instrument, created by the negotiable instruments law
(Code of Law, 1910, sec. 1328), disappears when confronted by facts setting up
either absence or failure of consideration, in which case, as between the original
parties, the burden is on the plaintiff to prove that he is a holder for value by
preponderance of the evidence without resorting to the presumption, and where
all the evidence showed the failure of consideration it was error to refuse to direct
a verdict for defendant. (Holley v, Smalley, 269 Fed, Rep. 694.)
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Bills and notes—Failure to surrender existing notes defeats recovery on renewal notes.
(Court of Appeals, District of Columbia, 1921.) In an action on a .note, where it

was undisputed that the note in suit was given to the payee on consideration of
his promise to surrender prior notes given by the maker to the payee, the failure
of the payee to surrender the prior notes establishes failure of consideration for
the note in suit, regardless of whether there was any consideration for the prior
notes. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Judgment on hill payable in foreign currency computed on rate of exchange
at time of judgment.

(U. S. D. C, 1921.) A judgment on a bill of exchange, drawn in London and pay-
able there in pounds sterling, which judgment must be expressed in United
States money, is to be computed, not by the par of exchange as fixed under the
acts of Congress (Comp. St., sees. 6536, 6537), but by the rate of exchange at
the time judgment is entered, on the principle that such sum is the equivalent
of the obligation at that time. (Liberty National Bank of New York v. Burr,
270 Fed. Rep. 251.)

Bills and notes—Evidence held to show indorsed note tvas delivered to defendant for col'
lection.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) In an action for proceeds of a note, evidence that neither the
original note nor the renewal note was entered on the books of the defendant,
and that defendant had no record showing that anything was advanced for the
note, with testimony of defendant's witness that it made no claim to the note,
held to justify the jury's finding that the note indorsed by plaintiff was delivered
to defendant for collection only. (Weidenfeld v. Pacific Improvement Co.,
267 Fed. Rep. 699.)

Bills and notes—Payment of value for note to another than maker does not change burden
of proof as to lack of consideration, unauthorized diversion, or bona fide purchase.

(IT. S. D. C, 1921.) The mere fact that the note in suit passed to the plaintiff
bank without payment by the bank to the maker of the value of the note, does
not put the bank to proof that the maker received a consideration for the execu-
tion of the note, or that the person to whom the bank paid the value of the note
had authority from the maker to receive the money, or that the bank was a
bona fide holder. (Du Pont National Bank v. Chase, 272 Fed, Rep. 1016.)

Bills and notes—Stipulated attorney's fee usually allowed.
(U. S. D. C, 1921.) The holders of a note, providing allowance for attorney's

fee, who employ counsel to enforce collection, are usually allowed the com-
mission stipulated in the instrument, unless it is highly exorbitant for the
service rendered; but the agreement of the parties governs, as in all other busi-
ness transactions. (In re Harris, 272 Fed. Rep. 351.)

Bills and notes—Attorney's fee allowed on amount collected by execution on confessed
judgment.

(U. S. D. C., 1921.) The holder of a note, which contained a power of attorney to
confess judgment, and providing for an attorney's fee, if collected by legal
process, is entitled to a fee on so much of the confessed judgment as was col-
lected by sale of property seized on execution issued thereon against one o£
the makers. (Ib.)

Bills mid notes—Attorney's fee not allowed on amount received from dependent's estate.
(U. S. D. C., 1921.) A holder of a note, providing for an attorney's fee if col-

lected by legal process, is not entitled to the fee on so much of the note as was
collected by him from the estate of a deceased maker, where it does not appear
that such collection was obtained through legal proceedings in which services
of an attorney were required. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Attorney's fee not allowed on amount received from bankrupt's estate.
(XL S. D. C, 1921.) A holder of a note, stipulating for an attorney's fee if col-

lected by legal process, is not entitled to such fee on so much of the amount of
the note as was allowed as a claim against the estate of the bankrupt maker,
since the services of an attorney for such collection were not required, nor had
compensation for such services matured before bankruptcy proceedings were
instituted. (Ib.)
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Bills and notes—Draft to fictitious payee payable to bearer.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Under negotiable instrument law (111.) a draft drawn to a

payee known by the drawer to be fictitious is payable to bearer. (American
Hominy Co. v. Millikin Nat. Bank., 273 Fed. Rep. 550.)

Principal and agent—Principal has burden of proving limitation on authority of agent.
(U. S. D. C., 1920.) Where an agency to deal with the particular subject of the

inquiry is admitted, and a special limitation is relied on to avoid liability for
certain acts of the agent, the burden is on the party alleging the special limita-
tion to prove it. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Drawee paying draft not (iholder in due course'' as respects right to rely
on implied warranties.

(U. S. D. C., 1920.) Negotiable instrument law (111. 65, 66), providing that in-
dorsers warrant the genuineness and validity of the instrument to all subsequent
holders in due course, do not apply to the drawee of a draft, to whom it is pre-
sented for payment, who does not become by payment a " holder in due course.''
(Ib.)

Bills and notes—Drawee, paying drafts fraudulently drawn by its agent, can not recover
from innocent holder.

(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Plaintiff conducted a grain elevator, which for 10 years was
in charge of an agent authorized to buy grain and pay for the same by drafts on
plaintiff, each drawn on a form stating the amount and j)rice of the grain for
which it was given. During three years, besides drafts legitimately drawn, the
agent from time to time made drafts in due form, in all 129, drawn to fictitious
payees, whose names he indorsed thereon, in many capes with his own indorse-
ment also. These drafts he negotiated and appropriated the proceeds to his
own use, and they eventually came in due course of business to defendant bank
for collection, and were by it presented to and paid by plaintiff. Held, that
defendant was chargeable with no negligence which rendered it liable to plain-
tiff for the amounts so received but that the lattter was not only estopped by
its negligence in permitting the business of its agent to go on so long without
checking, which would have disclosed the fraud, but also by paying the drafts
recognized their validity as between it and defendant. (Ib.)

OFFICERS.

POWERS OF DIRECTORS.

Contract by directors of national bank to elect one as officer is void.
(Minn. Sup., 1920.) A contract made by the directors of a national bank to

elect a designated person as an officer of the bank and maintain him in such
office for a specified time at a specified salary is void and no right of action can
be founded thereon. (Van Slyke v. Andrews et al., 178 N. W. Rep. 959.)

REPRESENTATION OF BANK BY OFFICERS.

National bank bound by acts of managing cashier within scope of cashier's general
authority.

(U. S.C. C.A., 1921.) Where the cashier of a national bank and two subordinate
employees who were subject to discharge by him, constituted the acting board
of directors, the remaining directors being nonresidents, the cashier having in
fact absolute control and management of its affairs, his acts and knowledge were
the acts and knowledge of the bank in dealings with third parties, and it was
bound by all his acts as cashier which were within the general scope and power
of a cashier. (First Nat. Bank of Silverton, Colo., v. Mercantile Nat. Bank
of Pueblo, Colo., et al., 273 Fed. Rep. 119.)

Liability of national bank for bonds deposited held question for jury.
{U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) The cashier of defendant national bank, on behalf of him-

self and his father, the president, made an agreement for purchase of a con-
trolling interest in plaintiff bank, which had a correspondent in the same city
as defendant, with which it kept an account and also its certificates of deposit
for $60,000. The correspondent also held a much larger amount in securities and
bonds for plaintiff for safe keeping and collection. The day following the stock
purchase defendant's cashier, who for more than a year had been in full control
of its business, over his signature as such cashier, wrote the cashier of plaintiff,
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requesting the transfer of plaintiff's account, time deposits, securities, and
bonds from its then correspondent to defendant, and when the transfer was
made he receipted for the same as cashier of defendant, but made no entry on
its books of the bonds so transferred, amounting to $97,000, and later appro-
priated them and other funds to his own use and absconded. Field that proof
of such facts was sufficient to require submission to the jury of the question of
defendant's liability for the value of the bonds. (Ib.)

Want of knowledge of transaction by other officers of national bank does not affect author-
ity of cashier to bind bank.

(U. S. G. C. A., 1921.) The fact that other officers of a national bank had no
knowledge of the receipt of bonds on its behalf by its cashier for safe-keeping
and collection, or the fact that the bank received no benefit because of the
unlawful conversion of the bonds by the cashier to his own use, did not affect
his authority to receive them for it, nor relieve it from liability to account for
them. (Ib.)

In action for deceit against national bank, ultra vires no defense.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A national bank held liable for deceit, where its president,

who transacted its business, purporting to act for the bank, sold to plaintiff a
note and real estate mortgage, and received payment by drafts payable to him
as president, when in fact the bank did not own the note and mortgage, and did

' not deliver them, although it did not receive the purchase money, and although
plaintiff knew it had no authority to make such loans, either for itself or as
broker, where he had previously during several years purchased such loans
from it,-through its president, in the same manner. (Smith v. First Nat. Bank
of Oasselton, N. D., 268 Fed. Rep. 780.)

In action for deceit against national bank, ultra vires no defense.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) In such case, the action is not one to enforce an ultra vires

contract, but in tort, and plaintiff's right arises out of the fact that the bank held
itself out as having such loans for sale, and as negotiating them through its
president, and is therefore liable for his acts and statements in such negotiations.
(Ib.) '

Estoppel—Acts not prejudicial do not raise equitable estoppel.
(U. S. 0. 0. A., 1920.) Where a national bank sold a note and mortgage, which

it did not own and could not deliver, subsequent negotiations between the
purchaser, the president of the bank, and the actual owner of the note and
mortgage7 by which the purchaser obtained the same, thereby reducing his
loss, and consequently the liability of the bank, held not to estop him from
maintaining an action against the bank for the deceit. (Ib.)

OFFICERS, CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF.

Receiver of national bank is il officer of United States " as respects liability for embezzlement
and false reports.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A receiver of an insolvent national bank is an "officer of
the United States," within the meaning of Criminal Code, sec, 97, and act
March 4, 1911 (Comp. St. sees. 10265, 10270), and subject thereunder to prose-
cution for embezzlement of the funds of the bank, or for making a false report
of its condition with intent to deceive. (Weitzel v. United. States, 274 Fed.
Rep. 101.)

ORGANIZATION.

One employed to organize bank held not entitled to recover compensation under express
contract.

(So. Dak. Sup., 1921.) Where defendants, organizers of a bank, approached
plaintiff to obtain blanks for organizing the bank, and from that time on plaintiff
assisted in the organization of the bank, but there was never any agreement
whatsoever in relation to the compensation plaintiff should receive for his
services, plaintiff was not entitled to recover $5 per share by reason of the fact
that defendants in subscribing for stock agreed, as a part of the amount thereof,
to pay $5 per share to cover the expenses of organizing the bank; plaintiff not
being a party to the subscription agreement, and the agreement in no light
disclosing that he was to receive the $5 per share. (Jaeggi v. First National
Bank of Eden et al., 183 N. W. Rep. 365.)
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POWERS.

Directors of bank not entitled to maintain action based on ultra vires contract.
(U. S.-C. C. A., 1921.) A State bank commissioner, in behalf of the creditors of

an insolvent State bank, brought suit against another bank to recover collateral
pledged for a loan which created an indebtedness in excess of that permitted
by the statutes of the State, but authorized by formal action of the directors,
Pending the suit, the directors, who were liable under the statute for any
indebtedness of the bank created by them in violation of law, paid to the
commissioner the amount of the bank's indebtedness, and took from him an
assignment of its assets. Held, that the suit could no longer be maintained
for their benefit, either in their own names or in that of the commissioner
(Lewis, Banking Comr. v. Fifth-Third National Bank of Cincinnati, 274 Fed.
Rep. 587.)

Can not avoid ultra vires contract ivhich has been executed by the other party.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A private corporation can not avail itself of the fact that

a contract made by it was ultra vires, either as a defense or as the basis of an
action, where the contract has been fully executed in good faith by the other
party and the corporation has received the benefit of it. (Ib.)

Federal court not bound by stale decisions as to rights under ultra vires contract.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) The question of the rights and remedies of the parties

to an ultra vires contract is one of general jurisprudence, on which a Federal
court is not bound by State decisions, but must exercise its own judgment
in a case before it. (Ib.)

Court will regard rights of real parties in interest only.
(U. S. C. f. A., 1921.) A court will determine an action in accordance with the

rights of the real parties in interest, without regard to form or to those who
are nominal parties only. (Ib.)

SHAREHOLDERS.

ASSESSMENTS.

Comptroller can conclusively assess stockholders' liability.
(LT. S. C. C. A., 1920.) The Comptroller of the Currency can order an assessment

upon the shares of an insolvent national bank, which is conclusive upon the
shareholders, and enforce payment thereof through a receiver of his appoint-
ment. (Miller v. Hamner, 269 Fed. Rep. 891.)

Suit for fractional part of stockholders' liability is in equity.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A suit to enforce a fractional part of a shareholder's

liability on assessment to pay the debts of an insolvent national bank, though
based on the statute, is in equity. (Ib.)

Estate liable for stock held by it when insolvency occurred.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) Under Rev. St., section 5151, superseded by act December

23, 1913, section 23, the estate of a deceased shareholder in a national bank
is liable on the stock held by it, though insolvency of the bank occurs and
assessment on the policy is made after his death. (Ib.)

State limitation statutes apply to suits to enforce national bank stockholder's liability.
(U, 8. C. C. A., 1920.) In the absence of Federal provisions, State statutes of

limitation apply to suits brought to enforce payments on assessment against
the stockholders of an insolvent national bank. (Ib.)

Executors and administrators—Personally liable for settling estate without paying
statutory liability.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) An'executor, who settles an estate without making
provision for or disposing of a liability imposed thereon by statute, may in a
proper action seasonably brought be held personally liable for devastavit.
(ib.)

Equity—Relief must conform- to bill.
(TJ. S. C. C. A., 1920.) The relief granted in equity must conform to the case

made by the bill. (Ib.)
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Equity—Personal decree not authorized in suit against executor as representative.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) A bill charging the defendant with liability only as

executor of an estate does not authorize a decree against him personally,
though lie is personally liable, and though the bill contains a prayer for general
relief, since such prayer does not vary the rule against relief inconsistent with
the case made by the bill. (Ib)

Limitation of actions—Recovery on supplemental bill stating new cause of action is barred,
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) When a supplemental bill in equity to hold an executor

personally liable for devastavit states a new cause of action, that action is
subject to the operation of an applicable statute of limitations. (Ib.)

Judgment against national bank fixes stockholders1 liability.
(U. S. 0. 0. A., 1920.) Rendition of a judgment against a national bank which

has gone into voluntary liquidation and the return of an execution thereon
unsatisfied fixes the liability of the stockholders for its payment, and a cause
of action against them accrues from .the date of such return. (Warner et al. t>.
Citizens National Bank et al., 267 Fed. Rep. 661.)

Limitations of State statute usually followed in equity.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) While State statutes of limitation do not apply to suits

in equity in the Federal courts, they are usually followed by analogy, where
there is no showing on either side that to follow or not to follow the statute
would be inequitable. (Ib.)

Limitation of actions—Right to extension because of dismissal of prior suit.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1920.) In view of act June 30, 1876, chapter 156, section 2 (Comp.

St. sec. 9807), providing for enforcement of the liability of stockholders of a
national bank by bill in equity in a Federal court, the bringing of an action
therefor in a State court held so manifestly unauthorized that the complainant
was not entitled to the benefit of Revised Laws, Oklahoma, 1910, section 4662,
permitting the bringing of a new action on a cause of action barred by limita
tion, where a prior action has been dismissed otherwise than on the merits. (Ib.)

Costs of suit against stockholders apportioned according to holdings of slock.
(U. S. D. C, 1920.) Under Rev. St., section 5151, as to the liability of national-

bank stockholders for debts, it is just and equitable in a suit against a national
bank and its stockholders to apportion the costs between the stockholders in
proportion to their holdings of stock, the costs resulting from litigation of the
issues made by pleas being apportioned only between the litigating defendants.
(American Nat. Bank of Macon v. Commercial Nat. Bank of Macon et al., 268
Fed. Rep. 688.)

TAXATION.

Taxation—Statute preventing State taxation discriminating against shareholders of national
banks not limited to discrimination in favor of State banks; "moneyed capital.''

(U. S. Sup., 1921.) Rev. St., section 5219 (Comp. St. sec. 9784), providing that
State taxation of shares of national banks shall not be at greater rate than is
assessed on other moneyed capital in the hands of individual citizens of the
State is not limited to protecting national-bank shareholders from higher
taxation than is assessed against shares in State banks, but the expression
"moneyed capital in hands of individual citizens" includes investments in
securities that will be money at interest and other evidences of indebtedness,
such as normally entered into in banking. (Merchants' Nat. Bank of Rich-
mond, Va., v. City of Richmond, 41 Sup."Court Rep. 619.)

Taxation—State tax held to discriminate between national-bank stock and capital invested
in competition therewith.

(U. S. Sup., 1921.) A tax imposed pursuant to Acts, Virginia, 1915, chapter 85,
and a city ordinance enacted under the authority thereof which, in connection
with the tax under Acts, Virginia, 1915, chapter 117, amounted to $1.75 on
each $100 invested in bank stock, whether national or State, while the rate
was only 95 cents on each $100 valuation of intangible property, including
bonds, notes, and other evidences of indebtedness, is contrary to Rev. St.,
section 5219 (Comp. St. sec. 9784), providing that the State tax on national-
bank shares shall not exceed the tax levied on moneyed capital in hands of
individual citizens where it was clearly shown that the capital taxed at lower
rate was in relatively material competition with the banks of the State. (Ib.)
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Taxation—In assessing banks tax is levied against corporation1 s stock in hands of stock-
holders.

(Okla. Sup., 1921.) In assessing State or national banks, the assessment is not
against the corporation upon its moneyed capital, surplus, and undivided
profits, but the tax is levied against the shares of stock in the hands of stock-
holders, and the officers of the corporation act as the agent of the stockholders,
both in listing the shares of stock for taxation and in paying the taxes levied
against said shares of stock. (In re Tradesmen's State Bank of Oklahoma
City, 198 Pacific Rep. 479:)

Taxation—Bank stock to be assessed at its true value.
(Okla. Sup., 1921.) The shares of stock in a State or national bank are to be

assessed at their true value, which may or may not coincide with their book
value. (Ib.)

Taxation—No deduction in determining value of bank stock for investments in exempt
securities.

(Okla. Sup., 1921.) In determining the value of shares of stock in a national or
State bank for the purpose of taxation, no deduction is to be made on account
of the capital of the corporation invested in securities which are exempt from
taxation. (Ib.)
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DIGEST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO NATIONAL
BANKS.

[The following banking cases include cases reported in volume 257, U. S. Reporter, and volumes 275 to
281, Federal Reporter, together with one case from volume 111, Atlantic Reporter and two New York
decisions, not yet reported, one by the Court of Appeals, and one by the Supreme Court of New York.]

CHECKS.

Bank certifying check entitled to disregard subsequent conditional indorsement
(TJ. S. D. C, 1921.) Under Oregon Laws section 7831, providing that, when an

indorsement is conditional, a party required to pay may disregard the condi-
tion, but one to whom the instrument is negotiated holds it or its proceeds sub-
ject to the rights of the person indorsing conditionally, where the drawer of a
check procured its certification and thereafter indorsed it conditionally, the
bank, having paid the check, was not liable to the drawer, though the condition
had not been performed. (Keeler Bros. v. School Dist. No. 25 of Gilliam
County, Oreg., et al., 276 Fed. Rep. 755.)

Conditional indorsement of check inferred, subsequent to certification, when contrary not
alleged.

(U. S. D. C., 1921.) When one drawing a check to its own order, procuring its
certification, and subsequently negotiating it under a conditional indorsement,
sued to recover its amount from the bank, which had paid it, and the complaint
does not allege that the conditional indorsement was prior to the certification,
it must be inferred that the indorsement was subsequent to the certification,
and that the bank did not become a party to the indorsement. (Ib.)

Bank held not liable for payment of drafts drawn after notification to drawer that renewal of
customer's letter of credit had expired.

(U. S. C. 0. A., 1922.) Where a bank, after execution of an agreement to honor
sight drafts drawn against its customer to a stipulated amount and for a specified
time, notified plaintiff that the letter of credit issued to its customer had ex-
pired, and that after a renewal of 60 days it had not been extended, the bank
was not liable for drafts drawn by plaintiff thereafter. (Barde Steel Products
Corporation v. Franklin Nat. Bank, 281 Fed. Rep. 814.)

METHOD OF COLLECTING CHECKS BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

Federal reserve banks can adopt reasonable measures to collect checks deposited with them at
par.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The Federal reserve banks, in the "discharge of their duties
with respect to the collection of checks deposited with them at par, and in per- *
forming the functions of a clearing house, as authorized by Federal reserve act,
sections 13,16 (Comp. St., sees. 9796, 9799), are empowered to adopt any reason-
able measure designed to accomplish these purposes. (American Bank & Trust
Co., et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta et al., 280 Fed. Rep. 940.)

Federal reserve bank can present checks at drawee bank by agents.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) Where the bank on which checks deposited in a Federal

reserve bank were drawn refuses to remit by mail without deduction of the cost
of exchange, the reserve bank can employ any proper instrumentality or agency
to collect the checks from the drawee bank, and may legitimately pay the
necessary cost of such service. (Ib.)

Daily collection of two or more checks drawn on same bank is not illegal.
(IT. S. D. C, 1922.) The process of the daily collection of checks by a Federal

reserve bank in the exercise of its clearing house functions is not rendered
unlawful because of the fact that of the checks handled two or more of them
may be drawn on the same bank. (Ib.)
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Federal reserve banks can publish par clearance list, but not include nonmember banks
without consent.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) It is a legitimate feature of the Federal reserve bank to pub-
lish a par clearance list; that is, a list of banks on which checks are drawn
that will be collected at par by the Federal reserve banks. But such list
should not include the name of any nonmember bank without its consent, since
a conclusion may be drawn from the appearance of a bank's name on the par
list that it agrees to remit at par. (Ib.)

Federal reserve par clearance list can state that it includes all banks in designated munici-
pality.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The Federal reserve bank can include in its published par
clearance list the names of towns or cities, with a representation that it will un-
dertake to collect at par checks drawn on any bank, whether member or non-
member, in such town or city. (Ib.)

Payee, who deposited check with bank for collection, could sue other bank, to which check
was forwarded for collection for negligence in course of collection.

(U. S. D. C., 1922.) Under a statute authorizing a bank in which a check is
deposited for collection "to forward, en route, the same, without delay, in the
usual commercial way in use according to the regular course of business of banks,''
a payee, who deposited check with a bank for collection, held entitled to sue
other bank, to which the check was forwarded for collection by the first bank,
for damages caused by negligence of the second bank in the course of collection,
as against contention that there was no contractual relation between payee and
second bank, since under such statute the second bank became the payee's
subagent. (Malloy et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond et al., 281
Fed. Rep. 997.)

Federal reserve bank, to which check was sent for collection, held not negligent in sending
check to drawee bank.

(U. S. D. 0., 1922.) In view of regulation made by Federal Reserve Board provid-
ing that the board will require membe*1 and nonmember clearing banks to
authorize its Federal reserve bank to send checks for collection to banks on
which checks are drawn, and that except for negligence such Federal reserve
bank will assume no liability, it was not negligence for a Federal reserve bank,
to which a check had been sent for collection, to mail the check to the bank on
which it was drawn. (Ib.)

Drawer1 s liability held discharged.
(U. S. D. C , 1922.) Where drawee bank, to which the check had been sent for

collection by other bank, sent other bank the drawee bank's check on third
bank in payment thereof, stamped the check drawn on it paid, charged it to
drawer's account, and delivered it to drawer, who had to his credit subject to
his check an amount more than sufficient to pay check, the check was paid,
and drawer's liability as such was discharged. (Ib.)

Bank to which check was sent for collection held not authorized to accept in payment drawee
bank's check on other bank.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) Bank to which check was sent for collection acted at its
peril in accepting in payment of such check drawee bank's check on other
bank, having no authority to accept in payment thereof anything other than
money. (Ib.)

Federal reserve bank held without authority to require nonmember bank to remit without
charging exchange.

(U. S. D. C.. 1921.) A State bank, not a member of the Federal reserve bank,
held entitled to charge its customary exchange on remittances to the reserve
bank of the district, and a practice qt the reserve bank to send checks on the State
bank received by it for collection to the drawee bank indorsed "for collection
only and remittance in full without deduction for exchange," and on their
return unpaid to return them to its correspondents, advising them in effect that
the checks were dishonored, held unauthorized, and enjoined, where it appeared
that such practice was adopted for the purpose of coercing the State bank.
(Brookings State Bank v. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 277 Fed. Rep.
430.)
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Reserve bank not required to receive for collection checks from nonclearing banks; "may. "
(U. S. D. 0., 1922.) Federal reserve act, section 13, as amended by act June 21,

1917 (Comp. St. 1918, Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1919, sec. 9796), providing that
any reserve bank may receive for exchange or collection checks, notes, bills,
etc., gives to the reserve banks an option to receive such checks on whatsoever
bank drawn, within its district, without discrimination as to whether they are
members or nonmembers, or have availed themselves of the clearing house
privileges afforded by the reserve bank; but the word "may" is not to be
construed as "shall," so as to be mandatory, and the requirement of section
16 of the act (sec. 9799), that the banks receive from member banks or Federal
reserve banks checks and drafts drawn on their depositors, carries with it no
specific power for making exchange or collections. (Brookings State Bank v.
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 281 Fed. Rep. 222.)

Reserve bank has option to collect from nonclearing bank, if it can do so without paying
exchange.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) A Federal reserve bank may at its option receive and collect
paper against a bank which is not a member, and which has not availed itself
of the reserve clearing privileges, if it can find a way to make such collections
without the payment of exchange, which it is prohibited from paying by the
proviso to Federal reserve act, section 13, as amended by act of June 21, 1917
(Comp. St. 1918, Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1919, sec. 9796). (Ib.)

Nonmember banks can charge reasonable exchange on remittances.
(U. S. D. C., 1922.) Banks which are not members of the Federal reserve system,

and not governed by the Federal reserve act (Comp. St. 1918, Comp. St. Ann.
Supp. 1919, sec. 9785 et seq.), have the right, if they see fit, to charge reasonable
exchange on remittances. (Ib.)

Reserve bank can not coerce nonmember bank to remit without exchange.
(U. S. D. 0., 1922.) Though a bank which is not a member of the Federal reserve

system may, if it sees fit to do so, waive its right to charge exchange on remit-
tances by it, the Federal reserve bank has no right to coerce it to do so. (Ib.)

Evidence held to show coercion by reserve bank to compel remittances without exchange.
(TJ. S. D. C, 1922.) In a suit for injunction against the Federal reserve bank by

a nonmember State bank, evidence held to show that the Federal reserve bank
had attempted to coerce the State bank to make remittances without exchange,
by presenting checks for payment at the counter which required the bank to
keep an unusually large reserve of currency, and by returning checks on which
the State bank had refused to make remittance, because they were indorsed to
be paid at par to the reserve bank's correspondent, with information they had
been dishonored without protest by the State bank. (Ib.)

Injunction not issued against practice discontinued without intention to renew.
(U. S. D. C , 1922.) Where, about the time suit was begun against it, a Federal

reserve bank had discontinued its agency for presentation across the counter
of checks on a nonmember State bank, and there was no evidence it had any
intention to renew such agency, a temporary injunction restraining it from main-
taining an agent will not be continued. (Ib.)

Reserve bank enjoined from notifying correspondents that State bank had dishonored with-
out protest.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) Where a Federal bank sent checks to the State bank on which
they were drawn, indorsed as " for collection only and remittance in full without
deduction for exchange or collection charges,'1' and the State bank was not-
required to remit without charge, the practice of the reserve bank in returning
such checks to its correspondents with information they had been dishonored
without protest by the State bank, and that the correspondents must look to
that bank for redress, was erroneous coercion of the State bank, which will be
enjoined. (Ib.)

COLLATERAL SECURITIES.

Pledgee of stock without present consideration, not a bona fide holder.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) The holder of a certificate of stock of a corporation, who

has taken it as security for an existing debt without promise of extension or
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other present consideration, is not protected as a purchaser for value, unless the
true owner is estopped by some negligence which has enabled the person with
whom he had intrusted the stock to perpetrate a fraud on the purchaser. (Com-
mercial National Bank of Washington, D. C, v. Shriver et al. In re Mertens
etal., 275 Fed. Rep. 12.)

Pledge of stock by donee of bankrupt held ineffective against trustee.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A bank, which took a certificate of stock as collateral on

extension of a note with knowledge that the pledgor acquired the stock by gift
from his father against whom a petition in bankruptcy had been filed and of
other facts which charged it with notice that the father was insolvent when the
gift was made, and that it was a fraud on his creditors, held not to have acquired
title as against the trustee in bankruptcy of the father. (Ib.)

DEPOSITS.

Defendant trust company can not plead fraud as against another party only and its interest
in a matter ultra vires the corporation.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) In an action against a trust company on a certificate of
deposit, the defendant should not be allowed to answer, alleging a fraud not
directly perpetrated on the defendant, but on a third party, and that it was
financially interested in the matter, which was ultra vires the corporation.
(Green v. Commercial Bank & Trust Co., 277 Fed. Rep. 527.)

When parent bank not liable to depositor in branch bank.
(N. Y. Supp. 1922.) " Where plaintiff deposited money with defendant, which

agreed to open an account in plaintiff's name in a branch bank of defendant
in Russia, and later all Russian bank funds were confiscated by the Soviet
Government, thereby making performance of the contract by defendant impos-
sible, it was held that performance by defendant was excused." (Boris N.
Sokoloff, plaintiff, v. The National City Bank of New York, defendant.) (Deci-
sion rendered Dec. 19, 1922, but not yet reported.)

FORFEITURE OF CHARTER.

Appointment of temporary receiver in suit to dissolve solvent bank is proper.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In a suit by the Comptroller of the Currency to dissolve

a national bank for violation by its officers and directors of the provisions of
the national banking laws (Comp. St., sec. 9657 et seq.), the institution of
which suit would naturally cause financial embarrassment to the bank, the
appointment of a receiver for the bank was not only within the discretion of
the chancellor but the exercise thereof was wise and prudent, even though it
was not alleged that the bank was insolvent. (First Nat. Bank of Hagerstown
et al. v. Crissinger, Comptroller of Currency, 279 Fed. Rep. 818.)

Appeal from appointment of receiver dismissed as moot, after he has been discharged.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) An appeal from the appointment of a receiver for a

national bank, in a suit to dissolve a bank for violation by its officers of Comp.
St., sections 9786, 9831, will be dismissed as moot where the officers and stock-
holders whose conduct was attacked had sold their interests in the bank, and
the receiver had been discharged after returning the property to the purchasers
and the suit had been dismissed. (Ib.)

Officers and stockholders of bank have no interest in appeal from appointment of receiver
after selling their stock.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) The officers and stockholders of a bank whose misconduct
resulted in a suit for dissolution of the bank and appointment of a receiver,
have no interest entitling them to maintain an appeal from the appointment
of the receiver after they had sold their stock and resigned their offices. (Ib.)

INSOLVENCY AND RECEIVERS.

Under Federal reserve act indorsement of member bank to reserve bank creates primary
liability.

(U. S. D. C, 1921.) Under the Federal reserve act, providing that, in case of
. rediscounted notes "upon which suit is brought, the bank waives presentment,
demand, and protest, and that the indorsement of member bank shall "be
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deemed a waiver of demand, notice, and protest by such bank as to its own
indorsement, exclusively," when a member bank deposits paper with the
reserve bank, it is intended that there shall be a primary liability. (Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis v. First Nat. Bank of Eureka, S. Dak., 277 Fed.
Rep. 300.)

Under Federal reserve act, reserve bank has same rights against receiver as against insolvent
bank.

(U. S. D. 0., 1921.) In an action by reserve bank on notes discounted by a
member bank, the appointment of a receiver for the member bank puts the
receiver in the same position as the insolvent bank, and plaintiff had the
right to make proof of the member's absolute liability on rediscounted paper,
and upon proof acquired a vested interest in the trust fund in the hands of the
receiver for the creditors. (Ib.)

Debts provable though unmatured.
U. S. D. 0., 1921.) I
receiverships. (Ib.)

(U. S. D. 0., 1921.) Unmatured debts are provable both in bankruptcy and

In proving claims on notes indorsed to reserve bank credits allowable to member bank as
set-off.

(U. S. D. C, 1921.) In an action by a reserve bank on an insolvent member's
rediscounted notes, that plaintiff's claims matured after the receiver's appoint-
ment did not affect the right of set-off, and in proving the claims credits in
favor of the insolvent are deducted. (Ib.)

Member bank held chargeable with proceeds of checks forwarded for collection.
(U. S. D. C, 1921.) In view of Federal reserve act, section 16, as to a reserve

bank's exercising the function of a clearing house, and the Federal Reserve
Board rule requiring that the member bank provide funds to cover at par all
checks received from or for the account of the reserve bank, held, that a member
bank is absolutely liable to a reserve bank for the proceeds of checks forwarded
the member for collection and paid to the member bank. (Ib.)

LIABILITY OF BANK.

National bank held liable for money acquired through fraud of subsidiary.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) A bank, which organized a subsidiary corporation to handle

property it owned, which corporation had no capital or property, except that
supplied by the bank, held liable for damages sustained by a purchaser of
property from the corporation, which paid the bank for the same, where the
property was not as represented and warranted. (Portsmouth Cotton Oil
Refining Corporation v. Fourth National Bank of Montgomery, 280 Fed. Rep.
879.)

Bonds held purchased outright by banking and bond house, so that /State issuing bonds
not entitled to accounting by receiver of bond house.

(U. S. D. C. 1921.) Contract between a South American State and a firm of
New York brokers and bankers held a contract of purchase by the firm of the
bonds of the State, paid for by the firm's opening a credit on their books in
favor of the State, so that the relation of debtor and creditor was created, and
the State was not entitled to an accounting from the firm or its receiver, as
from an agent or trustee. (Beaver Board Companies v. Imbrie et al., in re
State of Santa Catharina, Republic of Brazil, 275 Fed. Rep. 431.)

NEGOTIABLE PAPER.

Note imports consideration, which may be rebutted.
. (U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Promissory note imports consideration, but between the

maker and payee the presumption of consideration maybe rebutted by evidence.
(Chase v. Du Pont National Bank of Washington, D. C, 277 Fed. Rep. 235.)

Proof money was not paid to maker does not rebut presumption of consideration.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In an action on a note payable to a bank, evidence that

the bank credited the amount of the note to the account of a third party does
not alone rebut the presumption of consideration for the note, since the note
may have been an accommodation note, as defined by Uniform Negotiable
Instruments Law, D. C, article 2, sec. 29. (Ib.)
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Accommodation note is supported by consideration.
(TJ. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A note executed by the marker for the accommodation of

another, to whom the money is paid by the payee, is supported by consideration.
(Ib.)

Bank had not given value for note merely by crediting account therewith.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A bank does not become a purchaser for value of a note

merely by giving "" " " n ' " 1 * " , , . •
entitled
prior to acquiring
277 Fed. Rep. 145.)

OFFICERS.

REPRESENTATION OP BANK BY OFFICERS.

Banks chargeable with knowledge of officers.
(U. S. D. C, 1921.) Banks accused in contempt proceedings of having conspired

with judgment debtor in obstructing the enforcement of a judgment, and in
aiding judgment debtor in removing ner tangible property beyond the reach of
process, are chargeable with the knowledge, purpose, and intent of their officers.
(Lineker et al. v. Dillon et al., 275 Fed. Rep. 460.)

Cashier has authority to bind bank in usual financial business.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) By the common law, as well as the law of Texas, the cashier

of a bank has apparent authority to bind the bank in its usual financial business.
(In re Ballard, 279 Fed. Rep. 574.)

OFFICERS, CIVIL LIABILITY OF.

Limitation of actions—State statute applies.
(TJ. S. Sup. C, 1921.) The State statute of limitations applies to a suit in Federal

court by a receiver of a national bank against its former directors to recover for
losses sustained by the bank through improper loans and investments and divi-
dends paid out of capital. (Curtis, Receiver of Atlantic National Bank of Provi-
dence, R. I., v. Connly etal., 257 U. S. 260.)

Limitation of actions—Fraud—Discovery.
(U. S. Sup. C , 1921.) Such a suit being based on the common-law right of the

bank, the statute will not be tolled upon the ground of fraudulent concealment
of the cause of action (Gen. Laws, K. I., 1909, c. 284, sec. 7) where the bank
was put on notice by the entries on its own books.

Where the misrepresentations relied on for suspending the statute of limita-
tions were the entering at their face value upon the books, and in reports made to
the comptroller and published, of loans and investments known by the defendant
directors to be improper or worthless, held: (a) That the bank was chargeable
with notice of the parties to whom loans had been made and the specific char-
acter of assets; (b) that the representations to be implied from the reports could
not be taken as continuing after they had been superseded by later reports; (c)
that the misrepresentations of value imported by the valuations on the books
were not a concealment of the cause of action after new directors, not in cons-
piracy with the defendants, came upon the board and knew the facts, since
their knowledge was imputable to the bank, even if they also proved unfaithful.

The running of a statute of limitations on a cause of action of a bank against
directors will not be suspended by its fraudulent concealment beyond a period
in which new directors, performing their duty to learn the bank's affairs, would
presumably have discovered it.

The fiduciary relation between a bank and its directors ceased when they left
the board. 264 Fed. Rep. affirmed. (Curtis, Receiver of Atlantic National
Bank of Providence, R. I., v. Connly etal., 257 U. S. 260.)

OFFICERS, CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF.

Charge of offense by officer of national bank held sufficient.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Under Federal reserve bank act, section 2 (Comp. St., sec.

9786), requiring every national bank to become a member of a Federal reserve
bank under penalty of forfeiture of its charter, a charge that a defendant as an
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officer of a national bank falsified its books or embezzled its funds is sufficient,
as charging that he was an officer of a " member bank,'' within Revised Statutes,
section 5209, as amended by act September 26, 1918, chapter 177, section 7
(Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1919, sec. 9772). (Rheiner et al. v. United States,
276 Fed. Rep. 803.)

Evidence held to sustain conviction/or aiding in misapplying funds of national bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Evidence that defendant caused fictitious drafts to be

drawn and sent to the president of a national bank, who in accordance with
an understanding between them caused the drafts to be credited at once, before
collection or acceptance, to accounts of which defendant, or a corporation in
which both were interested, had the benefit, the drafts on maturity being taken
up by means of others, the purpose being to obtain loans from the bank without
approval by the directors, and with the final result that the bank was illegally
subjected to the risk of loss, held to sustain a conviction under Revised Statutes,
section 5209 (Comp. St., sec. 9772), for aiding and abetting the president in
misapplying funds of the bank. (De Kay v. U. S., 280 Fed. Rep. 465.)

Presenting demurrer merely with naked list of authorities improper.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) Where demurrers to indictments were interposed, but were

presented with merely a naked list of authorities, and with no argument or
statement of particular points or propositions, the method of presentation was
improper. (U. S. v. Reece, 280 Fed. Rep. 913.)

Indictment charging president of national bank with misapplication of funds sufficient,
if appropriation and conversion by either president or recipient of funds is shown.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) An indictment charging the president of a national bank
with willful misapplication of funds, in violation of Revised Statutes, section
5209 (Comp. St., sec. 9772), need not show conversion of funds by both the
president and the recipient of the proceeds; facts showing an appropriation
and conversion by one or the other being sufficient. (Ib.)

President of national bank may be guilty of willful misapplication of funds, though not
in actual possession.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The president of a national bank may be guilty of willful
misapplication of the funds of such bank, in violation of Revised Statutes, sec-
tion 5209 (Comp. St., sec. 9772), though he has not the actual possession, if he
has such control and power of management as to direct an application of the
funds in such manner and under such circumstances as to constitute a violation
of the statute. (Ib.)

Test as to certainty of indictment stated.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The test as to the sufficiency of an indictment on demurrer

for uncertainty is not whether it might have* been made more certain, but
whether it contains every element of the offense intended to be charged, and
sufficiently apprises the defendant of what he must be prepared to meet. (Ib.)

Bank president, who causes false entries to be made in reports to Comptroller of Currency,
guilty of making false entries in returns to comptroller.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) President of national bank, who causes false entries to be
made in reports to Comptroller of Currency with knowledge of their falsity and
with intent to deceive, is guilty of making false entries in returns to comptroller,
in violation of Revised Statutes, section 5209 (Comp. St., sec. 9772), though he
does not himself make the reports. (Ib.)

In absence of countershowing on motion for change of place of trial, presumed that no such
showing was available.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) On motion for change of place of trial to other division of
district, supported by affidavits showing nostility and prejudice against defend-
ant in the division in which the prosecution had been commenced, it will be
presumed, in the absence of a countershowing, that no such showing was avail-
able. (Ib.)

Denial of motion for change of place of trial for prejudice, in prosecution of president of
insolvent national bank for misapplication offunas, held error.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) In prosecution of president of insolvent national bank for misap-
plication of funds and for making false entries in returns to Comptroller of the
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Currency, denial of motion for change of place of trial to other division of
district, supported by affidavits showing hostility and prejudice to the defendant
in the district in which the prosecution had been commenced, held error, in
the absence of a countershowing, notwithstanding suggestions of prosecuting
attorney that care be taken to exclude as jurors persons from county in which
bank was situated, or who had become hostile to defendant because of the bank's
failure. (Ib.)

SHAREHOLDERS.

RIGHT OF SHAREHOLDERS TO EXAMINE BOOKS AND LISTS OF SHAREHOLDERS.

Corporations—Right to examine books under the common law exists only in favor of
stockholders with proper purpose.

(Me. Sup. Ct., 1920.) At common law the right to examine books of a corporation
exists only in favor of stockholders who invoke it for a proper and legitimate
purpose. (Shea v. Sweetser, 111 Atl. Rep. 579.)

Stockholder has absolute right to inspect books under Revised Statutes of Maine.
(Me. Sup. Ct., 1920.) Under Revised Statutes, chapter 51, section 22, a stock-

holder has an absolute and unqualified right to inspect the records and stock
book of his corporation, and to make copies and minutes; the purpose being
immaterial. (Ib.).

Stockholder held not entitled to writ of mandamus to force examination of books merely to
secure names of stockholders.

(Me. Sup. Ct., 1920.) Despite Revised Statutes, chapter 51, section 22, giving
a stockholder an absolute right to inspect the books of his corporation, a stock-
holder, who has purchased his small block of shares merely to enable him to
examine the books and obtain a list of other stockholders to attempt to sell them
other stock, is not entitled to mandamus to enforce his right to inspect the com-
pany's books; the remedy being discretionary and not a writ of right. (Ib.)

Hostile stockholder may invoke aid of court to enforce right to inspection of books and record\
(Me. Sup. Ct., 1920.) A stockholder may invoke the aid of the court to enforce

his right to inspect the books of the company, under Revised Statutes, chapter
51, section 22, without proof or allegation that his interests require examination
of the corporate records, and though his interests may be adverse or his purposes
hostile to the corporation. (Ib.)

ASSESSMENTS.

Evidence held to show bank a creditor of another bank entitled to enforce stockholders1

liability.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) Evidence held to show that an agreement by which one

national bank took over the assets of another for purpose of liquidation consti-
tuted a loan and not a purchase of the assets by trie bank receiving them, and
that consequently it was a creditor entitled to enforce the liability of the share-
holders of the liquidating bank. (Hightower et al. v. American Nat. Bank of
Macon, 276 Fed. Rep. 371.)

Shareholders' liability being several, any may appeal without joining others.
' (U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) In a suit against a bank and shareholders to enforce a debt

and shareholders' liability, defendants' liability being several and not joint,
decree against them may be appealed from by one or more without joining
others. (Ib.)

Bill joining all bank stockholders held not multifarious.
(U. S. G. C. A., 1921.) In a suit under Comp. St. sections 9689,9806,9807, to enforce

the individual liability of the shareholders of a national bank which has gone
into liquidation, the joining of all the shareholders does not render the bill multi-
farious. (Benton et al. v. American Nat. Bank of Macon, 276 Fed. Rep. 368.)

Shareholders of a corporation held proper parties in a suit to enforce stockholders1 liability
on the stock held.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) In a suit by one national bank against another to enforce
shareholders' liability, in which a finance company was made defendant as a
shareholder of the defendant bank, it appearing that such finance company had
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been dissolved, a petition that certain shareholders of such dissolved company
to whom assets of such company had been distributed be made parties defendant
was properly granted, their liability being limited to the amount of assets
received by them, against the objection that joining the"m made the bill multi-
farious and was a misjoinder of parties defendant and that, if they were joined,
other stockholders of the dissolved corporation should have been joined. (Ib.)

TAXATION.

Tax on national bank shares held invalid as discriminatory.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1921.) A tax at a rate in excess of 35 mills on the dollar, levied on

the assessed value of shares of national and State banks, whereby a State law
(Laws N. D. 1917, c. 230) other moneys and credits of citizens are exempt from
all taxes, except a 3-mill tax thereby imposed, as to national bank shares is in
violation of Revised Statutes 5219 (Comp. St. 9784), prohibiting taxation of such
shares " at a greater rate than is assessed upon ether moneyed capital in the hands
of individual citizens," and is invalid as to the excess above the 3-mill rate,
though all other property except such other moneys and credits is taxed at the
same rate. (Eddy, County Treasurer, et al. v. First Nat. Bank of Fargo, 275
Fed. Rep. 550.)

Aflat rate tax on stock and a tax on income are methods unlike and unequal; and such taxes,
therefore, constitute a discrimination against national banks prohibited by section 5219,
Revised Statutes.

(N. Y. App. 1922) * * * When it appears on the face of the statute that
bank shares are taxed on valuation at a flat rate and that the owner of
competing moneyed capital relatively material in amount is taxed on
income only, the court is powerless to say that equality of taxation has been
secured and injustice prevented. We are forced to compare two methods
which are wholly unlike. How can equality be established or presumed as
the necessary result of the taxing statutes? I u a very^considerable number of
cases the valuation tax must inevitably be the heavier burden. It is fixed
and certain. The income tax is variable and dependent on income and amount
of income. It is conceivable that when returns on such capital are low, the
bank stock would be taxed and the competing capital would be exempt. In
no event would equality exist unless the income on competing capital were
large beyond the dreams of avarice and the usual returns on investments.
The relator is entitled to the relief asked for. The orders should be reversed and
the assessment vacated, with costs in all courts. (People ex rel. Hanover
National Bank of th,e City of New York, appellant, v. Henry M. Goldfogle et al.,
respondents.) (Decided by New York Court of Appeals on Dec. 12, 1922, but
case not yet reported.)
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DIGEST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO NATIONAL
BANKS.

[Tho following hanking cases include cases reported in vols. 2.">S-2(>2, U. S. Reports, and yols. 2S2-29I,
Federal Reporter, together wiih two cases from the Atlanlic Reporter, four from I.he Pacific Reporter,
two from the Northeastern Reporter, three from the Northwestern Reporter, and two from Ihe New
York Supplement.]

CHECKS.

Collecting bank held entitled to charge back check on United Slate* Treasurer.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) "Where collecting hank reserved right to charge

back "a t any time and unconditionally" checks on the Treasurer of the
United States, held, that it could charge back such an item to the bank
credited therewith, although over a year had elapsed since it was de-
posited, and such right to charge back was not dependent on the collect-
ing bank's showing that the item was in fact a forgery and alteration, as
claimed by the Treasurer. (Closler National Bank v. Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, 285 Fed. Rep. 138.)

Bankruptcy—Bank paying bankrupt'* check n'ithout notice after filing of petition
not liable.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A banker who, after Ihe filing of a petition in bank-
ruptcy but before adjudication, in good faith and without knowledge or
notice of the bankruptcy, pays the bankrupt's checks in the regular
course of business, is not liable to the trustee for the amounts so paid.
(Citizens' Union National Bank /•. Johnson, in re Kentucky Automotive
Co., 1923, 280 Fed. Rep. 527.)

Bills and notes—Telegram stating that check, was good did not bind bank to pay it.
(IT. S. C. C. A., 1022.) Where plainiifF yvired defendant, asking if the

check of a certain person on defendant's bank for $10,000 was good,
defendant's answer that the check was good did not amount to an agree-
ment binding the bank to pay the check. (Flat-head County State Bank
c. First National Bank of Caledonia, 282 Yv(\. Hep. 39N.)

Bills and notes—Alleged acceptor of check by .separate instrument containing no
clear obligation to pay not liable.

(IT. 8. C. C. A., 1922.) Where the alleged acceptance of n. check is by a
separate instrument and contains no clear obligation to make payment,
there can be no recovery thereon. (Ib.)

When delivery of cattle to commission company held delivery to the consignee bank.
(I*. 8. Sup., 1923.) Where a bank was accustomed, through an agent, to

make interstate shipments of cattle to another bank in care of a com-
mission company, sending its drafts on the commission company for the
purchase price, with bill of lading attached, to the consignee bank, with
instructions to release the cattle on payment of the drafts, and had ratified
delivery of shipments to the commission company before payment of
such drafts, and where, on making a further shipment, the direction in
care of the commission company was, by mutual mistake of the agent and
the receiving carrier, omitted from the bill of lading but at the command
of the agent was noted on the way bill, and the terminal carrier delivered
the cattle of this shipment to the commission company without surrender
of the bill of lading or payment of the draft, and the draft was not paid,
held, that the terminal carrier had a right to assume that delivery might
properly be made to the commission company, and that delivery so made
was delivery to the consignee bank; hence the provisions of the Carmack
amendment had no application. 225 S. W. 391 affirmed. (City National
Bank of El Paso, Tex., v. El Paso & Northeastern Railroad Co. et al.,
262 r . S. 695.)
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COLLECTIONS.

METHOD OF COLLECTING CHECKS BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

A statute of North Carolina which authorizes State banks to charge exchange on
remittances and to remit for checks when presented by or through a Federal reserve
bank in exchange drafts on their reserve deposits is constitutional, (a) It does
not violate the provision which, prohibits States from making anything but gold or
silver coin tender in payment of debts; (6) it does not violate the due process clause
by depriving the Federal reserve bank of its right to collect checks, nor of its liberty
of contract, but is a valid exercise of police power; (c) it does not illegally deprive
the Federal reserve bank of equal protection of the laics; (d) it does not conflict
with the provisions of the Federal reserve act relative to check- collection.

(U. S. Sup., 1928.) Many State banks, in satisfying checks drawn upon
them by their depositors and sent through other banks for collection, were
accustomed to remit by draft on their reserves elsewhere and to make a
small charge, called exchange, deducted from the remittance. The Fed-
eral Reserve Board, and the Federal reserve banks, being forbidden to pay-
exchange charges, but believing it their duty to accept checks on any
bank for collection and to make par clearance and collection of checks
universal tlirougliout the United States, adopted the practice of causing
checks drawn on State banks which refused par clearance to bo presented
to such banks at the counter for payment in cash. To protect North
Carolina banks from serious loss of income which would ensue from this
practice, both through reduction of exchange charges and through trans-
ference of income-producing assets to their vaults, the legislature of that
State enacted (Pub. Laws 1921, c. 20) that any check drawn upon a local
bank (other than check's in payment of obligations to the Federal or State
Governments) unless specified to the contrary on its face by the maker,
should be payable, at the option of the drawee, in exchange drawn on the
drawee's reserve deposits, when such check was presented by or through
any Federal, reserve bank, post office, or express company, or their agonts,
and, further, that State banks might charge a fee, within specified limits,
on remittances covering checks, held: (a) That the North Carolina act
does not violate the provision of the Federal Constitution, Article T7 sec-
tion 10, clause 1, which, prohibits a State from making anything except
gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts, (b) That it does not
deprive the respondent Federal reserve bank, without due process of law,
of its right to engage in the business of collecting checks payable on pres-
entation, within its district (which it claims it may make a source of
revenue), nor of its liberty of contract, by compelling it to accept payment
in drafts, good or bad, and so driving it from that branch of business.
The statute is not to be construed as authorizing payment in bad drafts,
and is an exercise of police power not offensive to the due process clause,
(c) That it does not deprive the Federal reserve bank of equal protection
of the Jaws, by obliging it to accept payment in drafts, while leaving other
banks free to demand cash; since it was reasonable classification for the
legislature to limit the regulation to the particular existing condition
sought to be remedied, (d) That it does not conflict with duties imposed
by Congress on the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks.
(Farmers and Merchants Bank of Monroe, N. C , et al. v. Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond, Va., 262 U. S. 649.)

Federal reserve banks not required to receive checks for collection.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) Neither section 13, nor any other provision of the Fed-

eral reserve act, imposes on reserve banks any obligation to receive for
collection checks for which it is impossible to obtain payment except by
incurring serious expense, as by presenting them by special messenger at
a distant place. (Ib.)

Checks on nonmember banks ll payable on presentation," received under Federal
reserve act, section 13, must be payable in cash or its equivalent.

(U. S. Sup., 1923.) In declaring that reserve banks may receive checks on
nonmembcr banks "payable on presentation," the Federal reserve act,
section 13, as amended, would seem to imply that the checks must be
payable in cash, or in such fimds as are deemed by the reserve bank an
equivalent. (Ib.)
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Federal reserve banks not required to establish a universal system of par clearance
and collection of checks.

(U. S. Sup., 1923.) The Federal reserve legislation does not impose on the
Federal Reserve Board or the Federal reserve banks a duty to establish
in the United States a universal system of par clearance and collection of
checks. (Ib.)

Member banks and, affiliated non-members permitted to make a limited charge, except
to Federal reserre banks, for "payment of checks and * * * remission there-
for by exchange or otherwise."

(T. S. Sup., 1923.) The contention that Congress imposed this dwiy is
irreconcilable with the provision of the Hardwick amendment to section
13 (act of June 21, 1917, c. 32, sec. 4, 40 Stat. 232) allowing members
and affiliated nonmembers to make a limited charge (except for Federal
reserve banks) for "payment of checks and * * * remission therefor
by exchange or otherwise." (Ib.)

Depositor in nonaffiliated Stale bank may agree with his bank thai his checks p/mll
be payable at its option by exchange.

(U. S. Sup., 1923.) The Hardwick amendment in no way interferes willi
the right of a depositor in a nonaffiliated State bank to agree with his
bank that his cheeks in certain cases (unless otherwise indicated on their
face) should be payable, at its option, by exchange. 183 N. Car. 5io
reversed. (Ib.)

Federal reserve banks arc authorized to collect checks on rtonmemher bank* inJho>il
paying an exchange charge and in the absence of malice or coercion the collection
of such checks over the courtier violates no legal right of the drawee bank.

(I*. S. Sup., 1923.) It is within the statutory powers of a Federal reserve
hank to collect checks on. Slide banks within its district, which are not
members of the Federal reserve system, or affiliated with it through
establishment of an exchange balance, and which refuse to assent to
clearance at par, provided the checks be payable on presentation and
can in fact be collected consistently with the legal rights of the drawees
without paying an exchange charge. Loss of income resulting to country
banks from the excrcis-c of this right without malice or coercion, is damnum
absque injuria. 284 Fed. 42-1, affirmed. (American Bank «& Trust Co.
et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta et al., 202 U. S. R. 643.)

Collecting bank may demand cash in payment of checks on other banks.
(I.'. 8. C. C. A., 1922.) A bank, receiving for collection checks on other

banks, may rightfully present such checks for payment in cash, whore
they are presented in. due course, with reasonable promptness, without
designed delay or accumulation and in proper manner. (American Bank
& Trust Co. et al. v. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta et ai., 281 Fed.
Rep. 424.)

Assent by bank to concert of action with others is not an assent, to adoption of illegal
'means.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) That a Federal reserve bank joined with others in
the adoption of a policy of making bank checks collectible at par docs
not make it responsible'for illegal means adopted by other reserve banks
in attempting to enforce such policy. (II).)

Banks in different districts can not join in suit against Federal reserre bank.
(I". S. C. C. A., 1922.) Banks in one Federal reserve district can not join

with banks in another district in a suit against the reserve bank in that
district to enjoin alleged illegal practices. (Ib.)

Eride-nee held sufficient to warrant finding that bank was justified in p'-iy'iug out
funds on indorsement of plaint iff s branch officer.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a foreign company granted authority io tho
officers of its local branch to indorse and sign checks and make deposits t\s
its attorneys, of which it notified defendant bank of deposit, in ati action
by the company against the bank for the recovery of money embezzled
by one of the branch officers, evidence held sufficient to support a finding
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that checks indorsed by such officer were legally received for deposit by
defendant bank, and that it was justified in paying out any funds so
deposited on checks signed by such officer and countersigned as required
by plaintiff's by-laws of which the defendant had notice. (N. K. Fair-
bank Co. et al. v. Canal-Commercial Trust & Savings Bank, 286 Fed.
Rep. 648.)

Injunction—Past conduct not threatened in future held relevant as indicating pur-
pose of threatened acts.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In a suit to enjoin a Federal reserve bank from
presenting checks drawn upon a State bank over the Hitter's counter
for cash payment, on the ground that the purpose was to coerce the
State bank into clearing its checks at par, evidence of acts committed
by a former agent of the reserve bank in making such collections is
admissible to show the character and purpose of defendant's acts, though
that agent was no longer employed, and there was no threat to continue
in the future the wrongful acts committed by him. (Farmers' & Mer-
chants' Bank of Catlettsburg, Ky., v. Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland,
Ohio, et al., 286 Fed. Rep. 610.)"

Reserve bank can not present checks to State bank over the counter to coerce change in
method of business.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Even though a Federal reserve bank has a legal
right to present checks received by it over the counter of the State bank
on which they were drawn for payment in cash, it can not accumulate
such checks and make demand for payment thereof in an unusual manner
for the purpose of coercing the Slate bank into changing its method of
doing business by agreeing to clear its checks at par. (Ib.)

incidence held to shotv reserve bank was seeking to compel Stale bank to change method
of doing business.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Evidence held to show that the course pursued by
a Federal reserve bank in presenting checks drawn upon a State bank
over the hitter's counter for payment in cash was followed for the pur-
pose of compelling the State bank to change its method of doing business
by agreeing to clear its checks at par. (Ib.)

Injunction—Delay in applying for relief held not to bar right.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A delay of a year and a half by a State bank in

applying for an injunction to restrain a Federal reserve bank from present-
ing checks drawn on the State bank over its counter for payment in cash
for the purpose of coercing the State bank into clearing its checks at
par does not defeat its right to relief; the delay being explainable as due
to a hope the practice would be discontinued, or as due to Federal court
decisions upholding such practice, which had been reversed by the Supreme
Court shortly before the suit was brought. (Ib.)

Collecting hank, unless specially authorized, may receive only money in payment.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A bank receiving a check for collection, unless

specially authorized, has no right to accept anything in lieu of money
in payment; and where it accepts in payment the check of the drawer
bank "on a third bank, when it might have collected in money, it does so
at its own risk, and is liable to the owner for the amount of the original
check. (Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond v. Malloy et al., 291 Fed.
Rep. 763.)

Payee, ivho deposited checks with one bank, could not sue other bank, with which
Jcrst bank deposited them for collection.

(U. S. D. C , 1922.) Payee, who deposited checks with one bank, had no
cause of action against other bank, with which they were deposited in
the usual course of business for collection; the payee and such other
bank being strangers. (First National Bank of Denver v. Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City, Mo., 283 Fed. Rep. 700.)
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Ix GENERAL.

Mortgagee entitled to waive tort and folioir proceeds of sale of property into hands
of bank knowingly receiving them.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where chattel mortgagor delivered draft for pro-
ceeds of sale of mortgaged sheep to bank, with instructions to collect it
and send proceeds to mortgagee, but bank applied proceeds on indebted-
ness of its own, mortgagee could waive the tort and follow proceeds, to
extent of its claim, into bank's hands by suit in equity. (Columbia
Basin Wool Warehouse Co. v. First National Bank of Fair field, Idaho,
et al., 290 Fed. Hep. 2G0.)

Fads held to show collecting bank was trustee of proceeds collected.
(II. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a check, which had been sent to plaintiff

by a customer, was remitted through plaintiff's bank to another bank
for collection, with a letter stating it inclosed for return the following
cash items and instructed delivery of the documents only on payment
of drafts attached, the circumstances affirmatively show that the collect-
ing bank became a trustee of the proceeds collected, and not that the
plaintiff consented to a relationship of debtor and creditor between him
and the collecting bank. (Spokane & Eastern Trust Co. r. United States
Steel Products Co., 290 Fed. Hep. 884.)

Courts—United States courts exercise ihdependentl judgmenl on questions of general
cominercial law.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) On questions of general commercial law, the courts
of the United States will exercise their independent judgment, and are not
bound by the decision of the courts of the State; so that a rule estab-
lished by the State court that a collecting bank is a debtor for the amount
collected, in the absence of a special agreement to the contrary, is not
binding. (IV).)

Trusts—Evidence held to show bank, receiving proceeds :>j colled ion by another,
knew of insolvency.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In a suit to recover from defendant hank the pro-
ceeds of a check received by defendant from a bank to which the check
had been sent by plaintiff for collection, evidence held to show that at
the time the collection was made and the amount received by the de-
fendant bank, and applied to debt of collecting bank to defendant, it
had knowledge through a former employee, who wns representing it
with the collecting bank, that the latter was insolvent. (Ib.)

Items not held for collection should be first applied (o fxujmrnl of checks presorted
in clearance.

(I*. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a bank presented for clearance some checks
which it owned and others which it held for collection only, the amount
due on the checks owned by it should be first applied to the payment
of checks drawn on it, which were presented against it at the time of the
same clearance. (Ib.)

Trusts—Deduction from proceeds of collection of proportion of loss in clearing
held proper.

(l.\ S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a bank to which plaintiff and others had
sent checks for collection lost in the clearance one-seventeenth of the
total amount of the checks held for collection, plaintiff was properly
permitted to recover from another bank, which had received the pro-
ceeds of the collection, the amount of its check less one-seventeenth
thereof. (Ib.)

Trusts — Trust funds, which did not pans into hands of liquidator, can be followed
by benejiciary.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Funds hold by a collecting bank in trust for the
payee of the check sent for collection, which had been transferred to
defendant bank before the liquidator took possession of the collecting
bank, so that they never came into the liquidator's possession, can be
recovered from defendant bank. (Ib.)
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DEPOSITS.

GENERAL DEPOSITS.

Duty of bank to credit money deposited as directed by deposit slip.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a bank received for deposit a check indorsed

by the payee, together with a deposit slip directing that the money be
credited to the account of the payee, in the absence of other circum-
stances to control disposition Of the fund, it had no right to credit the
deposit to the joint account of the payee and another. (Continental
National Bank v. Neville, 285 Fed. Rep. 565.)

Bankruptcy—Depositing money subject to check not a "preference."
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The deposit of money in a bank to his own credit

subject to check by an insolvent within four months of bankruptcy was
not a preference, within bankruptcy act, section 60a (Comp. St. sec.
9644). (Lowell et al. *;. Merchants' National Bank of Manchester, .
N. H., in re Ponzi, 283 Fed. Rep. 124.)

Bank not bound to question legitimacy of depositor's disbursements.
(U. S. D. C, 1922.) The only duty of a bank receiving, money on general

deposit was to pay it out under depositor's orders, and it was not bound
to question the legitimacy of his disbursements. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Bank not liable for paying checks constituting preferential payments
in absence of fraud or collusion.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) In the absence of active fraud or collusion on the
part of a bank paying checks or vouchers of a bankrupt while insolvent
with those receiving the claimed preferential payments, the bank was
not liable to refund the money to the bankrupt's trustee. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—No recovery against bank unless vouchers paid by it were paid to
preferred creditors.

(U. S. D. C, 1922.) For trustees in bankruptcy to recover from a hank the
amounts paid by it on the bankrupt's checks and vouchers while insolvent,
it must first be shown that the persons receiving the payments thereby
became preferred creditors, and the burden of proof in this respect was
on the trustees. (Ib.)

Bankruptcy—Bank, making payments to persons defrauded by bankrupt, held not
liable, though it aided and participated in their retaking of their money.

(U. S. D. C , 1922.) If persons in whose favor a hank paid a bankrupt's
checks and vouchers while he was insolvent thereby merely regained
possession of money obtained from them by the bankrupt by" fraud, the
bank was not liable to the bankrupt's trustees, even though it actively
participated and aided them in retaking the monev justly belonging to
them. (Ib.)

Bank may decline to pay check exceeding amount of deposit.
(U. S. D. C , 1922.) A bank was legally justified in not paying checks

exceeding the amount to the depositor's credit, and had a legal right to
decline to pay the amount on deposit as a partial payment on the checks.
(Ib.)

OWNERSHIP OF DEPOSIT.

Deposit in name of husband "or" wife gave either the right of ivithdraival.
(Mass. Sup., 1923.) The word "or" is frequently used in the sense of "and,"

when necessary to give effect to purpose of parties, but only when the
obvious sense requires it, or when otherwise the meaning is dubious, and
where savings bank deposit was made in name of husband "or" wife
without being expressly made subject to withdrawal by, or payment to,
either, the word '"or" should be given a disjunctive meaning, and either
could withdraw the deposit without the other's assent. (Marble v.
Jackson, State Treasurer, etc., 139 N. E. Rep. 442.)
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APPLICATION OF DEPOSIT OX CLATM.

Bank may not set off notes against account of insolvent broker where no new credit
given and account is trust money.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where check of customer or brokers was given to
them to buy stock for the customer and was deposited by them in their
bank and they failed before buying the stock, held, that the bank could
not, by virtue of its contract or otherwise, set off, against the portion of
the deposit which represented the check, notes held by it against tho
brokers, where, although it had no notice of the customer's equity in the
deposit, no extension or credit to the brokers or other change of position
by the bank occurred by reason of such deposit of the customer's check
to give the bank any equity in respect thereto, and that therefore the
bunk should surrender the amount of the check to the broker's receiver,
and they in turn should surrender it to the customer. (lie-aver Boards
Cos. v. imbrie & Co.; J. II. llillsman <fc Co., et al. /•. Same; intervention
of Hosier, 2X7 Fed. Hep. 158.)

DEPOSIT OF PUBLIC MOXEY TRUST,

Unauthorized deposit of public money held trust fund.
(U. S, C. C. A., 1.923.) ^'here the superintendent of a postal station de-

posited funds of his office in a bank which was not an authorized deposi-
tary in violation of law, which prohibits such deposits and makes it a
criminal offense for bank officers to knowingly receive them, and the
bank, at all. times be'owoon the time of such deposits and tho time it was
closed as insolvent, had cash on hand in excess of the amount of the
deposits, such cash hold to have passed into the hands of the State bank
commissioner impressed with a trust in favor of tho United States for the
amount of the deposits. (Alien, Bank Commissioner, et al. v. United
States, 2H/> Fed. Rep. 678.) '

CiirnKic.vTKs OF DEPOSIT,

Certificates of deposit—Do not represent funds in bank which, as res, sustain service
by publication upon 'nonresident purchaser in suits in Stale court.

(U. S. Sup.. 1922.) By an arrangement between a corporation, its agont,
and a bank, purchasers of the corporation's shares were allowed to dis-
count their notes at the bank, the resulting credits were transferred by
the bank to the account of the agent in payment for the shares, arid
negotiable certificates of deposit were issued by the bank to the agent.
Held, that the certificates of deposit did not represent funds in the bank
which as res could sustain service by publication upon a nonresident pur-
chaser of the certificates in suits brought by the shareholders in the State
court against such purchaser, the bank, the vendor corporation and its
agent to have the proceeds of the notes impressed with a trust; in plain-
tihV favor and annul their purchases and notes and the certificates on
the ground of fraud in yelling the shaves; and that judgments based on
such service were void. 2(>4 Fed. Hep. 83 affirmed. (Bank of Jasper r.
First National Bank of Rome, Ga.; First National Bank of Jasper, Fla.,
v. State Bank of Rome, Ga.; First National Bank of Jasper, Fla., •/;. First
National Bank of Rome, Ga.; Bank of Jasper v. State Bank of Rome, Ga.,
2oS I". S. 113.)

SPECIAL DEPOSITS.

Deposit accepted for special purpose can not be diverted, to other purposes.
(IT. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A depositor has the right to tender a deposit for a

special purpose; and if a bank receives such a deposit the officers of the
bank have no right to divert the deposit to other purposes. (Union Trust
& Savings Bank et al. v. Southern Traction Co. et al., 2S3 Fed. Rep. 50.)
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Bankruptcy—Trust fund held traceable into assets received by trustee.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where Liberty bonds were deposited with a bank by

a special deposit, as shown by the passbook, though other general savings
deposits were entered in the same book, and a number of such bonds
exceeding the amount of the deposit, were pledged by the bank to secure
a loan from another bank, and subsequently came into the possession of
the trustee in bankruptcy of the first bank after they had been redeemed
from the pledge by the receiver appointed by the State court for that
bank, the trust fund was sufficiently traced to entitle the depositor to
priority against it. (In re Farmers' & Merchants' Bank of Jones; Eby v.
Waltz et al., 286 Fed. Hep. 924.)

Bankruptcy—Trustee must prove redemption of special deposit wrongfully pledged
was at expense of general creditors.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) If a trustee seeks to defeat the right of special de-
positors to the proceeds of the special deposit on the ground that the
Liberty bonds so deposited, after having been wrongfully pledged by the
bankrupt as collateral security for a note also secured by other assets,
were redeemed at the expense of the general creditors, the burden is on
him to prove that the assets rightfully pledged as collateral for that note
were not of sufficient value to repay the amount spent to redeem the
pledge. (Ib.)

Corporations—Special fund set aside for declared dividend, constituting trust fund
for stockholders, which other creditors can not claim.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a corporation specifically appropriates and
sets apart from its other assets a fund for the payment of a declared
dividend, such fund is held in trust by the corporation for payment of
the stockholders to the exclusion of other creditors, and where such fund
is established by bank deposit, such deposit can not be withdrawn or
reclaimed, either by the corporation or its receiver. (In re Interborough
Consol. Corporation, 288 Fed. Rep. 334.)

Bankruptcy—Coupon trust fund in special bank deposit held not trust fund for
coupon holders.

(II. S. C. C. A.. 1923.) Where bonds and interest coupons issued by a cor-
poration contained nothing more than its promise to pay at its office or
agency, and payment was made by corporate checks drawn on the trust
company, in which it had a special account, specially designated as a
fund to"meet interest on such bonds, but nothing further was done to
declare such account a trust fund for that purpose, by the corporation
or its successor, on the bankruptcy of the latter, the coupon holders could
not claim it as a trust fund for payment of their coupons. (Ib.)

General deposit creates relation of debtor and creditor.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) On a general deposit, title to money deposited passes

to the bank and creates the relation of debtor and creditor between bank
and depositor. (Ib.)

Special deposit, subject to depositor's check% is subject to set-off, and is not trust fund
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a fund is deposited for a specific purpose,

but subject to depositor's check, it remains the property of the depositor,
is subject to set-off, and is in no sense a trust fund. (Ib.)

Deposit of special fund to meet bonds payable at certain time makes bank agent of
obligor.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where bonds are made payable at a particular bank
and at a particular time and funds are left with the bank to be applied
in payment of the bonds, the bank holds such funds as agent of the obligor,
and not as agent of the obligee. (Ib.)

Payment—Creditor trustee to apply payment as directed by debtor.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) One who sends money to another, with directions to

apply it on a debt clue the latter, receives the money in trust to apply it as
directed. (Ib.)
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Trusts—Acceptance of deposit, with direction to 'pay it to particular person, creates
trust enforceable in equity.

(II. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) Where one deposits money with another to be deliv-
ered to a designated person, a trust arises in favor of the latter by reason
of acceptance of the fund by the depository with notice of its destination,
and a court of equity will compel the depositor to devote it to the purpose
intended. (Ib.)

Trusts—Tryst created by receipt of money for payment to another, or for application
to particular purpose, may be enforced at law or in equity.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Every person who receives money to be paid to
another, or to be applied to a particular purpose, to which he does not
apply it, may be sued either at law for money had and received, or in equity
as a- trustee for breach of trust. (Ib.)

Evidence held to sustain finding bank knew money deposited belonged to another.
(U. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) Evidence held to sustain finding that defendant

ban!; knew that m.mey deposited therein and thereafter applied to the
payment of a debt due the bank was the proceeds of the sale of plaintiff's
property, which the depositor had no right to apply to the satisfaction
of his debts. (Security Bank & Trust Co. r. Gercn et al., 288 Fed. Rep.
317.)

Bank can not treat as depositor's money v:hich it knows is held as fiduciary.
(U. 8. C. C A., 1923,) The general rule that a bank may treat money

deposited as the individual property of the depositor does not apply, when
the bank lias knowledge that the deposit is held by the depositor in a
fiduciary capacity. (Ib.)

Mixing of depositor's own funds with trust funds does not permit bank to receive
trust funds for debts due it.

(U. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) The fact that a depositor mixes his own funds and
funds held by him in a fiduciary capacity in one deposit does not entitle
the bank, which had knowledge of the trust character of a portion of the
funds, to receive the trust funds in payment of a debt due it from the
depositor. (Ib.)

Taking note from depositor by beneficiaries of trust held, not to release bank's liability
for accepting trust funds in payment of debt to it.

(U. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) A hank's liability for accepting payment of a deposi-
tor's debts to it from funds which it knew were held by the depositor in a
fiduciary capacity is not released by the taking of notes from the depositor
by the parlies on tilled to the funds, in the absence of proof that the
acceptance of such notes was intended to operate as a release, or that they
had been paid, (ib.)

Principal and agent—Pi'incipal held not estopped to claim funds applied by agents
to debts due bank.

(U. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) The owners of produce sold by an agent are not
estopped to claim the proceeds from a bank to which they had been
delivered by the agent in payment of his individual debt, where there
was no evidence that the principal did or said anything on which the bank
was entitled to rely in changing its position in its relation to the agent.
(Ib.)

ESCJIKAT OF DEPOSITS TO STATE.

laws providing for escheat to the State of deposits void as to national banks.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) A State law providing for the escheat to the State of

bank deposits after they have remained intact and unclaimed for more
than 20 years, when no notice of his residence has been filed with the
bank by the depositor or any claimant, is void as applied to deposits in
national banks. Calif. Code Civ. Proc, sec. 1273; IT. S. Rev. Stats.,
sec. 5130. 18() Cal. 746, reversed. (First National Bank of San Jose v.
State of California et al., 262 U. S. 366.)
72396°—24 12
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1 6 8 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

ACTION'S BY DEPOSITORS.

In action for unauthorized payment to 'plaintiff's embezzling agent, instruction
requiring finding for bank, if plaintiff failed to give prompt notice after discovery,
held not to direct a verdict.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action by a depositor against his bank of deposit
to recover money alleged to have been wrongfully and without authority
paid on the indorsement of plaintiff's agent and misappropriated by such
agent, an instruction requiring the jury to find for defendant if plaintiff
was advised of such misappropriation and failed to notify the bank thereof
within a reasonable time, was proper, and not objectionable as a peremp-
tory instruction that the canceled checks and monthly bank statements
returned to the depositor were sufficient to advise plaintiff of such defal-
cation. (General Cigar Co. (Inc.) v. First National Bank of Portland,
Greg., 290 Fed. Rep. 143.)

Depositor's failure to discover agent's defalcation, which would have been disclosed,
by examination of monthly bank statements, and to notify bank promptly, bar to
recovery.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action against a bank for wrongful and unau-
thorized payment of checks to plaintiff's agent, who misappropriated the
proceeds, where an examination of the monthly statements furnished by
the bank and the canceled checks returned therewith, would have dis-
closed the fact that certain items were not accounted for and have led to
discovery of the misappropriation, plaintiff was chargeable as matter of
law with notice of its agent's defalcation, which consisted in the misappro-
priation of such items, and plaintiff's failure to object or notify defendant
bank for months thereafter, was a complete bar to plaintiff's recovery.
(Ib.)

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

Contract held not consummated by opening account for plaintiff in defendant's
Russian branch.

(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) An agreement by a New York bank to open an account
in plaintiff's name in its Russian branch and to pay him the amount of
such account through such branch was not a contract for the purchase of
foreign exchange consummated by the opening of the account. (Soko-
loff /;. NationalCity Bank of New' York, 196 N Y. Supp. 364.)

Agreement to open account in foreign branch and pay amount through such branch
held, a single contract made in New York.

(N. Y, Sup., 1922.) An agreement by a New York bank with one depositing
money with it to open an account in his name in its Russian branch and
pay the amount of the account through such branch was a single contract
made in New York, though to be carried out in part in Russia, and not two
separate contracts, one made in New York for the opening of the account,
and the second constructively made in Russia with the Russian branch.
U»>.)

Contract lo open account in Hussion branch, and pay amount in rubles not ordinary
deposit.

(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) A contract by a New York bank with one depositing
money with it to open an account in his name in its Russian branch and
pay him the amount of such account through the Russian branch was not
a contract of deposit creating the ordinary relations of debtor and creditor,
where the amount was not to be paid in American currency, the only
money in a strict sense recognized, but to be liquidated by the payment of
rubles, which are analogous to chattels rather than money. (Ib.)

Under agreement to open account in foreign branch where defendant did not main'
lain Us branch, payment became due when demand attempted.

(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) Where a New Y'ork bank agreed with plaintiff to open
an account in his name in its Russian branch and pay him the amount
thereof through such branch, it was implied that it would maintain its
branch so that demand could be made, and when it failed to do so payment
became due upon plaintiff's abortive attempt to make demand. (Ib.)
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Impossibility of performance of contract to pay depositor at foreign branch held not
to excuse performance unless created by law.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) Impossibility of performance by a New York bank of
its agreement to pay plaintiff an amount in Russian rubles through its
Russian branch held not to excuse performance unless created by act of
the sovereign—thav; is, by law. (Ib.)

Contracts—Impossibility of performance created, by foreign revolutionary party,
whose sovereign authority not recognized f does not excuse performance.

(X. Y, Sup., 1922.) Assuming that impossibility of performance of contract
created by a foreign government would excuse performance, especially
when the foreign country is at war, impossibility created by revolutionary
party whose sovereign authority is not recognized is created by force, and
not by law, and is insufficient. (Ib.)

Seizure of property of bank's Russian branch by revolutionists held not to excuse
payment promised through such branch.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) Where a New York bank agreed with plaintiff to open
an account in his name in its Russian branch and to pay him the amount
thereof through such branch, the fact that revolutionists compelled it to
close up its Russian branch and seized its property in Russia did not excuse
performance, where it did not even appear that it kept in Russia any more
rubles or securities because of the agreement than it would otherwise have
done, or that its failure to pay plaintiff would not result in its imjusi,
enrichment, as it had no property of plaintiff's which could be seized, but
was under an obligation to plaintiff. (Ib.)

Plaintiff entitled to recover consideration of bank's agreement to pay through foreign
branch where revolutionists seized its property.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) Assuming that by analogy personal property law,
section 89, subdivision 1, relative to destruction of goods before the risk
passes to the buyer, applied to a bank's agreement to open an account in
its Russian branch and pay plaintiff the amount thereof through such
branch, where revolutionists seized its property in Russia and forced it to
close such branch, plaintiff under that section was entitled to recover the
consideration paid. (Ib.)

Complaint held sufficient on theory of recovery of consideration paid for account
with foreign branch.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) A complaint alleging that plaintiff paid defendant a
specified sum and defendant agreed to open an account in plaintiff's name
in its Petrograd branch and. to repay him a specified sum in rubles on
demand, that thereafter plaintiff drew his check for the amount to his
credit, that the payee attempted to present it, but was unable to do so
because such branch bank had been discontinued and closed by defendant,
and it had ceased doing business in Petrograd or any other part of Russia
without leaving any representative upon whom presentment could be
made, was sufficient on the theorv of recovery of the consideration paid
by plaintiff. (Ib.)

Evidence—Pleading—Allegations that a government is sovereign slate not con-
clusive on demurrer.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) Allegations in a pleading tending to show that a gov-
ernment is sovereign in character are not conclusive on demurrer, for the
court is bound to take judicial notice of the fact as it exists in reality.
(Sokoloff v. National City Bank of Xew York, 199 X. Y. Supp. 355.)

Inter national law—Acts of unrecognized government ineffective to create or nullify
legal relations.

(X. Y. Sup., 1922.) As the Soviet Government of Russia has never been
recognized by our Government, its acts are ineffective, without consent
of the parties concerned, to create, transfer, or nullifv legal obligations.
(Ib.)

Bank entitled to allege and prove conditions preventing performance in Russia.
(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) In an action for breach of contract to open an account

for plaintiff in Russia, defendant is entitled to plead and prove the actual
conditions prevailing in that country. (Ib.)Digitized for FRASER 
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1 7 0 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

Evidence—Common knowledge that there is a government in Russia.
(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) It is a matter of common knowledge that there is a

government in Russia, which has been functioning in some fashion for
live years or more, and that it is not the imperial government of the
czars. (Ib.)

Contracts—Rule slated as to frustration of contract by destruction of subject-matter.
(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) Where a person or thing or condition or state of things,

on the existence or continuance of which performance of the contract
fundamentally depends, has ceased io exist, the failure of performance
will be excused. (Ib.)

Bank not required to return deposit made in New York for purpose of opening
account in Russia.

(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) Where, in consideration of a payment of money by
plaintiff in New York, defendant promised to deliver rubles to plaintiff
in Russia through defendant's Russian branch, and made such deliveries
as long as performance was possible, but the Russian Government con-
fiscated defendant's Russian branch and made further performance im-
possible, held, that defendant, in action in the nature of damages for failure
to perform in Russia according to agreement, and not for rescission, was
not required to return the balance of the deposits. (Ib.)

Contracts—Acts of foreign government held defense, where parlies intended that
contract should be governed by foreign law.

(N. Y. Sup., 1922.) Where the parties intended for Russian law to govern
a contract to be performed in Russia, answer alleging that the Russian
Government prevented performance held a defense. (Ib.)

FORGED OR ALTERED PAPER.

Evidence held to show that drawer received canceled checks.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In an action by drawer of checks against bank for

paying, on January 27, checks on which the payee's names were forged,
evidenced held to show that drawer received these checks from bank,
with statement, on or before the following February 4. (England
National .Bank v. United States, 282 Feb. Rep. 121).

Custom of delivering statements to depositors evidence of delivery in particular case.
(l.\ S. C. C. A., 1922.) The usage and custom of a bank in delivering state-

ments and. canceled chocks to its depositors was competent evidence to
prove the fact of delivery of particular canceled checks. (Ib.)

D* pay.itor, by failing to give notice of forged checks, discharged bank from liability.
(V. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where the payee's names on two checks were

changed by drawer's agent, and the checks showed no evidence of this
change to an experienced cashier exercising reasonable care, and bank
returned the canceled checks to drawer within a week after they were
cashed, and drawer at that time discovered the forgery, but did not give
bank notice of it until six months later, meanwhile seizing all property of
defaulting agent, bank was discharged from liability for paving these
checks. (Ib.)

Bank's duty to furnish depositor with statement.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) On request of a depositor, it is the bank's duty to

furnish him with a statement of his account, accompanied by his canceled
checks. (Ib.)

Depositor's failure io examine statement, and notify bank of error, admission of
accoutil's correctness.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A failure by depositor to examine his statement and

canceled checks, and notify bank of any error in his account, or defective
checks, within a reasonable time after receiving them, is a conclusive
admission of the account's correctness. (Ib.)
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Untied State.*-- Recovery from bank paying defect ire checks barred by officer'a negli-
gence.
(U. S. 0. C. A., 1022.) The failure of an officer of the United States to

notify a hank of payment of forged checks within a reasonable time after
receiving them prevented the United States from recovering from bank,
for when a government quits its position of sovereignty and enters the
domains of commerce it submits itself to the same laws that govern
individuals. (Tb.)

Bank field liable to payee-joy money collected from drawers of check* on forged indorse-
ment of jxiz/ee's name.

(Dist. Col. C. A., .1923.) Where plaintiff's name was forged on checks pay-
able to it by its bookkeeper, who had no authority to indorse the checks,
and the amount thereof paid by defendant bank to the bookkeeper, and
defendant thereafter collected from the banks on which the checks were
drawn the amounts thereof, so that the plaintiff would have no recourse
against the drawers of the checks, defendant bank held the money in place
of the checks, and plaintiff can recover it from the bank in an action for
money had and received. (Merchants' Bank of Washington, D. C , v.
National Capital Press (Inc.), 288 Vcd. Rep. 2(55.)

O TAR ANT Y.
Guaranty—Liability of national bank, for goods sold, contractor to whom it made

advances upon ossignmt'nt of contract and payments as security—Distinction be-
tween recovery on. gun re til if and recovery of amount directly or indirectly received
on account of it, immaterial.

( l \ S. Sup., "1922.) A national bank, having advanced money to one who
had contracted to >upply labor and material for a building, on the security
of his assignment of the contract and of payments to be made under it,
guaranteed payment of goods afterwards sold to the contractor, on the
faith of {he guaranty, and used in the work, held, (a) that whether or
not the guaranty was valid as an incident of banking, the bank was liable
to t-hc seller, up i;o its amount, for moneys subsequently arising under
the assigned contract, which were paid to it or, with its consent, to the
contractor; and (b) (hat, the case having been tried on its merits, the
distinction between a recovery on the guaranty and a recovery of the
amount so directly or indirectly received on account of it, was purely
formal. (First National Hank of Aiken r. .1. L. Mott Iron Works, 258
V. S. 210.)

IXSOLYKNCY AND RKCKIYKRS.

ACTIONS,

JURISDICTION OK ACTIONS BY AM) ACJA1NST RECEIVEE.

Statutory representative of insolvent bank' 'may maintain suit in Federal court of an-
other jurisdiction.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1928.) The supervisor of banking and the director of taxa-
tion and examination of the State of Washington, who are empowered by
statute to take over and administer the property of an insolvent bank
without the interposition of a court, become the statutory successors of
such bank for the purpose of winding up its affairs, and may maintain an
action in a Federal court of another State to enforce the statutory liability
of a .stockholder, where the requisite jurisdictional facts appear. (Duke
State Supervisor of Hanking, et al. v. Jenks, 291 Fed. Rep. 282.)

CLAIMS PROVAKU:.

Bank held not liable for liens incurred by constnictio)i company.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a bank had caused the organization of a

building company to construct a building for it, had conveyed its property
to the building company, and invested its funds in the stock of the com-
pany, which later proved worthless, receiving nothing in return therefor,
the lien claimants, w ho have had the benefit of the property conveyed and
the advances made to the building company, have no equity entitling
them to share in the distribution of the assets of the bank, after its insol-
vency. (Haskell et al. v. McClintic-Marshall Co. et al., 289 Fed. Rep.
406.)'Digitized for FRASER 
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TRUST FUNDS.

State superintendent, in possession of assets of insolvent bank, may be required to
restore trust funds.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A State superintendent of banks, who is in posses-
sion of the assets of an insolvent hank, in which is included a sum fraudu-
lently acquired by the bank and held in trust for complainant, is in no
better position than the bank to defend against a suit for its recovery,
and may be required to restore it from the assets. (Scott, Superintendent
of Banks of State of Ohio, v. Saunders, 290 Fed. Rep. 30.)

RIGHTS OF PERSONS MAKING DEPOSITS AFTER INSOLVENCY.

Burden is on plaintiff io show actual insolvency and knowledge by managing officers.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The burden is on plaintiff, who is seeking to recover

from an insolvent bank a deposit made shortly before the bank closed, to
show that real fraud was practiced on the depositor, which requires affirm-
ative proof, both that the bank was actually insolvent when it received
the deposit and that its managing officers knew that to be the fact. (Fidel-
ity & Deposit Co. of Maryland et al. v. Kelso State Bank et al., 287 Fed.
Rep. 82S.)

Bank officer not chargeable in civil action with knowledge obtainable by reasonable
diligence when deposit was received.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Since there is no statutory provision relating to the
liability of a bank a trustee ex inaleficio for deposits received when insol-
vent, similar to the provision in the statute making it a felony to receive
a deposit in a bank knowing it to be insolvent, that knowledge of insol-
vency is imputed to the officer if by the exercise of reasonable care and
diligence he could have discovered it, it is essential, to charge the bank
as trustee, to show actual knowledge by its officers of the insolvency, and
proof they could have discovered insolvency by the exercise of reasonable
diligence is insufficient. (Ib.)

Evidence held not to show officers knew bank was insolvent when deposit icas received.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In a suit to recover from an insolvent bank deposits

made shortly before the bank's insolvency, evidence held insufficient to
sustain the plaintiff's burden of proving that the officers of the bank knew
at the time the deposit was received that the bank was hopelessly insol-
vent, (Ib.)

Evidence held not io raise county deposits into warrants acquired by bank.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) * Evidence that part of the money deposited by

plaintiff's assignor had been used by defendant insolvent bank to pay a
loan to a national bank, for which county warrants had been pledgee! as
collateral security, and that after payment of the loan the warrants were
left with the national bank, held insufficient to trace the deposit into those
warrants, though the collateral pledge was in the form of a sale of the
warrants to the national bank with an option to repurchase. (Ib.)

Cashier's knoivledge of his misconduct, rendering bank insolvent, is not imputed to
bank.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Knowledge by the cashier of a bank that he had
been juggling the accounts and making unduly large loans without suffi-
cient security, so that the bank was in fact insolvent, is not imputed to the
bank. (Ib.)*

CLAIMS OF UNITED STATES.

When right of priority in favor of the United States under section 3//W attaches.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) The right to priority of payment provided for by Re-

vised Statutes, section 3466, attaches when the conditions specified by
the section come into existence; and it can not be impaired or superseded
by a State law. (United States v. State of Oklahoma, 261 U. S. 253.)
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When State of Oklahoma acquires lien.
(U. S. Sup., 192').} The State of Oklahoma acquires no lien on the asset .->

of a State bank under section 303, of chapter (i. Revised Laws of Okla-
homa, 1910, before possession of the bank has 'been taken by the State
bank commissioner, (II)..)

When word u insolvent" as used in the Revised Statutes, section 3466, applies.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) The word ''insolvent," as \\^<X in Revised Statutes,

section 3466, and the bankruptcy law, applies only where a debtor's prop-
erty is insufiiciert to pay all his debts. (II).)

Meaning of word liinsolvent'' under Oklahoma statute.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) But ''in>olvcnl" in the sense of the Oklahoma statute,

supra, where it authorizes the bank commissioner, upon becoming satisfied
of a bank's insolvency, to take possession and. wind up its affairs, is a
broader term, applicable where a bank is unable to pay depositors in the
ordinary course of business, though its assets may exceed its debts, (II).)

Taking orer bank by act of commissioner upon finding tnj him of its insolvency doc-<
not establish, the right of the United Stales to priority of payment under Revised
Statutes, section ,1/j.tW.

(V. S. Sup., 1923.) Such a taking over of a bank by the act of the commis-
sioner upon a finding by him of its insolvency, does not establish the right
of tho United States to priority of payment under Revised Statutes, sec-
tion 3466, because it does not imply insolvency, within the meaning of
that section and does not otherwise satisfy its conditions, either as a
voluntary assignment, as an attachment of assets of an absconding, con-
cealed, or absent debtor, or as an act of bankruptcy, as defined by the
bankruptcy act (.̂ ec. 3a) or any law of the State. (Ib.)

INTEREST AM) USURY.

Usury—Ostensible contract for sale of accounts held contract for loans at usurious
interest.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922:) A contract ostensibly providing for the sale of
accounts at discounts, dependent on the time of payment, and for pay-
ment of (SO per cent of the face value at the time of the sale, less an agreed
charge, and for repurchase by the seller at full face value of any accounts
defaulted, held merely a cover for loans at usurious rates of interest.
(Le Sucur et al. i\ Manufacturers' Finance Co., 285 Fed. Hep. 490.)

Usury -Loan on assignment of accounts invalid, only lo extent of excessive interest.
("I". S, C. C. A... 1922.) Under the Maryland statutes, usurious contracts

of loan are invalid only to the extent of the interest in excess of 6 per cent.
except in the case of loans by corporations on chattels, and a loan on the
security of assigned accounts is not within the exception. (Ib.)

Usury—Usurious contract governed by law of Stale where made and to be performed,
notwithstanding express provisions of contract to the contiart/.

( l \ S. C. O. A.., 1923.) Where a contract; between plaintiff, a credit company,
and defendant supply company for the loan of money on the security of
promissory notes payable to the supply company was made in. Maryland
and was to be there performed, it was governed by the laws of Maryland,
and neither the usury laws of Delaware or Florida were applicable, though
the contract provided the laws of Delaware should govern, and though
the place of defendant's residence and business was Florida. (United
Divers Supply Co. <". Commercial Credit Co., 289 Fed. Hep. 316.)

Usury—Maryland usury statute applicable wherever Maryland contract involved.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The provisions of 4 Code of Public General Laws of

Maryland, article 23, section 100A, providing that no corporation shall
interpose the defense of usury in any action at law or in equity, repealed
the usury statutes as to corporations, and established a rule of substantive
law applicable in whatever jurisdiction suit is brought on a contract to
which the laws of Maryland are applicable. (Ib.)
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1 7 4 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. .

Interest—On default of debtor, interest is recoverable as part of debt.
(U. S. D. C , 1922.) Whenever a debtor is in default for nonpayment of a

debt when due, interest is recoverable as a part of the debt. (United
States v. Proctor, 286 Fed. Rep. 272.)

Interest—Rule stopping interest on appointment of receivers applies only if all
claims have same rank.

(U. S. D. C , 1922.) The rule that, after the property of an insolvent party
is placed in the hands of a receiver, interest is not allowed on claims against
the fund, applies only where the creditors are all of the same rank, and
where there arc claims with different priorities, the holders of the prior
claims are entitled to interest to the date of the decree. (Mercantile
Trust Co. v. Tennessee Cent. Ry. Co., 286 Fed. Rep. 425.)

JURISDICTION.

National bank not suable in a Slate where it has no place of business.
(U. S. Sup., 1923.) A national bank held not suable in a State where it had

no place of business, resident officers or employees or business attended
to by its officers or employees, but where deposits were kept and business
transacted on its behalf by local banks as its correspondents. (Bank of
America v. Whitney Central National Bank, 261 U. S. 171.)

Courts—As affecting jurisdiction of Federal District Court, suit against State bank
commissioner not one against State.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A suit against a State bank commissioner to estab-
lish a claim against assets of an insolvent bank, of which he has taken
charge, held not one against the State, which has no interest in the fund,
but in effect one against the bank, which the commissioner was authorized
by law to defend. (Allen Bank Commissioner et al. v. United States,
285 Fed. Rep. 678.)

Courts—Possession of property by Stale bank co)nmissioner held not to exclude
jurisdiction of Federal court.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Under the law of Massachusetts, the State bank
commissioner, in taking charge of the property of an insolvent bank,
does not act in the capacity of a receiver, and his possession is not the
possession of a State court, which excludes jurisdiction of a Federal court
to entertain a suit to establish rights in the property, where it otherwise
has jurisdiction. (Ib.)

Federal Reserve Bank may be sued in foreign state.
(U. S. D. C , 1922.) Jurisdiction exists against a Federal reserve bank

located in another State of a suit to enjoin it from unlawfully presenting,
by its agent, over the counter of a State bank, checks drawn on the State
bank, where process was served within the State on the agent employed
to present the checks, both on the ground that it is then doing business
in such State of the required character, or, better, on the ground that it
is reasonable for it to be sued therein. (Farmers' & Merchants' Bank of
Catlettsburg, Ky., v. Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, Ohio, et al.,
286 Fed. Rep. 566.)

Courts—Suit against Federal reserve bank one arising under laics of United States,
of which Federal court has jurisdiction.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) A suit against a Federal reserve bank is one arising
under the laws of the United States, over which the District Court of
the United States has jurisdiction, under Judicial Code, section 24 (Comp.
St., sec. 991.) (Bacon v. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco et al.,
289 Fed. Rep. 513.)

Courts—Federal reserve bank entitled to be sued in district of Us habitat as fixed by
its certificate of incorporation.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) A Federal reserve bank being incorporated under
an act of Congress, the Federal reserve bank act, and its activities not
being confined to a single State or locality, it can not be said to be a
citizen of any particular State, but is in truth a citizen of the United
States, deriving all its powers and rights from the laws of Congress, and
its habitat for the purpose of jurisdiction is fixed by the certificate of its
organization, and there it is entitled to be sued. (Ib.)Digitized for FRASER 
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Courts—Federal reserve bank suable "only" in district of its habitat.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Judicial Code, section 51 (Comp. St., sec. 1033),

providing that a suit between citizens of different States, where the
only ground of jurisdiction is diversity of citizenship, shall be brought
only in the district of the residence of either the plaintiff or the defendant,
requires that a suit against a Federal reserve bank shall be brought, in
the district of its habitat; the word "only' ' meaning "exclusive," "noth-
ing more," and the provision of act July 12, 1882, excepting national
banks, having no application to a Federal reserve bank. (IV).)

Courts—Assignee clause inapplicable to case arising under law of the United States.
(l.\ S. Dist. C , 1922.) The "assignee clause" (Judicial Code, sec. 24;

Comp. St., sec. 991) is inapplicable to case arising under a law of the
United States. (Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas v. Webster, 287 Fed.
Hep. 579.)

Courts— Suit bu Federal reserve bank held "suit arising under lair of the United
States."

(U. S. Dist. C , 1922.) Suit by Federal reserve bank held one "arising
under a law of the I'nit-ed States." (lb.)

LJOTTER OF CREDIT.

Letter of credit may be unconditional, or subject to such conditions as bank prescribes.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Bank may issue letter of credit unconditionally,

without requiring presentation of documents, or may prescribe such
conditions and require such documents as it sees fit. (Bank of America
v. Whitney-Central National Bank, 291 Fed. Rep. 929,)

When letter of credit does not require fact to be shotcn by documents, it is uncon-
ditional as to that fact.

(II. S. C. C. A., 1923.) When particular fact is not required by letter of
credit to be represented by documents, the letter of credit is unconditional
as to such fact, and issuing bank is presumed to rely on representation
of the person in whose favor the credit is issued, unless the fact is one
which required document should disclose, (lb.)

Letter of credit held- not to nature presentation of abstract or copy of consular invoice.
(U. S. C. C. A., 192.3.) Letter of credit for price of sugar sold by one broker

to another, and not imported by either, and from which requirement for
bills of lading and consular invoice had been stricken, and customhouse
permit and delivery order substituted, held not to require abstract of copy
of consular invoice, (lb.)

Letter of credit held not to moke it essential that sugar be purchased outside the
United States and imported for account of buyer.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Letter of credit for invoice cost of sugar to be
purchased for account of B. & Co. held, not to require that the sugar
should be purchased abroad or be imported for account of B. <fe Co., to
avoid supposed application of Federal control act (Comp. St. 1918,
Comp. St. Ann. Supp. J91.9, sec. 3115 l/8a et seq.) (lb.)

Letter of credit held not to rvnui.re documentary evidence of date of shipment, or
weight or description, of goods, other than, sellers invoice and letter of advice.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Letter of credit covering purcha.se price of sugar,
and providing for payment on drafts and letiev of advice, accompanied
by customhouse permit and delivery order, held not to require showing
by documents oilier than seller's invoices and letters of advice as to dates
of shipment, or description or weight of the sugar, in view of 38 Statutes,
181, as to consular's invoices, and Revised Statutes, section 2870 (Comp.
St., sec. 5558), as to customhouse permits. (lb.)

Letter from seller to buyer held not to bind bank, to ichich letter of credit had been
transferred as collateral security.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where letter of credit; for purchase price of sugar did
not require that drafts be accompanied by bills of lading, letter from seller
to buyer, stating that bills of lading or copies thereof would be furnished,
did not bind bank, with which the letter of credit had been deposited as
collateral security, in absence of its consent or knowledge. (lb.)Digitized for FRASER 
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1 7 6 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

Not essential (hat description in customhouse 'permit he in language of letter of
credit.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) While under Revised Statutes, section 2870 (Comp.
St., sec. 5558), customhouse permit should contain description of goods,
it was not essential that permits required by letter of credit contain, de-
scription in language of letters of credit, as neither seller nor transferee of

; the letter of credit could compel such description. (Ib.;

Bank, refusing payment of drafts drawn under letters of credit on other grounds, held
not justified because of signatures to drafts and accompanying documents.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Bank, issuing letter of credit for price of sugar and
refusing to pay drafts on ground not relating to manner of execution of
drafts and accompanying documents, but to the documents themselves,
could not justify its refusal because they were signed by attornev or agents.
(II).)

Customhouse permit held, not to contradict invoice as to quality of sugar.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Under 38 Statutes, 114, section 177, relative to duty

on sugar, customhouse permit, describing sugar as refined granulated
sugar, test 96 per cent, and showing rate of duty was 0.0136 cent per pound,
showed that duty was paid on highest grade of sugar, and did not contra-
dict invoice accompanying draft drawn under letter of credit, and de-
scribing the sugar as .Java white sugar. (Ib.)

Notation on customhouse permit held not to justify refusal of payment under letter
of credit.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1923.) It was not within power of custom officials to limit
use of imported sugar, and notation on customhouse permit that sugar
was for local consumption and not for refinery could safely be ignored,
and did not justify bank in refusing pavment of drafts drawn under letter
of credit, (Ib.)

Delivery order accompanying draft held sufficient, when signed by another and
adopted by seller.

(U. S. O. C. A., 1923.) Under letter of credit for price of sugar requiring
drafts to be accompanied by customhouse permit and delivery order, de-
livery order, signed by party from which seller purchased the sugar, and
adopted by seller by attaching it to its draft, held sufficient. (Ib.)

Delivery order accompanying draft held not rendered insufficient by statement as to
weighing by particular party.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Delivery order for sugar accompanying draft drawn
under letter of credit was not insufficient because of printed statement
thereon that sugar was to be weighed by named party; it not indicating
that goods had not been weighed or preventing delivery of the goods. (Ib.)

Insurance certificate accompanying drafts drawn under letter of credit held to describe
goods sufficiently.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Insurance certificates, accompanying drafts drawn
under letter of credit for price of sugar and describing insured property as
50 tons of sugar from a named vessel, held sufficient. (Ib.)

Delay in presentation of drafts after arrival of sugar held not unreasonable.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where drafts drawn under letters of credit for price

of sugar arriving in New York on November 3, and accompanying docu-
ments, were presented in New York on November 10, and in New Orleans,
where issuing bank was located, on December 7, and it had become evi-
dent that bank intended to refuse payment, if possible, but it declined to
point out any defects in documents, delay in presentation, held not un-
reasonable. '(Ib.)

Certificates of customs official held to be treated as part of customhouse permit.
(L\ S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where customhouse permit accompanying draft

drawn under letter of credit described goods simply as sugar, but was
accompanied by certificate of assistant deputy collector of customs that it
was Java white sugar, and that duty had been paid on certain esti-
mated weight, such certificate should be treated as part of the permit. (Ib.)
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Customs official's certificate accompanying permit held not to show draft was excessive*
(l r . S. C. C. A., 1923.) Certificate of customs officials, which, with customs

permit, accompanied draft drawn under letter of credit, and which slated
that duty had been paid on estimated basis of approximately 223 pounds
to bag, held not to show that drafts were excessive, though drawn for
greater weight. (Ib.)

Immaterial thai sugar no! segregated, when delivery orders called, for entire amount.
((*. S. C. C. A., 1923.) When two delivery orders for goods in warehouse

accompanying draft drawn under letter of credit called for entire lot, it
was immaterial that the two lots had not been segregated. (Ib.)

Insurance policy accompanying draft held sufficiently specific.
(I'. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Insurance policy accompanying draft for price of

sugar drawn under letter of credit and describing the sugar as 1,350 bags
of Java white sugar, held sufficiently specific. (Ib.)

Description of sugar in customs permit accompanying draft held sufficient.
(I*. S. C. G. A., 1923.) ruder letter of credit for price of 500 tons of Java

white sugar, customs permit accompanying draft and describing the
sugar as superior white Java sugar, held sufficient. (Ib.)

Customs certificate held not to contradict invoice and delivery order as to weight
of sugar.

(V. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Certificate of customs official, accompanying draft
drawn under letter of credit, and stating that bill of lading called for
1,043 bags, estimated to weigh an average of 218.06 pounds to the bag,
did not contradict invoice or delivery order as to weight of sugar, as it
only purported to be an estimate. (Ib.)

Letter of credit not construed as requiring that customs permit be drawn to order of
issuing bank.

( l \ S. C. C. A., 1923) Letter of credit for price of sugar providing for
payment on drafts accompanied by customhouse permit and delivery
order filled up to order of the issuing bank must be construed as requiring
only that delivery order be so filled up, as permit only authorizes Govern-
ment's storekeeper to release the goods and could not be filled up to
bank's order. (Ib.)

Letter of credit held not to require insurance against war risky theft, or loss of goods
ichHe in warehouse.

(U. 8. C. C. A., 1923.) Letter of credit requiring insurance by seller re-
quired only such insurance as was usual, and it was not necessary to tender
insurance covering war risk and theft, when the war was over and the sea
voyage at an end, or loss of goods from warehouse where there was nothing
to indicate that they were in warehouse. (Ib.)

Letter held letter of credit.
( l \ S. C. C. A., 1923.) A buyer of sugar to be imported by seller contracted

to furnish at once a confirmed letter of credit in favor of seller with plain-
tiff' bank and at his instance defendant bank wrote plaintiff: "We hereby
guarantee the account of (buyer) to the amount of * * .* covering
their contract with (seller) for shipment of sugar.'' In reliance on such
letter plaintiff established a foreign credit for seller, which was used in
payment for sugar. Held, that the letter of defendant was a letter of credit.
(Second National Bank of Hoboken v. Columbia Trust Co.; S, Fisher &
Co. v. Same; Same v. Wigram et al., 288 Fed. Rep. 17.)

In action on letter of credit, nonperformance of contract pursuant to which, letter was
given is immaterial.

(V. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action based on a letter of credit, evidence of
nonperformance of the contract, which was the cause of the letter being
given, is immaterial and inadmissible. (Ib.)

"Letter of credit'* need not be in stated form.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A "letter of credit" is a letter authorizing one

person to pay money or extend credit to another on the credit of the
writer, and need not be in any particular form, if it is such in effect and
intention. (Ib.)
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Breach of contract; interest.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action on a letter of credit, pursuant to which

plaintiff had received and paid for a shipment of sugar which defendant
refused to accept and pay for, and which was then sold at market price, the
measure of damages is the difference between the contract price and market
price, and in such sum plaintiff is entitled to recover interest from the time
of defendant's refusal to accept. (Ib.)

Carriers—u Bill of lading" is both receipt and contract to carry.
( l \ S.-C. C. A., 1923.) A "bill of lading" is both a receipt to the shipper

and a contract between the shipper and carrier for carriage of the goods
on the terms stated therein. (Ib.)

Evidence—Bill of lading, accepted by carrier for delivery, sufficiently authenticated.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A bill of lading, accepted by the carrier at port of

delivery as the one issued by it at port of shipment, and on which it makes
delivery, in the absence of any claim of fraud, is sufficiently authenticated
to justify its admission in evidence. (Ib.)

Sales—Bill of lading held conclusive proof of date of shipment 'under contract.
(I*. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In a contract for sale of sugar ' ' to be shipped from

Java during September," a provision, "the bill of lading to be considered
proof of the date of shipment," held to make such bill conclusive proof.
(Ib.)

Sales—Contract held to permit deviation by carrying ship.
(V. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a contract for sale of sugar to be shipped from

Java provided that shipment should be made either "direct and/or indirect,
with all liberties as per bill of lading, with and/or without transshipment,"
evidence that the ship deviated from direct course held inadmissible as
immaterial. (Ib.)

Sales—Expiration of time buyer ivas required to maintain confirmed credit held not
defense to action by seller for breach of contract.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action by the seller on a contract for purchase
of sugar to be imported, which also required the buyer to maintain a
confirmed credit in favor of seller until a certain date, that such time had
expired without renewal before delivery was tendered, held not to con-
stitute a defense. (Ib.)

Evidence—Parol evidence not admissible to vary written instrument.
(!'. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In the absence of fraud, accident, or mistake, parol
evidence may not be admitted to contradict or vary the terms of a valid
written instrument. (Ib.)

Sales—Seller not required to sell goods at once on anticipatory breach, by buyer,
(l,\ S. C. C. A., 1923.) On notice that a buyer of a merchantable commodity,

to 1)0 delivered in the future, will not accept the goods, it is not the duty
of the seller, in order to mitigate the damages, to sell the goods at once,
but he may wait until the time for delivery. (Ib.)

Evidence—Sales—Evidence showing date on bill of lading held admissible, and
q u esiio n was for j u ry.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action, by the seller of sugar to be shipped
from Java during August, for refusal of the buyer to accept delivery,
whore the bill of lading introduced by plaintiff contained the dates
"August" and "September" in typewriting, one superimposed on the
other, evidence was admissible to show which date was correct, and the
question was one for the jury. (Ib.)

"Guaranty" of national bank ultra vires.
{V. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A guaranty of a national bank is ultra vires; a

"guaranty" being a promise to answer for the payment of some debt,
or the performance of some obligation, in case of the default of another
person, who is in the first instance liable for such payment or performance.
(Border National Dank of Eagle Pass, Tex., v. American National Bank
of San Francisco, Calif., 282 Fed. Rep. 73.)Digitized for FRASER 
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National bank bound by its "letter of credit"
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A national bank is bound by its "letter of credit,"

which confers authority on the person to whom it is addressed to advance
money or furnish goods on the credit of the writer. (Ib.)

"Guarantee" defined; promise to be construed as a whole.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) "Guarantee" is a word frequently employed, in

business transactions which do not provide for securing the promise or
debt of another, to express an original, primary obligation. The promise,
in which the word appears, is to be construed in the light of the evidence
and as a whole. (Ib.)

Obligation of bank held letter of credit.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1022.) Where, in a contract for the purchase of sugar$ the

sellers and the plaintiff bank through which they transacted the business
demanded as a condition precedent to their offer that it be secured by an
irrevocable letter of credit, and defendant bank, fully cognizant of" the
acceptance of the offer as made by the buy-or, and of the correspondence
between the parties to the contract, wired plaintiff bank that it would
guarantee irrevocably payment for account of buyer for sugar in amount
and on conditions named, held, that the obligation of defendant bank
was not a guaranty but a direct, promise, and constituted in its legal
effect a letter of ere Jit. (Ib.)

Contracts—Construction rendering contract valid preferred.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A construction which renders a contract valid is

to be preferred to one which renders it void. (Ib.)
Letter of credit need not be in particular form.

(1-. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A. letter of credit is not required lo be in any par-
ticular form, (Ib.)

Bank liable for certified check, although drawer has no funds on deposit.
(U. kS. C. C. A., 1922.) A bank is liable on its certified check to OIK; who

takes it on the faith of its certification, though the drawer has nothing
to his credit in the- bank. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Acceptance of draft presumes funds of drawer in hands of acceptor.
(1;. 8, C. C. A., 1922.) The acceptance of a draft affords a presumption of

funds of the drawer in the hands of the acceptor. (Ib.)
Bills and. notes— Promise to accept draft equivalent to acceptance.

(U. 8. H. C. C, A., 1922.) A promise to accept a draft is equivalent to its
acceptance. (Ib-)

Hills and, 'notes—Presumption arises that bank accepting draft will require security.
(I*. S. C. C. A., 1922.) There is no difference in principle between a promise

and an everyday acceptance of, or agreement to accept, a draft, and the
presumption that a bunk will require security arises in one case as well
as in the other. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Presumption that bank accepting draft will require security con-
clusive as to innocent relying parly.

(C. S. C. C. A., 1922.) The presumption that a bank, accepting a draft or
agreeing to accept it, will, require security, is conclusive in favor of an
innocent party, who changes his position in reliance thereon. (Ib.)

Fact that draft is to be drawn in future does not invalidate transaction,
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a national bank guaranteed irrevocably

payment for sugar purchased bj' its customer, cognizant of the terms
and conditions of the contract, the fact that the draft therefor was to
be drawn in the future did not invalidate the transaction. (Ib.)

Liability incurred on promise to accept draft sufficient consideration.
(U. 8. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a national bank guaranteed irrevocably

payment for sugar purchased by its customer, cognizant of the terms
and conditions of the contract, the fact that it received no benefit from
its promise constituted no defense; the change of position of the seller
by incurring a liability of its own on the faith of the promise being a
sufficient consideration. (Ib.)
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Guaranteeing irrevocably payment by bank for goods purchased by customer held
not nonbankable.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) It is within the power of a national bank to issue
its letter of credit unconditional^', and the fact that, in guaranteeing
irrevocably payment for sugar purchased by its customer, it could not
determine*'by the documents'required to be attached to the bill of lading

• whether the terms and conditions of the contract were complied with
did not render the transaction nonbankable. (Ib.)

Bank, accepting unconditional letter of credit, may rely on presumption that issuing
bank has protected itself.

(17. S. C. C. A., 1922.) When a letter of credit is issued unconditionally,
a bank which accepts it has the right to rely on the presumption that
the issuing bank, in compliance with its duly to its shareholders, has
protected itself, by release from its contract or otherwise, against liability
for failure to make investigations which are not usual or customary in
banking circles. (Ib.)

Violation of Federal reserve act no defense, in action on unconditional letter of
credit.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In an action between two national banks on an
unconditional letter of credit, the fact that the defendant bank violated
the Federal, reserve act (Comp. St., sec. 978G) relating to bankers' accept-
ances would not avail it as a defense; there being no penalties prescribed
in the act for the invalidation of contracts. (Ib.)

Independent guarantor liable, regardless of principal liability.
(IT. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a bank guaranteed irrevocably payment for

sugar purchased by its customer, it was an independent undertaking,
and its liability was not dependent on the terms of the sales contract.
(Il>.)

Bills and notes—Act making conditional promises nonnegotiable does not affect
validity.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Negotiable instruments act of Texas (Vcrnon's
Ann. Civ. St. Supp. 1922, arts. 6001-3), providing that an instrument
to be negotiable must contain an unconditional promise to pay, and also
(arts. 6001-190) providing that in any case not therein provided for the
rules of the law merchant shall govern, affects conditional promises in
so far as to make them nonnegotiable, but does not affect their validity.
(Ib.)

Goods correctly described in bill of lading need not be described, in warehouse receipt.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a national bank guaranteed irrevocably

payment for sugar purchased by its customer, its obligation did not
require a description of the goods in the warehouse receipt, but it was
sufficient if any of the documents attached to the draft contained the
required description; the purpose being to enable the issuing bank to
determine that a bill of lading had been issued for the particular kind
and quantity of sugar ordered. (Ib.)

Attempted cancellation of sales contract no defense, where letter of credit issued on
faith of guaranteeing promise.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a national bank issued its own letter of
credit on the faith of defendant bank's promise, guaranteeing irrevocably
payment for sugar purchased by its customer, it was no defense that
plaintiff bank should have minimized loss on being notified of the revoca-
tion of the letter of credit because of the customer's attempted cancellation
of his contract to purchase. (Ib.)

Appeal and error—Defendant's duty to apply to trial court for correction of mistake
in calculating amount of judgment.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a judgment was slightly excessive on the
theory of recovery adopted by the trial court, it was defendant's duty to
apply there for the correction of any mistake in calculation. (Ib.)
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Letter of credit to be shown to obtain credit amounts to offer to honor draft purchased.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) The ordinary commercial 1 oiler of credit contains

authority to the beneficiary to draw a draft, and a promise to honor the
draft, given either generally to bona fide holders or to some particular
person, and if it shows it was for the purpose of being shown to obtain
credit, and the purchaser is within the terms of the letter, it amounts to
an offer that, if he purchases the draft, it will be honored, and the offer
becomes a contract when the draft is negotiated. (Banco Nacional
l.'ltramarino /;. First National Bank of Boston, 289 Fed. Rep. 109.)

Letter of credit designating particular beneficiary can not be relied on by another.
(U. S, Dist. C , 1923.) If a letter of credit designates a particular person

to whom the promise is made, no other person can take4 advantage of it.
on the principle that a person has the right to select his own promisee.
(Ib.)

Cable message held general letter of credit for benefit of bona fide holder of draft.
(U. S. Dist. C . 1923.) Where a cable message contained a summary of

a general letter of credit mailed at the same time, and the purchaser of a
draft relied on the cable message in purchasing the draft before the letter
was received, the message, which formed the contract between the parties,
subject only to explanation of ambiguity by the subsequent letter, and
which directed the addressee to open a credit in favor of a, firm, drafts,
15 days' sight, drawn on the sender, attached to shipping documents,
amounted to a general offer to purchase the documents by honoring the
drafts, and was not s.- mere request to the addressee to open a credit. (Ib.)

Omission of description of quality from invoice held to justify dishonor of draft
under letter of credit.

( l \ S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where the letter of credit required shipping docu-
ments to specify ib Brazil while crystal sugar," the omission of that speci-
fication from the usual shipping documents, which include a negotiable
bill of lading, a consular invoice, and a commercial invoice, justified tin*
bank issuing the letter of credit in dishonoring the draft attached to the
documents, though the goods actually shipped conformed to the require-
ments of the contract, and other documents accompanying the draft
established that fact. (Ib.)

All conditions in commercial letter of credit must be strictly complied with.
(I;. 8. Dist. C , 1923.) All conditions contained in the offer of credit by a

letter of credit issued by a bank must be strictly complied with. (Ib.)

Purchaser of draft held to have relied on credit of drawer, not letter of credit.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where plaintiff discounted the draft in suit for a

customer, to whom defendant had issued, a letter of credit; before the ship-
ping documents required by the letter of credit were issued, it must have
taken the draft on the credit of the drawer, and not on the strength of the
obligation of defendant drawee to accept it, and under those circumstances
can stand in no better position than the drawer. (Ib.)

Drawer of draft held required to furnish documents cover ing .ship) nerd from designated
port.

(U. 8. Dist, C , 1923.) Where a cable letter of credit made no reference to
the shipping port, which was specified in the contract for the sale of the
goods, and in the written letter of credit sent by mail, the drawer of a
draft against the letter of credit, who had made the contract for the sale of
the goods, and knew the buyer was to insure them as coming from a port
specified in the contract, had no authority to draw against the letter of
credit, except for goods shipped from that port, and neither lie nor a pur-
chaser of the draft who relied on his credit, and not on the letter of credit,
can require acceptance of the draft accompanied by a bill of lading showing
shipment from a different port. (Ib.)
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Failure to state ground of objection to draft not known, when it ivas dishonored does
not waive objection.

(U. S. Dist. C., 1923.) An objection that a condition stated in a letter of
credit requiring duplicate shipping documents to be sent to a designated
individual was not complied with was not waived by the drawee's failure
to specify it as a ground for dishonoring the draft, where the drawee had
no knowledge of noncompliance with that condition at the time of dis-
honor. (Ib.)

Presentation of payment, after 30 days, of 15 days' sight draft is of no avail.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where a 15 days' sight draft was dishonored when

presented for acceptance, a subsequent presentation for payment a month
later was of no avail, under a letter of credit specifying a draft payable at
151 days' sight. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Count relying on absolute acceptance does not authorize recovery
on condition of 'promise to accept.

(17. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Defendant is not liable under a count in a writ
relying on an absolute acceptance of a draft, where its promise to accept
the draft was conditional. (Ib.)

Conditions of letter of credit must be complied with.
(17. S. C. C. A., 1922.) The conditions, however onerous, of a letter of

credit, whereby a bank authorizes one to drawr on it, must be complied
with, to render bank liable for refusal to accept a draft drawn pursuant
thereto. (International Banking Corporation v. Irving National Bank
(two cases), 283 Fed. Rep. 103.)

Letter of credit construed according to ordinary rules.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) In determining the conditions of a letter of credit,

the ordinary rules governing the construction and interpretation of writings,
and especially commercial contracts, are applied. (Ib.)

Letter of credit held to require shipping docu?nents accompanying draft to make
certain statements as to goods shipped c. i. f.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A letter of credit held to require draft drawn pur-
suant thereto, or the accompanying shipping documents, to assert, not only
that the goods shipped c. i. f. were silk of a certain number of pieces and
size, but also made as per certain designs and having no more than 50
per cent of its width taken up with stripes; so that, this not being done, the
bank was not liable for refusal to accept draft. (Ib.)

Irrevocable letter of credit is assignable chose in action.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1921.) A letter written by a bank, establishing an irrevocable

credit for payment for certain merchandise when delivered as therein
specified, is a chose in action, assignable by the addressee and enforceable
by the assignee, subject only to performance of the conditions therein
expressed. (Old Colonv Trust Co. v. Continental Bank of New York,
288 Fed. Rep. 979.)

Letters of credit not to be technically construed.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1921.) Letters of credit are not to be construed with tech-

nical care, and the fact that a bank, which issued an irrevocable letter of
credit, did not make a formal promise to pay drafts drawn against the
credit, will not relieve it from liability for refusal to honor such drafts.
(Ib.)

LIQUIDATION.

Purchasers of bank's assets liable to stockholders for full value.
(U. 8. Dist. C , 1922.) Where, at expiration of charter of a national bank,

the directors thereof transferred its assets, good will, and bank building
to a new national bank organized by them, pursuant to a plan or scheme
kept secret from plaintiffs, minority stockholders, paying full value for
all assets, except the bank building and lot and the good will, the bank
building being undervalued and nothing at all paid for good will, held, in
plaintiff's suit against the new bank and the directors of the old bank, that
defendants would be compelled to pay full value for both these items to
the stockholders pro rata of the old bank. (Kaufman et al. v. Marquette
National Bank et al., 289 Fed. Rep. 295.)
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may dispose of all its assets.
(Penn. Sup., 1923.) Although act May 13, 1876 (P. L. 161; Pa. St. 1920,

sec. 1180, et seq.), regulating banking companies, makes no express
provision for sale of the entire property of such a company to another
corporation, as is done by general corporation act, 1874, section 23, as
amended on April 17, 1876 (P. L. 33, sec. 5; Pa. St. 1920, sec. 5694),
no express statutory permission is required to authorize, as against
objection by dissenting stockholder, the disposal of all the assets of a
bank, not including, however, franchises acquired by virtue of the original
charter granted, although a dissenting stockholder can not be compelled
to accept other than cash for his holdings. (Maxlcr r. Freeport Bank
of Freeport, Pa., et al., 119 Atl. Rep. 592.)

Transfer of bank's assets to newly formed trust company held lawful.
(Penn. Sup., 1923.) The transfer of the assets of a bank incorporated

under act May 13, 1876 (P. L. 161; Pa. St. 1920, sec. 1180 et seq.), to
a newly formed trust company, formed under act April 29, 1874 (P. L.
73), amended by act May 9/1889 (P. L. 159; Pa. St. 1920, sec. 5592
et seq.), without attempt to assign the franchises of the bank, or to release
it from any dutv owed by reason of its original charter, held lawful, in
view of the public policy indicated by act May 28, 1913 (P. L., 357; Pa,
St. 1920, sees. 1235, 1236), and act July 17, 1919 (P. L. 1032; Pa. St.
1920, sees. 1191-1202). (Tb.)

Injunction not granted to enjoin transfer of bank'* assets, where right* of dissent-
ing stockholder protected by bond.

(Penn. Sup., 1923.) Injunction, applied for by dissenting stockholder of
a bank, to restrain transfer of the bank's assets to a newly formed trust
company, in consideration of issue of its stock pro rata to stockholders
of the bank in exchange for their bank stock, was properly refused where
the rights of plaintiff were amply protected by bond to insure him pay-
ment in cash of a just valuation" of his shares'in the bank. (Ib.)

Appeal and. error—Order dissolving injunction to stay sale of batik's assets would
he affirmed, where sale had taken 'place since order was made.

(Penn. Sup., 1923.) Where dissenting bank stockholder sued to enjoin sale
of the bank's assets to a newly formed trust company, and, on bond
being given to protect his rights, injunction staying the sale was dis-
solved, and thereafter the sale was made, held, on appeal from the order
dissolving the injunction, that the order would be affirmed, as no effective
relief could, at the time the appeal was heard, be ordered prelimi-
narily. (Ib.)

NEGOTIABLE PAPER.

Bills and notes—"Reexchange" defined.
(l.T. S. C. C. A., 1923.) "Reexchange7' is the expense incurred by a bill

being dishonored in a foreign country, in which it was payable, and
returned to the country in which it was made or indorsed, and there
taken up, and the amount of it depends on the course of exchange between
the two countries. (Furness, Withy & Co. (Ltd.) r. Rothe et al., 286
Fed. Rep. 870.)

Bills and notes—Drawer of bill liable for reexchange.
(lT. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The drawer of a bill is liable for the reexchange

occasioned by the drawee's refusal to accept, though the bill be returned
through many hands. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Reexchange relates to time when bill should be paid.
(V. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Reexchange, for which drawer is liable, relates to

the time when a bill ought to be paid, and not when it ought to be ac-
cepted. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Payee may hold, bill until maturity, although protested, and re-
carer damages for nonpayment.
(V. S. C. C. A., 1923.) ' The payee of a bill had the right to hold it, although

protested for nonacceptance, and present it for payment at maturity,
and recover damages for nonpayment. (Ib.)

72:;m;°--24 13
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Bills and note*—Drawer, making draft on himself, accepts.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where the drawer makes a draft on Himself, or

authorizes another to draw on him, that is a virtual acceptance, and
he is liable as drawee without formal acceptance. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Taker after maturity not holder in due course.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) A bank acquiring notes after maturity was not a

holder in due course, under act of Pennsylvania, May 16, 1901, section
57 (P. L. 194; Pa. St. 1920, sec. 10047). (In re Thompson, 284 Fed. Rep.
65.)

Estoppel—Parly assuming payment of note for full consideration received, can
not question validity.

(I*. 8. C. C. A., 1922.) A corporation which assumed payment of certain
notes as part consideration for property purchased by it can not ques-
tion their validity. (Mohawk Oil Corporation et al."?;. Simpson et al.,
285 Fed. Rep. 149.)

Bills and notes--Agreement to waive defenses in consideration of extension held
binding.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) An agreement by defendants, who were obligated
to pay certain notes, to waive any defenses thereto in consideration of
an extension of time, held valid and binding. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Conditional acceptance of demand draft after refusal to pay must
be in writing.

(U. S. 0 . G. A., 1923.) After a demand draft had been dishonored by
refusal to pay on presentation, it may be the subject of a qualified accept-
ance upon condition; but such acceptance, in order to bind the drawee,
is required to be in writing by Thomp. Shan. Code Tenn., sec. 3516a.
(J. T. Fargason Co. v. Furst; Furst v. J. T. Fargason Co., 287 Fed. Rep.
306.)

Bank pays for draft by crediting account of drawer, who subsequently checks out
amount, and entitled to recover for overdraft.

(U. S. C. C A., 1923.) A bank pays for a draft by discounting it for the
drawer, placing the amount to the account of the drawer, who thereafter
checked against the account, so that when the draft was dishonored it was
indebted to the bank for an overdraft. (Union Electric Steel Co. v.
Imperial Bank of Canada, 286 Fed. Rep. 857.)

Bills and notes—Bank was holder in due course, and not merely for collection.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) A bank which paid for a draft by crediting the

account of the drawer with the amount thereof, which was subsequently
checked out by the drawer, was a holder of the draft in due course for
value, within negotiable instruments law, section 52, and not merely a
holder for collection, though after the draft was dishonored, the bank, as a
matter of bookkeeping, transferred the charge against the drawer of the
draft from its indirect liability ledger to its direct liability ledger. (Ib.)

Payment—Acceptance of note for preexisting debt is generally not payment.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The general rule is that the taking of a note, either

of a debtor or of a third person, for a preexisting debt, is not payment of
the debt, unless there is an agreement, express or implied, to take the
note as such, or unless the creditor parts with the note or is guilty of
laches in not presenting it for payment in due time. (Ib.)

Payment—Evidence held not to show payment of draft by note of drawer.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Evidence that a bank, when required by an ex-

aminer to put the overdraft of the drawer of a draft discounted by the
bank in different form, took the note of the drawer, payable to two others,
and by them indorsed to the bank, which note it had never collected, but
had renewed from time to time, and that it retained possession of the
draft, without any evidence of agreement the note was to be accepted
in payment for the draft, does not show that the draft had been paid to
the bank, so as to prevent its recovery thereon from the acceptor. (Ib.)
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Limitation of actions—Letters of guarantor, acknowledging existence of note, not
sufficient to loll statute.

\lJ. S. C. C. A., 192,3.) Under Code Civ. Proc. Cal., sec. 360, relating to
acknowledgment or new promise, there must be the acknowledgment of
a new or continuing contract, lifting the note out of the current where
the statute of limitations has been running and giving it a new departure,
and letters of the guarantor on a note, merely acknowledging the existence
of the note, are nor sufficient. (First National Bank of Park Rapids /;.
Pray, 288 Fed. Rep. 075.)

Limitation of actions—Letters Iwld not to acknowledge indebtedness, so as !o prevent
bar of statute.

(1.7. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Letters of guarantor to holder of note held not to
evidence an acknowledgment or new pronii.se, which would prevent the
bar of the statute of limitations, under Code Civ. Proc. Cal., sections 337,
339, 360. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Note to accommodate bank official held given for consideration.
(l.\ S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where bank president appealed to defendant to

give his $6,000 note to aid the president in averting the consequences of
an overloan by the bank to the president's own business, and defendant
gave such note, not to deceive the bank examiner, but intending that it
should bo a real asset of the bank until the bank president should be able
to take it up, the rote was supported by a good consideration, and de-
fendant was estopped to deny liability thereon; it being immaterial that;
the president used it in substitution of note of another friend given for a
like purpose. (Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond r. Crothers, 289 Fed,
Rep. 777.)

Bills and notes—Officer sighing his name twice to company's note held joint maker.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Where a note was signed in the name of a stated

company by defendant's decedent and two others, and then decedent's
signature occurred again, and these parties were described in the note as
makers, decedent was liable as a joint maker. (Bertenshaw ct al. /'.
Lincoln State Bank of Chicago, 111., 283 Fed. ltep. 25.)

Evidence—Parol evidence /o shoir Hia! comaker of note signed, in representative
ca pa city inad missibie.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Parol contemporaneous evidence to contradict or
vary the terms of a note, and show that a comaker signed in a represen-
tative capacity, was inadmissible, (lb.)

Bills and notes—Evidence held to shou: plaintiff's blank check iras used by defendant
for intended -purpose.

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1922.) When? plaintiff, on. accompanying his daughter
to defendant's school, where her mother had made a contract for her
entrance, gave to his daughter a check in which the name of the payee
and the amount was left blank, but which stated on the margin that it
was for the daughter for tuition, etc., and plaintiff and the daughter
both testified the check was to be used for paying the daughter's tuition
and expenses, the defendant was not guilty of using the check for a purpose
not intended, when ho filled in his name as payee and filled in the amount
specified by the contract as the initial payment and cashed the check.
(George v. Thompson, 2So Fed. Rep. 902.)

Payment—Evidence plaintiff did not kuotc terms of wife's contract on winch he wade
payment properly excluded,

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1922.) Where a wife had made a contract for her
daughter's education, intending to pay therefor from her separate estate,
but the husband gave a blank check to the daughter, to be used in paying
for her tuition, as a matter of convenience to his wife, who did not have
her check book with her, evidence that the husband did not know the terms
of the wife's contract with the school, whereby no portion of the initial
payment would be returned, was inadmissible in an action by him to
recover the amount of the check after the daughter had been called away
from the school by her mother's death. (Ib.)
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Payment—By husband of amount due on wife's contract does not entitle him. to
contest it.

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1922.) A contract made between a wife and the proprietor
of a school for the education of a daughter can be contested only by
those in privity to it, and the fact that the husband made a payment thereon
for the convenience of his wife docs not establish any privity between
him and the school which entitled him to contest the contract, so as to
recover such payment. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Instrument signed by agent U presumed to be that of disclosed prin-
cipal.

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1922.) Under Code, District of Columbia, section 1324,
providing that, where words are added indicating that the instrument is
signed for or on behalf of a principal, or in a representative capacity, the
signer is not liable if he was duly authorized, but that the mere addition
of words describing him as agent does not exempt him from personal lia-
bility, there is a presumption that an acceptance of a draft on an indi-
vidual described as agent for others is what it purports to be, the obligation
of the disclosed principal, and the burden is on the payee of the draft,
seeking to hold the acceptor personally liable, to prove his want of author-
ity. (Eisinger v. E. J. Murphy Co., 285 Fed. Rep. 931.)

Bills and notes—Affidavits held not to show note was given in reliance on agreement
not to enforce it.

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1923.) Where the original affidavit of defense to a suit
on a promissory note merely alleged that more than 22 months before
the note was given the payee was pressing a corporation in which defendant
was a stockholder on a note given by the corporation, and at that time
agreed that the stockholders, if they would give their note, would not be
liable thereon to an extent greater than the dividends which they might
receive from the bankrupt estate of the corporation on the note held by
the payee, which it agreed to transfer to the stockholders, and a supple-
mental affidavit alleged the execution of the note in suit, but did not
expressly allege that it was given in reliance on the agreement theretofore
made, the affidavits are insufficient to establish the defense of conditional
liability on the note. (Cornwall v. Southern Maryland Trust Co., 289
Fed. Sep. 939.)

Bills and notes—Affidavits of defense held not to show want of consideration.
(Dist. Col. C. A., 1923.) Affidavits of defense, from which it appeared that

the note in suit was given by the stockholders of a corporation in exchange
for a note of the corporation to the payee, but without stating that the
surrendered note was the consideration of the note in controversy, or
what its consideration was, are insufficient to state the defense of want of
consideration. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Note of stockholder in exchange for corporation's note is supported
by consideration.

(Dist. Col. C. A., 1923.) A note executed by a stockholder in a corpora-
tion in exchange for the surrender to him of a note of the corporation to
the pa\ree is supported by sufficient consideration, even though the stock-
holder thereafter realizes nothing on the note of the corporation which he
received, since he may have believed that benefit would accrue to him or
to the corporation if he controlled the note. (Ib.)

Evidence—Extrinsic evidence not admissible to show acceptance negotiable or non-
negotiable.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1922.) Extrinsic evidence is not admissible to -show whether
an acceptance is negotiable or nonnegotiable. (International Finance Co.
v. Northwestern Drug. Co., 282 Fed. Rep. 920.)

Bills and notes—Customer's acceptance held a negotiable instrument.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1922.) An instrument designated a "customer's accept-

ance/' specifying that acceptor's obligation "arises out of the purchase of
goods from the drawer," held negotiable, though "accepted for payment
as per Reolo contract for amount and date hereon," since the instrument
contained an unconditional promise to pay a sum certain in money, as
required by Minnesota negotiable instruments law, section 1 (Gen. St.
1913, sec. 5813) in view of sections 2, 3 (sees. 5814, 5815). (Ib.)Digitized for FRASER 
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Trial—Where plaintiff has assumed burden in first instance of proving itself holder
in due course, defendant could not, without first rebutting such evidence, shoiv
infirmities between original parties.

(U. 8. Dist. C , 1922.) In an action on a negotiable instrumont, where
plaintiff not only introduced the instrument and proved his ownership
thereof, but introduced testimony tending to prove himself an owner in
due course, testimony as to defenses between the original parties was
immaterial until the defendant had rebutted plaintiff's testimony tending
to show plaintiff a holder in due course. (Tb.)

Money lent—No implied obligation of one for whose oc.cotnm.odalion- bank loans on
notes of others to it.

(IT. S. Dist. C , 1922.) Where the transaction was fully covered by an
express contract, no obligation of a corporation to repay a bank money
which it, at request of the corporation, loaned on notes given the bank
by third persons for the corporations accommodation, can be implied,
especially where the transaction was because of the bank having already
loaned the corporation all that the law allowed. (In re Boston Confec-
tionery Co., 282 Fed. Rep. 720.)

Bills and notes—Corporations —Notes as /security for accommodation notes neither
ultra vires nor without consideration.

(IT. S. Dist. C , 1922.) Notes given by a corporation to a bank on bank's
demand for additional collateral for notes of like amounts previously
given the bank by third persons for the corporation's accommodation,
whereby forbearance to press collection of the accommodation notes was
obtained, are neither ultra vires nor without consideration. (Ib.)

Corporations—Formal vole of directors pursuant to'by-law authorizing or ratifying
notes not necessary for liability.

(U. 8. Dist. C , 1922.) Where a corporation gives to a bank its notes as
collateral for notes of third persons made at request of and for benefit
of the corporation, and its notes are held and relied on by the bank with
knowledge and approval of all but one of corporation's directors, and
without objection by any, the corporation is liable thereon, though no
formal unanimous vote of the directors authorizing or ratifying them was
ever passed as required by its by-laws. (Ib.)

jtfortgages—Assignment of secured note carries mortgage with it.
{V. 8. Dist. C , 1923.) The assignment of a note secured by a mortgage

carries with it the lien of the mortgage. (Bennett v. Seinmes et al.
(National Park Bank et al., interveners, in re Scott Bond & Sons, 2S7
Fed. Rep. 745.)

Bills and notes—Uniform, negotiable instrument law construed according to law
merchant.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) The sections of the uniform negotiable instrument
law of Arkansas relating to holders in due course are in effect reenactments
of the law merchant, so that the rules prevailing under the law merchant
are controlling in the construction of the act. (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Accepting notes as security for pre-existing debt is taking for value.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) One accepting as security for a valid existing in-

debtedness the notes of a third person before maturity without notice of
any defenses by the maker holds them as a bona fide holder for value, free
from defenses which the maker could make if they were still in the hands
of the original payee, unless the notes are void and not only voidable,
both under the law merchant and under Arkansas negotiable instrument
law (Crawford & Moses' Dig., sec. 7818), defining "holder in due course,"
and section 7791, defining''value." (Ib.)

Bills and notes—Fact takers of notes surrendered others not yet due does not charge
them with notice of defenses.

(U. 8. Dist. C , 1923.) The fact that the takers of notes as security for pre-
existing debts surrendered at the time of taking them other notes of the
same makers, which were not then due, does not charge the takers with
notice of defenses against the new notes. (Ib.)
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Carriers—Transfer of bill of lading to bank attached to draft for price did not vest
absolute title in bank.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) Where a seller of automobile trucks sold a draft on
the buyer with bill of lading attached to a bank, held, it was not the in-
tention of the parties to vest the absolute title to the trucks in the bank,
but it was intended that the bank's title, or interest therein, was for secur-
ity only. (Chase National Bank of City of New York v. Spokane Countv,
215 Pac. Rep. 374.)

Carriers—Right of holder of bill of lading held superior to right of attaching creditor.
(Wash. Sup., 1923.) The right of a bank holding a bill of lading as a security

for a draft on the buyer is superior to the right of an attaching creditor of
the buyer. (Chase "National Bank of City of New York v. Spokane
County, 215 Pac. Rep. 374.)

Carriers—Whether -purchase of draft with bill of lading attached passes title de-
pends on intention of parties.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) Whether the purchase of a draft with a bill of lading
attached passes the absolute title to the property covered by the bill de-
pends upon the intention of the parties. (Ib.)

OFFICERS.

POWERS OF, AND REPRESENTATION OF BANK BY OFFICERS.

Trial—Finding cashier was authorized, to sign draft for payment of personal obli
gation held not a conclusion of law.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In an action by the receiver of an insolvent bank to
recover the amount received by defendants on a draft signed by the
cashier of the bank and given in payment of his personal obligation, a
finding by the trial court that the evidence showed the cashier had author-
ity to sign the draft in question was a finding of fact and not a conclusion
of law, and without such finding the controverted issues could not have
been disposed of, so that the judgment for defendants must be sustained,
if that finding was supported by evidence. (Citizens' Trust Co. v. Croll
ct al., 289 Fed. Rep. 421.)

A uthority of cashier to act for bank may be shown by long-pursued course of conduct.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The authority of a cashier to act for the bank may

be shown by express grant, or by implication from a course of conduct
covering a considerable period and acquiesced in by the other officials
of the bank, and such authority implied from conduct need not rest on
estoppel. (Ib.)

Evidence held to sustain finding cashier icas authorized to sign draft on bank funds
for personal obligation.

(XL S. C. C. A., 1923.) Evidence that the cashier and president of a bank
had both signed drafts on the bank funds in payment of their personal
obligations, and that their conduct had been ratified and sanctioned
by the directors, and that after the death of the president the cashier
practically ran the bank with the consent of the directors, held sufficient
to sustain a finding that the cashier was authorized to sign the draft in
controversy, which was issued for his personal obligation to defendants.
(Ib.)

Directors held estopped to question authority of cashier to sign draft for personal
obligation.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where directors had previously ratified the conduct
of the cashier of a bank in signing drafts on its funds for payment of his
personal obligations, they are estopped to say that a similar" transaction,
secretly and in concealment conducted bv him, does not bind the bank.
(Ib.)
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Liable on statement of deposit to credit of broker*f wf>o expended money in reliance
thereon.

(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a bank stated to stockbrokers that credits in
their favor had been created by E., a customer of theirs, and in reliance
thereon the brokers expended the amounts of such credits on orders of
E., the bank is liable, though it appeared that without the knowledge of the
brokers the cashier of the bank, who sent the notice of credit, had giwn
the orders in the name of E. (Bank of Palmetto v. Hyman et a I., 290
Fed. Rep. 353.)

Bank chargeable with. president's knowledge as to equities against securities trans-
ferred from another bank', of -which lie van also 'president.

(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) AVhere the president of a national bank was also
president of a State savings bank, and. acted for the latter in purchasing
municipal bonds without any intention to pay for them, but for the
purpose, which he carried out, of depositing them to the credit of the
savings bank in the national bank, and thereby meeting an overdraft
of the savings bank and supporting the credit of the national bank, the
national bank is charged with knowledge of the transaction, and can not
claim to be a bona fide purchaser of the bonds. (Citv of Southport i-.
Williams et nl., 2<>() Fed. Rep. -188.)

OFFICERS, CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF.

Criminal law—Evidence held to show prosecution barred by limitations.
(U. S. C. C. A., J923. ) In a prosecution for violating act of September 20,

1918, relating to the duties and conduct of Federal reserve bank officers,
evidence that the items alleged to have been embezzled by defendant
were accomplished by indorsements on a depositor's time certificate, all
the transactions being more than three years prior to the date of the
return of the indictment, held to conclusively show the prosecution barred
by limitations. (Charters /'. I'nited Stated, 289 Vcd. Rep. 03.)

Evidence held insufficient lo sustain conviction.
({',. S. C. C. A., 1923.) In a prosecution for violation of act of September 20,

1918, relating to the duties and conduct of Federal reserve bank officers,
evidence held insufficient to sustain a verdict convicting defendant of
having embezzled bonds belonging to a depositor. (Ib.)

OFFSETS.

Bankruptcy—Set-off by bank against insolvent's checking account held ;itransfer"
within provision against preferences.

( l \ S. C. C. A., 1923.) Deposits in. the checking account of an insolvent
depositor are debts of the bank to the depositor, which give the bank an
inchoate or conditional, lien by way of set-off, and are ''transfers," within
the meaning of bankruptcy act, section 60a (Comp. St., sec. 901.4), ami
when made when the depositor is insolvent, and when the bank lias reason-
able cause to believe that such deposits or loans or payments to the bank
will effect a preference, they are voidable, if within the four months period.
(Mcrrimack National'.Bank v. Bailey et al., 289 Fed. Rep. 408.)

Bankruptcy—Set-off of debts against bank deposit, held unlawful preference.
(U. S. C. (:. A., 1923.) Where the business of an insolvent was being liqui-

dated by its creditors, its business being shut down, and the proceeds of
liquidation were deposited in various banks, with an agreement and
understanding as to pro rata distribution among the creditors generally,
the action of a bank of deposit, which was also a creditor, in appropriating
the deposit as a set-off to its claims against the insolvent, was void, under
bankruptcy act, section 00a. (Conip. St., sec. 90-44), as an unlawful prefer-
ence, and not within the rule that, where a deposit is made in good faith
and in the usual course of business within four months before the petition
in bankruptcy, the bank is allowed to credit the amount on notes of the
bankrupt held by it. (Ib.)
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POWERS.

Transaction held incidental to deposit and transmission of funds within powers of
national bank.

(IT. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a Mexican bank transmitted to correspondents
on the border Mexican gold coin, to be sold by a national bank and the
proceeds credited to the Mexican bank's account in New York, the
i?idirect transmission being adopted to avoid the prohibition of the export
of the coin from Mexico, the transaction was incidental to the deposit of
flic funds in the national bank and its transmission to New York, which-
was within the powers conferred on national banks by Revised Statutes,
section 5136 (U. S. Comp. St., 9661). (Compania'Occidental Do Al-
macenaje, S. A., v. First National Bank, Del Rio, Tex., 285 Fed. Rep. 333.)

Liable for failure to remove funds payable on demand before insolvency of depositary*
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) Where a Mexican bank transmitted coin to a corre-

pondent, to be held, payable on the demand of an American national
bank, the national bank is liable for its negligent failure to remove the
funds from the custodv of the depositary before the hitter's insolvency.
(Ib.)

Obligation of bank, performable in part in Mexico, is valid.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The validity of the obligation incurred by a national

bank by its acceptance of a shipment of Mexican coin made to another
for its benefit is not affected by the circumstance that in part that obli-
gation was to be performed in Mexico. (Ib.)

Liability for coin received not affected by validity of obligation incurred.
(U. S. C. C. A., 1923.) The liability of a national bank for the safe-keeping

of coin delivered to it is not affected by the validity or invalidity of the
obligation thereby intended to be incurred by the bank. (Ib.)

National bank has no power to trade in personal property except as necessary to secure
it from loss.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) A national bank has no power to trade in personal
property, except that it may take a mortgage on such property and, if
necessary for its protection, may take over the mortgaged property.
(Chase National Hank of City of New York v. Spokane County, 215
Pae. Hep. 374.)

Evidence—No presumption that national bank intended to act ultra vires.
(Wash. Sup., 1923.) It will not be presumed that a national bank, in viola-

tion of statute, intended to take over the absolute title to the property
covered by a bill of lading attached to a draft purchased by the bank,
but the presumption is that whatever intention the bank had in the mak-
ing of such purchase was for security only. (Ib.)

Slate may raise question whether action of national bank teas ultra vires to shotv
intent of bank.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) Even if only the United States Government may
raise the question of whether a national bank acting ultra vires, where
a national bank purchased a draft for a bill of lading attached, a State
has a right to raise the question for the purpose of determining the inten-
tion of the parties when the bill of lading was taken. (Ib.)

Issuing by national bank of $100 "thrift- l>onds," payable'in 20 years, with privilege
of redeeming sooner, held not ultra vires.

(U. S. D. C , 1922.) It is not an ultra vires act for a national bank 1o issue
$100 "thrift bonds," payable in 20 years, for $50 cash, either bank or
holder having the privilege after 60 days' notice of cashing or redeeming
them on payment of original price plus 3J per cent compound interest,
as these bonds are more in the nature of ordinary certificates of deposit
than a borrowing in large sums from persons other than depositors.
(Adams v. Coinpo Bond Corporation et al., 282 Fed. Rep. 894.)
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Use of the icords <l United States of America" in the caption of national ban I: thrift
hands held not misleading.

\V. S. D. C., 1022.) The use of the words "United States of America '' in
the caption of national bank thrift bonds hold not objectionable as tend-
ing to cause ignorant depositors to believe that the (Joverninent was
back of the bonds. (Ib.)

F l D l ' C LAKY 1 ' o W K K S .

State statutes as to corporations cm powered In act in fiduciary capacity held not
discriminatory against national banks.

(It. I. Sup., 1022.) As respects the right of national banks to act- in a
fiduciary capacity, under the Federal n^crvo act, section 2 (V. S. Comp.
St. Ann. Svipp. 1919, sec. 9794), authorizing them to do so '".in so far as
the exercise of such power is not in contravention of State or local law,77

General Laws 1900, chapter 231, sections 4-8, as to corporations author-
ized to act in a fiduciary capacity, are not discriminatory against national
banks or unreasonable, and hence are controlling upon national banks.
(Aquidneck National Bank of Newport r. Jennings, General Treasurer,
117 All. Rep. 743.)

Mational banks doing fiduciary Imxinc** in HI,ode Inland held in, conlrarcntioti of
State or local law.

(It. I. Sup., 1922.) The Federal reserve aci, section 2 (U. S. Comp. St.
Ann. Supp. 1919, sec. 9794), allows national banks to act in a fiduciary
capacity when the exercise of such power is not "in contravention of
State or local law." General Laws 1909, chapter 231, sections 4-8, as
to corporations empowered to act in a fiduciary capacity, provides, in
section 0, that the assets of every such company, equal in value to the
par value of its capital stock, shall stand primarily as security for trust
liabilities in preference to payment of other creditors, and, in sectiou 7
requires a deposit- with the general treasurer of securities amounting to
20 per cent of the capital of such a corporation, to be held as additional
security for trust liabilities; and all other corporations than trust com-
panies are excluded from the exercise of fiduciary powers. Held, that
since national banks can not, under their charter and the national bank-
ing law, comply with said section (), it would be ' 'in contravention of
State or local law'' for such banks to act in a fiduciary capacity and.
hence mandamus would not be awarded to compel the general treasurer
to receive from a national bank the deposit specified bv said section 7.
(H>.)

SHAREHOLDERS.

ASSESSMENTS.

Evidence held not to show defendant was stockholder of insolccnl national bank.
{['•. S. C. C. A., 1922.) Evidence that defendant had agreed to purchase

some of the stock of a national bank from the vice president thcrof, and
had given his note to the vice president, with the understanding the latter
was io hold the note until it was paid out of dividends received on the
stock, and that a certificate for the stock in defendant's name was written
out and signed by the vice president, but not by the cashier, and that the
seal was not affixed, as was necessary to give the certificate validity, nor
was any attempt made to deliver the certificate, does not show that
defendant became a stockholder in the bank, so as to bo liable for the par
value of the stock after its insolvency. (Hodge <:. Gushing, 285 Fed.
Rep. 158.)

Injunction—Defense at law to defeat assessment of bank slock held adequate,
(V. S. Dist. C , 1923.) The test whether plaintiff, seeking an injunction

against a suit to enforce an assessment on bank stock, has an adequate
remedy at law, is whet her he could have interposed as his defense at law a
matter on which he relies as constituting his equitable action, and he
clearly could interpose a claim that he had sold the stock to another, who
failed to have it transferred on the books. (Logan r. Crissinger, Comp-
troller of Currency, et al., 290 Fcx\. Rep. 415.1
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Name on books as stockholder creates presumption of fact.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) The presence of the name of the stockholder on the

stock register of a national bank creates a presumption of legal liability
on his part which, however, may be rebutted by proof of a bona fide sale
of the stock and a satisfactory showing that the seller has done all that
he can reasonably be called upon to do in the furtherance of every duty
which the law imposes on him to secure a transfer on the registry of the
bank. (II).)

Owner of stock according to books field liable.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Where plaintiff had acquired stock in a national

bank with intention of reselling it to friends and thereby eliminating the
former owner's control of the bank, and had had the stock transferred to
his name on the books of the bank, as was necessary to enable him to
carry out his purpose, he is liable for assessments on the stock after the
bank became insolvent, notwithstanding an agreement that the stock
should be returned to the former owner, if not paid for. (Ib.)

STATE BANKS. •

Constitutional laic—Statute making assessments on stockholders of insolvent bank
conclusive as to amount held not unconstitutional.

(U. S. Dist C , 1923.) The provision of act Georgia, August 10, 1919,
article 7, section 20 (Acts Ga.. 19.19, p. 135), making the estimate of the
superintendent of banks of the amount collectible within a year from the
assets of an insolvent bank and the amount of the assessment against
stockholders based thereon conclusive, for the purpose of enforcement of
the assessments, does not render the act unconstitutional as depriving
stockholders of their property without due process of law, in view of the
further provision that any surplus after paying debts of the bank shall be
applied to reimbursement of stockholders who have paid assessments.
(Martin et al. v. Bennett, Superintendent of Banks, 291 Fed. Rep. 626.)

Statute providing for assessments against stockholders of insolvent bank held valid.
(U. S. Dist. C , 1923.) Nor is such statute invalid because, while it gives

the stockholder assessed, after issuance of execution against him by the
superintendent, ' ' the right by affidavit of illegality, as in case of affidavits
of illegality to other executions, to contest his liability for such assess-
ment," it does not designate any court to which the affidavit shall be
returnable, that court being, by the plain intent of the statute, the superior
court of the county in which he resides, and where under Constitution of
Georgia, article 6, section 16, civil cases against him, with specified excep-
tions, are required to be brought. (Ib.)

TAXATION.
FEDERAL TAX UXDER WAR REVENUE ACT.

War revenue act 1898; bankers1 taxes; capital—Not only capital used in banking,
but capital held as reserve or invested to give credit to banking business is taxable.

(U. S. Sup., 1922.) In fixing special bankers' taxes under the act of
June 13, 1898, chapter 448, section 2, 30 Statutes, 448, the assessment is
not confined to that part of a banker's capital which is used in making
loans or directly in other banking transactions, but includes capital held
or deposited as a reserve or invested in.securities and which serves to give
credit to the banking business; and even where such securities have been,
designated as assets of another kind of business and physically segregated
as such, they still may represent capital employed in the banking business
if they continue to give it credit. (Fidelity & Deposit Company of
Maryland v. United States, 259 U. S. 296.)

Distinct businesses; question of fact—Whole of common capital of corporation not
deemed capital of single department; there should be apportionment; extent to
which capital is used in banking is a question of fact.

(U. S. Sup., 1922.) But where a corporation is lawfully engaged in several
distinct lines of business, including banking, for each of which its capital
supplies necessary credit, the whole of the common capital can not be
deemed capital of a single department; there should be an apportionment,
and the extent to which the capital is used in banking is a question of
fact. (Ib.)Digitized for FRASER 
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Burden of Proof.
(U. 8. Sup., 1922.) Plaintiff must show that none of capita], or less t!::m

amount of assessment, was employed in banking. (I!).;

Surplus and Undivided Profits.
(IT. S. Sup., 1922.) Act, in providing that in estimating capital k'.irpk-.s

be included, takes no account of technical destinction between suvp = V:3
and undivided profits. (Tb.)

Court of Claims—Remand for further findings, where corporation claimed banking
department was conducted solely on depositors' money, and Court of Claims mode
no specific finding on thai subject but other findings respecting segregation .•>/
several kinds of business, from which extent to which capital was used in banking
could not be ascertained.

(U. S. Sup., 1922.) In an action to recover taxes collected under this
act, where the plaintiff corporation claimed that the business of its hank-
ing department was conducted without the use of its capital hut solely on
its depositors' money, and the Court of Claims, though requested, made
no specific finding on that subject but other findings respecting the segre-
gation of the plaintiff's several kinds of business, investments, account-
ing, etc., from which the extent, if any, to which the capital was used i-'i
banking could not be definitely ascertained, held that the case should be
remanded for further findings/ (Ib.)

Limitation on claims under Refunding Act, 1912.
(U. S. Sup., 1922.) The limitation on actions in the Court of Claims on

claims arising under the refunding act of July 27, 1912, is six years. Sage
v. United States, 250 U. S. 33. (Ib.)

STATE TAXATION,

IN GENERAL.

A Stale tax upon a national bank, based on its capital stock; surplus, and undivided
profits, invalid under Revised Statutes, section 5219.

(U.S. Sup., 1922.) A State tax upon a national bank, based on its capital
stock, surplus, undivided profits, and other property, is not equivalent
to a tax upon the shareholders in respect of their shares and is InvalM
under Revised Statutes; section 5219. When tho validity of an asses.--
ment by State officers is challenged here, the court must determine iii:?
effect of the thing actually (lone; what might have been done under tho
local statute is not controlling. 123 .Miss. 279; 81 So. 707, reversed.
(First National Bank of Gulf port, Miss., v. Adams, Revenue Agent of
the State of Mississippi, 258 l \ S. 362.)

IOWA.

Taxation—Attempted increase of assessment of shares of bank stock by wi'liinr
illegal.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) "Where a city council, .sitting as a board of review, after
due notice and hearing, lixed the actual value of shares of bank stock ami
its taxable value, as returned by the assessor from statements furnished
by the banks which showed no improper deductions, and the values us
so fixed were duly certified to the auditor, spread upon his records, i\i>*
tax levied thereon, and. the books made up and turned over to ihe
treasurer, held, that an attempted correction thereafter by the auditor,
in which he assumed to increase the actual and taxable values of sucii
shares because of supposed omission of the board of review to include,
in computing such values, the full value of certain Tinted States bonds
shown by the statements to be owned by the banks, was not an authorized
correction of & clerical error or computation, but rather a new assessment,
unauthorized and illegal. (First National Bank of Burlington et al. <\
Weber, County Auditor, et al., 192 N. W. Rep. 890.)
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194 REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY.

Taxation—Certiorari will lie to review acts of auditor in excess of jurisdiction.. •
(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Where the county auditor illegally and without authority

undertakes to increase the actual value and assessable value as returned
by the board of review, which changes amount to an attempted new
assessment, his acts are not ministerial as a mere ascertainment of the
value, but are such an illegality as amount to an excess of his proper
jurisdiction, to review which certiorari will lie, under Code, section 4154.
(Ib.)

Taxation—Judgment for costs not judgment against officers as individuals.
(Iowa Sup., 1923.) In certiorari against the county auditor and against

the county treasurer to test the legality of the action of the auditor in
changing an assessment, a judgment against the defendants for costs is
a judgment against them as officers in their official capacity, and not
erroneous as a judgment against them individually. (Ib.)

Taxation—Failure to fill blank for taxable value of bank's shareholders held not
failure to assess.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Where a national bank had furnished to the assessor a
verified statement of its capital, surplus, and undivided profits, and a
complete list of its shareholders, giving their post-office addresses and
the number of shares held by each, which was in effect the same as the
assessment rolls prescribed "by Code Supplement, 1913, section 13G0,
though not in the precise form of such rolls, the fact that the assessor
had not entered in the blank space in the statement provided therefor
the number of shares of each shareholder, and the taxable value thereof,
because of a belief that Acts Thirty-eighth General Assembly, chapter
257, authorizing deduction of the bank's investments in Government
tax-free securities was valid and left nothing to tax, did not establish a
failure by the assessor to assess the stock. (First National Bank of
Guthrie Center v. Anderson, County Auditor et al., 192 N. W. Rep. 6.)

Taxation—Notice to taxpayer not necessary before correction of error in assessment
or tax lists.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Code Supplement, 1913, section 1385b, providing that
the auditor may correct any error in the assessment or tax list, and may
assess and list omitted property, but before assessing omitted property
he shall notify the owner, does not require notice to be given of the cor-
rection of an error in the assessment or tax list. (Ib.)

Taxation—Authority to correct error continues until taxes hare been legally dis-
charged.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) The authority of the auditor under Code Supplement,
1913, section 1385b, to correct the tax lists of the preceding year con-
tinues until the taxes have been paid or otherwise legally discharged, in
view of the implication of the provision of that section that, if such correc-
tion or assessment is made after the books have passed into the hands
of the treasurer, he shall be charged or credited therefore as the case
may be. (Ib.)

Taxation—Filling blanks in assessment of national bank stockholders after deduc-
tions were held illegal held not assessment of omitted property which would require
notice.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Where the verified statement submitted to the auditor
by a national bank showed that the deductions authorized by Acts
Thirty-eighth General Assembly, chapter 257, for investments of capital
in Government securities from the capital, surplus, and undivided profits
of the bank in estimating the assessable value of stock left nothing to be
assessed, and therefore the assessor did not fill in the names of the share-
holders, and the number and value of their shares in the spaces provided,
his action in filling those blanks after the statute authorizing the deduc-
tion had been held invalid was not an assessment of omitted property,
and therefore was not invalid because he failed to give any notice to the
owners of his proposed action. (Ib.)
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Taxation—Approval of unlawful exemption by board of equalization held not final
so as to prevent correction of assessment.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) The approval by the board of equalization of tax lists,
showing no tax was assessed against stockholders of a national bank,
which had no taxable value if the deductions permitted by Acts Thirty-
eighth General Assembly, chapter 257, were valid, was not contem-
plated or intended to exempt the stock of the shareholders from taxa-
tion, and was not final so as to prevent the correction of the assessment
after the statute authorizing the deduction had been held invalid. (Ib.)

Taxation—Taxation of national bank dock is not taxation of Government bond*
in -which capital is invested.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) The taxation of shares of stock in a national bank,
based upon total capital, surplus, and undivided profits of the bank, part
of which was invested in United States bonds and other securities which
were exempt from taxation by the State, was not a tax on the Govern-
ment securities. (Ib.)

Taxation—lt Moneyed capital'' which, must be taxed, at same rate as national-bank
stock defined.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Within Revised Statutes, United States, section 5219
(IT. S. Comp. St. set*. 9784), providing that the taxation of national
banks shall not be at a greater rate than is made or assessed upon other
moneyed capital, and Code Supplement, 1913, section 1310, imposing
a 5-mill tax on stocks, bonds, and other securities, excluding the shares
of stock of national, State, and savings banks, and loan and trust com-
panies and moneyed capital as thereinafter defined with reference to the
United States statute, the term "moneyed capital" includes that invested
in securities by way of loan, discount, or otherwise, which are from time
to time, according'to the rules of business, reduced again to money and
reinvested. (Ib.)

Taxation—Restriction on power to tax national banks was intended to prevent
unfair preferences.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) The purpose of Congress in forbidding the assessment
of national banks by the State at a higher rate than was imposed upon
other moneyed capital therein was to protect the banks from competition
with individuals or corporations which were given an unfair preference
by the taxing laws of the State, and was therefore intended to apply only
to moneyed capital which was or might be invested in competition with
the banks. (Ib.)

Taxation—Congress docs not require discrimination in favor of national banks.
(Iowa Sup., 1923.) It is not the policy of the Federal Government to inter-

fere with the method of taxing property by the States, or to demand that
discrimination in taxation be made in favor of the national banks. (Ib.)

Taxation—Statute restricting taxes of national bank liberally construed.
(Iowa Sup-, 1923.) United States Revised Statutes, section 52.19, providing

that the States shall not tax national banks in excess of the rate other
moneyed capital within the State is taxed, is to be liberally construed to
give effect to the manifest purpose of Congress, and in recognition of the
efforts of the State legislatures to apply the same method and rate of
taxation to State banks as are applied to national banks. (Ib.)

Taxation-—Petition held not to allege discrimination in taxing national-hank shares.
(Iowa Sup., 1923.) A petition by a national bank to restrain the collection

of a tax levied upon its shareholders, which alleged that the rate levied
upon its stock as well as upon the stock of State banks was 143.5 mills,
and that there was a large amount of money loaned upon farm lands
within the county, which was taxed at the rate of only 5 mills on the
dollar, without alleging what, if any, proportion of that amount was
loaned by the banks as agents, as was common practice in that com-
munity, does not show that a lesser rate was levied upon any moneyed
capital competing with the banks, and therefore was insufficient to
establish the invalidity of the tax under Tjiited States Revised Statute,?,
section 5219. (Tb.)
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Taxation—Equity will not enjoin collection because of irregularities in assessment.
(Iowa Sup., 1923.) Equity will not enjoin the collection of a tax authorized

by law on account of mere irregularities in the assessment which are not
of such a character as to render the assessment void. (Ib.)

Evidence—Court takes judicial notice of location and population of counties and
towns.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) The court can take judicial notice of the population of
Guthric Center, its location, the area of Guthrie County, and the number
and population of other towns located therein. (Ib.)

Taxation—Burden of showing moneyed, capital is invested in competition with
banks rests on bank.

(Iowa Sup., 1923.) A national bank seeking to prevent the collection of a
tax levied upon its shareholders on the ground that other moneyed
capital was taxed at a lower rate, has the burden of showing that the other
capital referred to was invested in competition with the bank. (Ib.)

MONTANA.

Taxation—State may tax shares of national banks.
(Mont. Sup., 1923.) Under Revised Statutes United States, section 5219

(U. S. Comp. St., sec. 9784), the legislature of each State is given the
authority to determine and direct the manner and place of taxing all the
shares of national banking associations located within the State, pro-
vided, however, that such taxation shall not be at a greater rate than is
assessed upon other moneyed capital in the hands of individual citizens
of such State, and that the shares of any national banking association
owned by nonresidents shall be taxed in the city or town where the bank
is located and not elsewhere. (First National Bank of Glendive v. Dawson
County ct al., 213 Pac. Rep. 1097.)

Taxation—Taxation of shares of national bank against bank as agent for stock-
holders proper.

(Mont. Sup., 1923.) Under Revised Codes, 1921, sections 2064-2067,
shares of stock in national banks are assessed to the owners or holders
thereof consistently with the provisions of Revised Statutes of the United
States, section 5219 (U. S. Comp. St., sec. 9784), and the bank is simply
made the agent of its stockholders for convenience in levying and paying
the assessment. (Ib.)

Taxation—Taxation of shares of national banks must not discriminate in favor of
local ''moneyed capital."

(Mont. Sup., 1923.) The effect of Revised Statutes of the United States,
section 5219 (U. S. Comp. St., sec. 9784), authorizing taxation of shares of
stock in national bank, is to permit such taxation by the State provided no
unfriendly discrimination is made against such shares in favor of moneyed
capital in the hands of individual citizens of the State; <lmoneyed capital"
in this case meaning capital employed in competition with the business
of national banks. (Ib.)

Taxation—Building and loan associations may be favored in matter of taxation.
(Mont. Sup., 1923.) It is the policy of the State to encourage and foster

building and loan associations as institutions tending to encourage in-
dustry and thrift, and it is within the power of the State to favor them
as respects taxation if it sees fit. (Ib.)

Business of (ibanking" defined.
(Mont. Sup., 1923.) The business of "banking," as defined by law and cus-

tom, consists of the issuing of notes payable on demand intended to circu-
late as money where the banks are banks of issue, and receiving deposits
payable on demand; in discounting commercial paper, making loans of
money on collateral security; buying and selling bills of exchange, nego-
tiating loans, and dealing in negotiable securities issued by the Govern-
ment, State, and Nation, and municipal and other corporations. (Ib.)
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Taxation—Assessment of national-hank shares on basis of 40 per cent valuation
and building and loan associations on basis of 7 'per cent valuation not (Us-
criminalory.

(Mont. Sup., 1923.) The assessment of shares of national banking associa-
tions under .Revised Statutes, 1921, sections 2064-2067, on the basis of
a 40 per cent valuation, fixed by sections 1999, 2000, is not invalid as
discriminating in favor of moneyed capital in the hands of individuals
because moneys and credits in the hands of building and loan associa-
tions were assessed against members on the basis of a 7 per cent valuation,
and the association itself, under section 6363, was assessed only upon real
property and office furniture and fixtures, such building and loan associa-
tions not being in competition with national banking institutions, nor is
the validity of the tax affected by the fact that a building and. loan asso-
ciation in violation of law assumed to pay mortgages from plaintiff bank,
db.)

NEBRASKA.

Taxation—Tax on bank stock held a tax on shares of slock} and not a tax on prop-
erty of the corporation.

(Nebr. Sup., 1.922.) "The tax contemplated by section 6343, Revised
Statutes, 1913, as amended by laws, 1915, chapter 108, relating to the tax-
ation of banking corporations, is a tax upon shares of stock in the hands
of stockholders, and is not a tax upon the propertv of the corporation."
State v. First National Bank, 103 Nebr. 280, 171 N. \V. 912, followed.
(Creighton National Bank of Crcighton v. Knox Countv et al., 188 N. VV.
Rep. 301.)

Taxation—Mortgage securities held by bank on which mortgagor has agreed to pay
tax not to be deducted from total value of shares for purposes of taxation.

(Nebr. Sup., 1922.) In making an assessment upon the shares of stock in
the hands of the stockholders for purposes of taxation, as provided in
section 6343, Revised Statutes, 1913, as amended, by laws, 1915, chapter
108, the assessor should not deduct from the total value of the shares mort-
gage securities held by the banking corporation upon which, the mortgagor
has agreed to pay any tax which may be levied against the mortgage or
the debt secured thereby. (Ib.)

Constitutional law—Taxation—Levy of tax on bank stock, without deducting value
of mortgage securities held by bank on which mortgagor had agreed to pay tax,
held not to impair the obligation of contract.

(Nebr. Sup., 1922.) The- levying of a tax in such case docs not impair the
obligation of the contract as between the mortgagor and the mortgagee.
(Ib.)

NEW YORK.

Taxation—National bank is agent of Federal Government, and its shares of stock
are taxable by State only when Congress permits.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) A. national bank is an agency of the National Gov-
ernment, and a State can not tax it and its shares of stock are taxable
only when and as Congress permits. (People ex rel. Hanover National
Bank of City of New York v. Goldfogle et al., 137 N. E. Rep. 611.)

Taxation—Any tax by Stale on national-bank stock not in conformity with Federal
statute is invalid.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) Revised Statutes of the United States, section 5219
(IT. S. Camp. St. sec. 9784), prescribes the full measure of the power of the
State to impose taxes upon national-bank shares, and any assessment
not in conformity therewith is invalid. (Ib.)

Taxation—Tax of 1 per cent on bank stock without regard to income earned thereon
is a direct tax.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) Tax of 1 per cent, provided by tax law, section 24-b,
24-c, is a direct tax on shares of bank stock without regard to amount
of income earned thereon, whether such income has been retained as sur-
plus or distributed as dividends. (Ib.)
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Taxation—"Intangible personal property,'' as used in statute, defined.
(N. Y. App., 1922.) The term ''intangible personal property," as used in

tax law, section 4~a, as added by Laws 1920, chapter 647, exempting in-
tangible property except shares of stock of banks and banking associa-
tions, means incorporeal property, including money, deposits in banks,
shares of stock, bonds, notes, credits, evidences of an interest in prop-
erty, and evidences of debt. (Ib.)

Taxation—Federal Government permits State taxation only on terms of equality,
and tax on national-bank shares must not discriminate in favor of moneyed capital.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) The Federal Government permits State taxation only
on terms of substantial equality in law and in fact, in entire fairness and
friendliness, and the tax on national-bank shares must not discriminate
in favor of moneyed capital entering into competition with national
banks. (Ib.)

Taxation—Gross income includes dividends on bank stocks.
(N. Y. App., 1922.) Under tax laws, section 359, gross income includes

income from dividends on shares of bank stock. (Ib.)

Taxation—Tax on bank shares and dividends thereof held invalid because dis-
criminating in favor of moneyed, capital and because bank shares are taxed at
greater rale than income of moneyed capital.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) The direct tax of 1 per cent on the capital shares of
national banks, under tax law, sections 24-b, 24-c, is invalid, not only
because it is discriminatory in favor of moneyed capital, in that it im-
poses a tax both on the shares and dividends thereof as income, whereas
the moneyed capital in hands of individuals is exempt from taxation
based on valuation, and is assessed by one method according to income
only, personal income tax law (tax law, sec. 352, added by Laws 1919,
c. 627), but also because the shares of bank stock are taxed to a greater
extent than such moneyed capital invested in the State, causing a pal-
pable inequality contrary to Revised Statutes of the United States, section
5219 (U. S. Coinp. St., sec. 9784). (Ib.)

Taxation—State may tax national-bank shares by one method and moneyed capital
by another, but, if inequality is palpable, tax is invalid.

(N. Y. App., 1922.) The State may, so long as it observes the rule of
fairness and good faith, tax national-bank shares by one method while it
taxes competing capital by another method and without exact uniformity
or equality, but if the inequality is palpable, it becomes the duty of the
State courts to declare the rights asserted under the Constitution of the
United States and the statutes enacted by Congress in uniformity there-
with, and to hold the tax invalid. (Ib.)

OKLAHOMA.

Taxation- Managing officer of bank acts as agent in assessment of shares in names
of shareholders.

(Okla. Sup., 1923.) Under the provisions of section 7318, Revised Laws,
1910, as amended by section 4, subdivision A, article 1, chapter 107,
Laws 1915, assessment is made on the value of the shares of the capital
stock of banking corporations in the names of the shareholders, and the
managing officer of the bank, in making the return of the properties of
such corporation to the county assessor, under section 7331, Revised
Laws 1910, as amended by section 5, subdivision A, article 1, chapter 107,
Laws 1915, acts as agent for and on behalf of the stockholders of the
bank. (Sowers, County Treasurer, v. First National Bank of Perry ct al,,
213 Pac. Rep. 876.)

Taxation—Appeal lies from failure of equalization board to adjust assessment upon
written complaint of aggrieved taxpayer.

(Okla. Sup., 1923.) Under section 7367, Revised Laws 1910, the county
board of equalization, composed of the county commissioners, convenes
the first Monday in June of each year, and under said section and section
2, subdivision B, article 1, chapter 107, Laws 1915, any person aggrieved
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by an assessment returned by the assessor to said board may file with
said board, as provided in said last-named section, a written complaint,
specifying his grievances, and, on failure of the said board to correct or
adjust such assessment as returned to it by the assessor, appeal lies there-
from to the district court. (II).)

Taxation- - Law providing for payment pending litigation can only be invoked where
illegality of tax arises from placing on tax rolls from which there is no appeal.

(Okla. Sup., 1923.) Section 7, subdivision B, article 1, chapter 107, Laws
1915, can only be invoked where the illegality of the tax in question arises
from some action whereby the property is placed on the \t\\ rolls from
which the law provides no appeal. (Ib.)

WASHINGTON.

Taxation— National hank stock 'in other States held subiect to Stale inhv.rilance tax,
(Wash. Sup., 1922.) Under inheritance tax law (.Laws 1901, p. OS), section

3, imposing an inheritance tax on property of every kind which was
owned by any decedent domiciled within the State at the time of his death,
even though the property was situated outside of the State, stocks of
national banks owned by decedent domiciled in this State, but not kept
within the State, was subject to the inheritance tax, notwithstanding
Revised Statutes United .States, section 5219 (l.:. S. Comp. St., sec. 9784),
providing that the shares of any national bank owned by nonresidents
shall be taxed in the city and town where the bank is located and not
elsewhere, such statute referring only to the imposition of general or
annual taxes upon property levied in the lifetime of the owner. (In re
Sherwood's Estate; State /•. Spokane <fc Eastern Trust Co., 211 Pac.
Rep. 734.)

Taxation—Stale* authorized to lax only the capital xlock and real property of national
banks.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) Slates have no power to levy taxes directly or indi-
rectly on national banks, or any of their property except- such as Congress
has expressly authorized. (Chase National Bank of City o^ New York i\
Spokane County, 215 Pac. Rep. 374.)

Taxation—Personal property within State owned by national ba/nk in (mother State,
acquired by transaction in the other State, held not subject to State tax.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) The fact that the principal place of business of a
national bank was in another State did not give the State the right to
tax auto trucks in the State belonging to such bank, where the trucks,
were acquired in a transaction at the bank's principal place of business.
(Ib.)

Taxation -Personal property in which national bank has special property or lien
held subject to State tax.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) The rule that property of a national bank can not be
taxed by a State except as expressly authorized by Congress does not
apply to personal property in which the bank has a special security title,
lien, or claim. (Ib.)

Taxation--Agreement held to be fur security and not to gire absolute title lo national
bank for purposes of taxation.

(Wash. Sup., 1923.) Where the receiver of an insolvent buyer of auto
trucks executed a writ ten agreement to sell the t rucks and pay over the
proceeds to a national bank, which had purchased the drafts for the pur-
chase price of the t rucks with the bill of lading a t tached, held that the fact
t h a t t h e agreement asserted t h a t t i t le to the t rucks was in the bank and
would continue to remain there until sold did not of itself vest in the bank
the absolute t i t le to the t rucks, especially as the evidence showed t h a t it
was not intended to pass absolute t i t le , bu t merely as security, and hence
the t rucks were subject to the S ta te personal property tax. (Ib.)
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TRUSTS.

No trust created by sending money to bank for payment of interest coupons.
(U. S. D. C, 1923.) Though corporate mortgagor in sending money to

trustee, a bank, for payment of interest coupons shortly falling due, did
so with understanding that bank should distribute the fund to those
entitled thereto, and that mortgagor should have nothing more to do
with it, no trust was created. (Guidise v. Island Refining Corporation
Ex parte Hill et al., 291 Fed. Rep. 922.)

Question whether trust created held, one of general law, but Stale court's decisions to
be followed in case of doubt.

(U. S. D. C, 1923.) Question whether sending by corporate mortgagor to
bank.of money for payment of interest coupons shortly to fall due created
a trust is one of general commercial law, as to which Federal judges are
not required to follow State court's decisions, but they should do so in
case of doubt. (Ib.)
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